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ABSTRACT 

T/anable Geometry T\utoch&%p%s (\%jT) are us&d to inqMove eaypne-

turbcwchfKjger irwikibicyg aiwd (3Krre%Hj)r coiimioii in liiesel isngpuies. T/CjTT hwas isrovoa tf) 

provide air boost for wide engine speed range as well as reduce tuibo-lag. This thesis 

presents the design and experimental evaluation of a variable geometry mixed flow 

turbocharger turbine. 

The mixed flow rotor used in this study consists of 12 blades with a constant inlet blade 

angle of +20°, a cone angle of 50° and a tip diameter of 95.2mm. A variable geometry 

stator has been designed within this work, consists of 15 vanes fitted into a ring 

mechanism with a pivoting range between 40° and 80°. A novel nozzle vane was 

designed to have 40° lean stacking (G-om the axial direction). This geometrically achieves 

3-dimensional match with the mixed flow rotor and aims to improve the turbine stage 

performance. A conventional straight nozzle vane was also constructed in order to have a 

comparative design to asses the benefits of the new lean vane. 

The steady flow performance results are presented for vane angle settings of 40°, 50°, 

60°, 65° and 70° over a non-dimensional speed range of 0.833 - 1.667. The tests have 

been carried out with a permanent magnet eddy current dynamometer within a velocity 

ratio range of 0.47 to 1.09. The optimum efRciency of the variable geometry turbine was 

found to be approximately 5 percentage points higher than the baseline nozzleless unit. 

The peak efBciency of the variable geometry turbine corresponds to vane angle settings 

between 60° and 65°, for both the lean and straight vanes. The maximum total-to-static 

efficiency of the turbine with lean vanes configuration was measured to be 79.8% at a 

velocity ratio of 0.675. The equivalent value with straight vanes conGguration is 80.4 % 

at a velocity ratio of 0.673. The swallowing capacity of the turbine was shown to increase 

with the lean vanes, as much as 17% at 70° vane angle and pressure ratio of 1.7. 

The turbine pulsating flow performance is presented for 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

conditions and a pulse 6"equency range of 20 - 80 Hz, these frequencies correspond to an 

engine speed range of 800 - 3200 Rf M respectively. The turbine was observed to go 

through a period of choking within a pulse for vane angle settings between 60° - 70°. The 



unsteady eSciency of a nozzled turbine was found to exhibit larger deviation &om the 

quasi-steady curve compared to a nozzlesless turbine, by as much as -19.4 percentage 

points. This behaviour was found to be more pronounced towards the close nozzle 

settings, where the blockage eSect is dominanL The nozzle ring was also shown to act as 

a *Yestrictor" which shields the turbine rotor &om being completely exposed to the 

unsteadiness of the flow. This coupled with the phase shifting ambiguity was shown to 

result in the inaccuracy of the point-by-point instantaneous efficiency; where as much as 

25% of a cycle exhibits instantaneous e@ciency above unity. 

Finally the turbine was tested by adapting to the pulsating flow (20 - 60 Hz) by cyclic 

variation in the opening and closing of the nozzle vanes, called Active Control 

Turbocharger (A.C.T.). The nozzle vane operating schedules for each pulse period were 

evaluated experimentally in two general modes; natural oscillating opening/closing of the 

nozzle vanes due to the pulsating flow and the forced sinusoidal oscillation of the vanes 

to match the incoming pulsating flow. The spring stifbess was found to be a dominant 

factor in the eSectiveness of the natural oscillation mode. In the best setting, the turbine 

energy extraction was shown to improve by 6.1% over a cycle for the 20 Hz flow 

condition. In overall it was demonstrated an optimum A.C.T. operating condition could 

be achieved by allowing the nozzle ring to oscillate naturally in pulsating flow, against an 

external spring pre-load, which eliminates the use of complex mechanism and external 

drive. However, the current result suggest the beneGts of A.C.T. are best realised in large 

low speed engines. 
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CHAPTER 1 

i i N i r R ( ) i ) t j ( : T n ( ) P f 

1.0 Automotive Turbocharging 

The future trends of automotive engine are universally toward down-sizing, higher power 

density and above all lower carbon emissions. Among many technologies revolutionizing 

automotive development, tuibocharging is considered as a signiGcant enabler to meet the 

ever increasing future demands. Uchida (2006) provided a good discussion on the future 

trends for the automotive industry and the inherent role of turbocharging, with focus on 

the Tbyofa research developments. Figure 1.1 shows the demand for specific power to 

increase to 70 tPfW and COz emission to reduce to 115 Ag/W by the year 2010. Achieving 

the goal, according to Uchida (2006), will need technological steps forward with 

turbocharging enhancement as the main player. These views are also shared by Shahed 

(2005) in his article discussing the general demand and importance of turbocharging for 

the current and future automotive powertrain. Down-sizing and emission reduction were 

the main driving force behind the significant development of turbodiesels in Europe and 

similar development are predicted for the United States automotive industry. 

Shahed (2005) suggested the development of Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) 

has contributed positively to the evolution of diesel engines. This includes the capability 

of VGT to boost over wider speed range and its compliment to the Exhaust Gas 

Recirculation (EGR) operation in reducing harmful emission. Apart &om VGT, several 

methods of turbocharging are proposed and tested currently by manufacturers, which 

includes the motor assisted VGT and two-stage turbocharging (Shahed, 2005 and Uchida, 

2006). In a motor assisted VGT, an electric motor is used to spin the turbocharger to 

provide almost an instant boost when necessary. Meanwhile, a two-stage turbocharging 
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provides a wider operating range with higher pressure ratio and air-flow. However, VGT 

remains the well proven technology readily available and in many cases considered 

indispensable in the effort to meet future engine demands. 

Shahed (2005) and Uchida (2006) suggested very promising potential of tuibocharging in 

the evolution of modem automotive powertrain. These include the development of down-

sized gasoline engines, engine-motor hybrid vehicles and fuel cells. Turbochargers are 

expected to continually contribute to the universal effort of energy saving and global 

warming reduction. 

1,1 Working Principles of Turbochargers 

Internal combustion engine is essentially an air-breathing machine, inducing air for 

combustion and consequently exhaust the by-product in a well tuned continuous cycle 

which produces useable power. A turbocharger enhances the breathing process by feeding 

high density air into an engine for better combustion process. This enables a turbocharged 

engine to produce more power and torque compared to an equivalent natural aspirated 

engine. A typical turbocharger consists of a turbine and a compressor coupled to a 

common shaft (Heywood, 1988) as shown in Figure 1.2. The working principle of a 

turbocharger is the turbine extracts exhaust gas energy to power the compressor which in 

return increases the density of the charged-air delivered to the engine cylinders. The 

general effectiveness of a turbocharger is in maintaining a positive pressure gradient 

across an engine intake-to-exhaust. In a fixed geometry turbocharger the turbine geometry 

is fixed thus limiting the maximum exhaust flowing through it before the back-pressure 

increases to create negative pressure gradient. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, a wastegate is 

used to bypass the excess exhaust gas in aim to consistently maintain positive pressure-

gradient, but with the penalty of losing usable energy. On the other extreme, very low 

exhaust flow will be inadequate for the turbine to spin and deliver the power required to 

meet a driver's demand. One classic disadvantage of conventional fixed geometry 

turbocharger is the Gnite time required for the turbine to spin to the required power level, 

which is referred as turbo-lag. This is more severe as the size of the turbocharger 

increases. Thus a turbocharger usually matched to an engine depending on the operating 
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envelope required. A small tuibocharger provides good low engine speed boost but 

mechanically limited at higher speed range. On the other hand, larger turbochargers are 

good for high speed operation but poor for low engine speed boost due to its inertia. The 

classic engine-turbocharger matching di&culty is one of the crucial problems faced by 

the engine and turbocharger manufacturers in the process of achieving higher engine 

power with least turbo-lag. Variable geometry turbochargers (VGT) has in many ways 

resolved this problem and used widely especially for diesel engine apphcation. 

1.2 Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) 

Although the concept of Variable Geometry Turbocharging (VGT) is not entirely new 

(the first examples appearing in the early 1960s) their development only gained impetus 

in the last 25 years. Up until the early 1980s, VGTs were rarely used except on gas 

turbine plants and experimental turbochargers. The common problems encountered with 

VGT were reliability (for long periods of time while exposed to high temperature and 

corrosive exhaust gases), complexity because of the VGT actuation mechanism and 

control system, and (he subsequent high cost (Watson and Janota, 1982). However, recent 

research has tended to provide acceptable solutions to most of these problems and today 

VGT has already had a significant impact in the design of diesel engines. 

VGT is considered as an e^cient approach to the engine-turbocharger matching. A VGT 

can match for wider engine speed range by varying the turbine inlet geometry, which in 

essence similar to having finite range of turbine size in one unit. At lower engine speed 

and load, the turbine inlet area is reduced (similar to a small turbine) to increase 

momentum impact on the rotor, while at high engine speed the turbine inlet area is 

increased to avoid over boosting of the turbocharger. With this flexibility, the exhaust gas 

can be fully utilized for energy extraction in the turbine, otherwise wasted through a 

waste-gate as in conventional turbochargers. Figure 1.3 shows the improvement in an 

engine torque with the use of VGT especially at low speed. 

Two of the most widely used variable geometry methods in a turbocharger are pivoting 

nozzle vane (Figure 1.4) and sliding nozzle ring (Figure 1.5) mechanisms. 
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Figure 1.4 Pivotine Vane VGT: The vanes are ahnost closed at low exhaust flow and 
vice-versa at high exhaust flow (exfracfymm BeM, 7997) 
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Figure 1.5 Sliding Rinp VGT: The nozzle ring is least exposed at low exhaust 
flow, thus reducing the effective area and vice versa at high exhaust flow 
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In the pivoting nozzle vane method shown in Figure 1.4, the nozzle ring is connected to a 

unison ring and pivoted to regulate the nozzle area as well as the vane angle. Meanwhile 

in the sUding nozzle ring mechanism as shown in Figure 1.5, the vane angle is Gxed and 

the axial movement of the sliding wall regulates the nozzle area. Both the mechanisms are 

governed by control strategy as an integral component of modem engines, which largely 

requires multi-parameters coding to achieve optimum compromise between fast torque 

response, fuel economy, low emissions and engine safety (Moody, J.F., 1986). 

1.3 Mixed-Flow Turbine 

The most widely used turbines in a turbocharger are axial and radial turbines, with the 

latter dominating the automotive power train applications. The sensitivity of a small axial 

turbine to tip clearance leakage and the excellent ef5ciency-to-cost balance of a radial 

turbine mainly contributed to its wide preferences for automotive turbocharging. 

Nevertheless, the operating band of a radial turbine is limited due to its inlet geometrical 

requirement, which leads to an improved design variant called a mixed-flow turbine. In a 

mixed-flow turbine, the exhaust gas enters the rotor at an angle in between axial and 

radial, dictated by the cone angle (A). Figure 1.6 shows the description of a mixed-flow 

turbine and its differences with radial turbine. 

Mixed-flow turbines have gained considerable attention due to its capability to achieve 

peak efGciency at lower velocity ratio compared to a radial turbine (Karamanis et al., 

2001), which is essential for better exhaust gas energy utilization at higher pressure ratio. 

The zero inlet blade angle requirement in a radial turbine for structural stability, in fact 

inhibit its utilization to the fullest. In contrast, the radially swept leading edge of a mixed-

flow turbine achieves similar stability with a range of inlet blade angles, thus providing 

&eedom in the design stage and consequently its operation. This enables a mixed-flow 

turbine to achieve higher swallowing capacity and peak efRciency at lower velocity ratio, 

compared to an equivalent radial turbine. Thus for a given performance requirement, a 

smaller turbine can be used which will lead to lower inertia and consequently more 

responsive turbocharger. 
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Figure 1.8 Mixed-flow blade configurations and the rotor 3D view 
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1.3.1 Definition of a mixed flow turbine 

A mixed flow turbine can be viewed as a cross design between a radial and an axial 

turbine, as it possesses the features of the both. The basic schematic of a mixed flow 

turbine is shown in Figure 1.6 with a comparison to its radial counterparL The inlet flow 

of a mixed flow tuibine is at an angle between the complete axial and radial design. In 

comparison to a radial turbine this reduces the flow path curvature, as seen in Figure 1.7, 

and eSectively reduces the formation of secondary flow. This can be attributed as one of 

the main advantages of the mixed flow turbine compared to its radial counterpart. 

The defining characteristics of a mixed flow turbine are the blade angle, cone angle and 

camber angle as shown in Figure 1.8. The distinction between a mixed flow and a radial 

turbine (jee 7.6) is the cone angle at the blade inleL The cone angle of a radial 

turbine is fixed at 90° due to the blade radial fibre requirement. By radially sweeping the 

blade inlet as in a mixed flow rotor, a non-zero blade angle can be achieved and still 

maintain the radial fibre. Figure 1.8 also shows the 3D view of a mixed flow rotor in 

which the non-zero inlet blade angle can be noticed. This enables a forward sweep at the 

inlet without jeopardizing the structural stability, which improves its performance 

compared to the radial counterparL There is no de6nitive optimum cone angle for a 

mixed flow rotor and different values are usually used. Nevertheless, the values used by 

researchers in the past as shown in Table 1.1 can be used as a basic reference. The 

relationship between the blade angle, cone angle and camber angle can be derived as in 

the Eq. ( l . l ) from Whitfield and Baines (1990), 

tan/^6=(^sA tan^ (1.1) 

Figure 1.9 shows the variation of the inlet blade angle with different combinations of 

cone angle and camber angle. For a radial turbine, in which the cone angle is restricted to 

90°, the blade angle is zero regardless of the camber angle. By introducing a cone angle, 

positive blade angle can be achieved at the inlet which is beneficial in terms of the turbine 

velocity ratio and loading. The velocity ratio and loading of a turbine are given in the Eqs. 

(1.2) and (1.3) respectively, 
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Table 1.1 Cone angle values used by past researchers 

Authors Cone Angle (deg) 

Wallace and Pasha (1972) 45 

Baines et al. (1979) 50 

YamaRuchi et aL (1984) 60 

Chou and Gibbs (1989) 55 

Abidat et al. (1992) 50 

40 
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Figure 1.9 Inter-relations of mixed-flow turbine leading edge defining angles 
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Figure 1.10 Inlet relative flow angle effect on turbine loading 
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(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Assuming zero incidence the inlet relative flow angle equals the inlet blade angle; the 

effect of inlet blade angles on the optimum velocity ratio and turbine loading are shown 

in Figure 2.2 and Figure 1.10 calculated based on the Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.3). It can be 

seen &om the Ggures, a positive blade angle reduces the velocity ratio and increases the 

turbine loading capacity, thus allows a turbine to operate at its optimum consequently 

extracting more work at higher pressure instances in an exhaust pulse. 

1.4 Research Motivation 

Variable geometry turbochargers are traditionally based on radial turbines and it remains 

the case till today. Considering the beneGts of a mixed flow turbine, as discussed earlier, 

it would be profitable to use a mixed flow rotor in a VGT; as demonstrated by Baets et al. 

(1998) and Ishino and Bessho (2000). Baets et al. (1998) presented the development of 

VGT with a mixed flow turbine in as part of a series of commercial 

turbochargers. Meanwhile, Ishino and Bessho (2000) presented the development of VG 

mixed flow turbine in Tbyofa 2/̂ 6 .̂ 

Baets et al. (1998) used a set of pivoting nozzle vanes as the variable part of the stator to 

control the turbine inlet area. The nozzle vanes used by Baets et al. (1998) are straight 

design similar to those used in a radial turbine but the nozzle ring was arranged in a 

unique way to reduce the clearance leakage as shown in Figure 1.11; which also shows 

the efRciency curve obtained by Baets et al. (1998) for a mixed flow turbine with fixed-

geometiy and variable geometry (VG) configuration. The e&ciency in VG configuration 

is a little lower due to the sealing losses and the nozzle ring geometry losses. 

Nevertheless, in the variable geometry configuration Baets et al. (1998) have 
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Figure 1.12 Variable geometry mixed flow turbine developed in Toyota Central 
R&D Labs - pivoting technique and efBciency improvement 
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demonstrated improvement in a diesel engine part-load fuel consumption and exhaust 

smoke. 

Ishino and Bessho (2000) used straight nozzle vanes but slanted radially to geometrically 

match the inlet of a mixed flow rotor. The turbine was designed with alternate pivoting 

and fixed nozzle vanes to reduce clearance leakage loss. Figure 1.12 shows the pivoting 

technique employed by Ishino and Bessho (2000), where the vanes are pivoted at the 

trailing edge on a spherical surface. As shown in Figure 1.12, Ishino and Bessho (2000) 

recorded an efBciency improvement of about 14% with the new VG mixed flow turbine 

compared to the conventional VGT, especially at lower exhaust flow conditions. 

In a pivoting vane VGT system, the design of the nozzle vanes is crucial for a good 

performance. Wallace and Pasha (1972) indicated that the performance of a mixed flow 

turbine can be improved with an 'ideal' nozzle vane ring, designed based on the non-

radial inlet of a mixed flow rotor. Thus, straight nozzle vanes which can be used 

satisfactorily in a radial tuitine (Figure 1.13(a)) are not optimal for a mixed flow turbine 

(Figure 1.13(b)). The use of straight vanes in a mixed flow turbine will create an uneven 

inter-space between the vane trailing edge and the rotor leading edge, which eventually 

will induce non-uniformity in the span-wise flow. Ideally, the best possible options of 

nozzle vane are shown in Figure 1.14. Both the designs create an even-matching with the 

leading edge of a mixed flow rotor, enabling better flow direction along the span of the 

rotor. In a fixed nozzle vane configuration, design in Figure 1.14(a) may be a better 

option as preferred by Kirtley et al. (1993). In a variable geometry configuration, it is 

extremely diSicult to build a reliable nozzle ring on an inclined surface for either pivoting 

or sliding operation; hence the design in Figure L 14(b) is more practical. Even though the 

depiction in Figure 1.14 is a common way of representing nozzle vanes, it does not 

portray a complete picture of a mixed flow turbine. The reason is that based on Figure 1.9 

and Eq. (I.I), by introducing a cone angle and maintaining the radial fibre, the leading 

edge of a mixed flow rotor is actually swept positively. This creates a non-zero blade 

angle, which can be seen in Figure 1.8. Thus the design of the nozzle vane for a mixed 

flow turbine should take into consideration the 3-dimensional variation at the leading 

edge. Consequently, the benefits of a mixed flow turbine in VGT could be investigated 

with an optimal nozzle vane design. 
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Figure 1.13 Straight nozzle vane used for (a) a radial turbine and (b) a mixed-
flow turbine 
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Figure 1.14 Possible options of nozzle vanes for a mixed-flow turbine (a) vane with 
inclined hub/shroud surAce (b) vane with flat hub/shroud surface. 
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Figure 1.15 Typical VGT operation based on the engine demand and the 
pulsating nature of the exhaust gas at any conditions 
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The optimal turbine inlet geometry in commercial VGTs is pre-calibrated to follow a 

function largely based on the engine speed and load. The engine management system uses 

the fiinction to regulate the turbine inlet area during its operation. Thus, at Gxed engine 

speed and load, the turbine inlet geometry is more or less Gxed. However, the turbine is 

fed with an unsteady exhaust flow and the inlet condition changes continuously even at 

Axed engine speed and load, as shown in Figure 1.15. Because of the turbine inlet 

geometry in a VGT is 6xed over an exhaust pulse cycle, energy can only be effectively 

extracted in part of the cycle mainly at high pressure instances. Thus there is still room 

for improvement in the operation of a VGT in the aim to cope better with the incoming 

exhaust flow. A new method of advance VGT operation has been introduced for this 

purpose, called Active Control Turbocharging {A.C.T.) (Pesiridis et al., 2004). The core 

of its operation is similar to a VGT but it proposes the control of the turbine inlet 

geometry throughout the exhaust pulse. The turbine inlet area is regulated to adapt to the 

incoming exhaust pressure pulses throughout the operation of the engine; the inlet area is 

increased gradually as the pressure of the exhaust pulse increases and vice-versa. Thus 

optimal turbine geometry can be achieved at any instances in an exhaust pulse, leading to 

better energy extraction especially at the lower pressure instances. A.C.T. has the 

potential to improve the unsteady performance of a turbocbarger in an internal 

combustion engine as it allows energy extraction in a wider range of the exhaust pulse. 

The current research was pursued with two motivating factors; the use of mixed flow 

rotor in a VGT and the potential improvement of the current VGT in adapting to the 

pulsating exhaust flow. The research explored the unsteady flow impact on a mixed-flow 

variable geometry turbine and the possibility of achieving better energy extraction &om 

the pulsating exhaust flow by using active control operation. In order to investigate the 

turbine unsteady characteristics, it is necessary to design an optimal nozzle vane ring for a 

mixed-flow tuibine, which was been undertaken as part of the research task. 
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1.5 Thesis Objectives 

The objectives of the PhD thesis are: 

A/rtzMe wffA o /egM Mozz/e vg^g rzMg ^eomg/nco/ vana6/g ggomefyy 

o/?graZzoM, 

7b mvesfigcrfe oW zmc/ersZoMcf f/ze z m f p e r / b n M a n c g q/̂  a va?ia6/e geomeZ/y 

y/mv A/r6zMg wzfA (/z^rgyzf Mozz/e vaMg ^ygffz/zgf, 

7b zMvesfzgafe (Ae porenfiaf zyy^rovefnenf m fAg eney^y exfrocfion q/ a KG? imc/er 

;)w/j^/fMgy7otv f/zroz/gA oc/zvg co/zfro/ OjOgra/zb/z ^ .C .? . / 7%eje mc/z/̂ /g f/zg z/Tvgffzgg/zom 

m/o fAg na/z/ra/ o/z(/ybrcg^/ o,ycz//̂ 7fzo/z q/^/Ag Mozz/g va?zg rz/zg z/z a /7z//fofZMg gxAaztyfy/ow. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

The current thesis is divided into 8 chapters followed by references and appendices. List 

of figures and tables as well as nomenclatures are given at the beginning of ± e thesis. 

Descriptions of each chapter are given below. 

C/K9?rgr y yA^0D[/C770A^ 

The importance of turbochargers are discussed especially focusing on variable geometry 

turbocharging (VGT) and mixed flow turbines. This chapter also provides the motivation 

and objectives of the current PhD research. 

C/z^/gr 2 l/7E;L47I/RE^KZE;f 

The general historical developments of turbochargers are discussed. Consequently, a 

comprehensive discussion on the research and development of mixed flow turbine are 

provided. Furthermore, relevant previous investigations on variable geometry 

turbochargers are also given in this chapter. 
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The methodology and procedures followed to design a new variable geometry stator is 

discussed in this chapter. This includes a new volute and nozzle vane ring with its 

associated pivoting mechanism. The 3D geometrical matching of the nozzle vane to a 

mixed flow rotor and the consequent lean nozzle vane design is elaborated. This chapter 

also includes results &om the initial static pressure survey conducted to examine the flow 

characteristics in the volute and nozzle. 

The experimental test-rig and all the associated instruments are discussed in this chapter. 

The details of the measuring techniques for all the relevant performance parameters are 

elaborated within this chapter. These include the procedures to deduce a turbine steady 

and unsteady performance characteristics. The uncertainty analysis used within this thesis 

is also discussed at the end of this chapter. 

This chapter discusses the performance parameters of the variable geometry turbine 

acquired under steady flow testing. The results are presented for the new lean nozzle vane 

design for various vane angle settings and non-dimensionzil speeds. The equivalent 

performances acquired with a conventional straight vane design are also discussed for 

comparison. 

This chapter discusses the unsteady performance parameters of the variable geometry 

turbine acquired under pulsating flow testing. The results are presented for the new lean 

nozzle vane design for various vane angle settings, non-dimensional speeds and flow 

frequencies. The detail post-processing procedures involved in reducing the acquired raw 

data to relevant parameters are also elaborated in this chapter. The equivalent 

performances acquired with a conventional straight vane design are discussed for 

comparison. 
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This chapter discusses the experimental method and performance results acquired with 

the new Active Control Turbocharger (A.C.T.) concept. Two methods of nozzle vane 

oscillation, natural and forced, are discussed with the beneAts of each elaborated based on 

the operating capability and the consequent turbine performance. 

The conclusions of the current research are discussed in this chapter. Future 

improvements and possible further research possibilities are also elaborated within this 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 History of Turbocharging 

The concepts of turbo charging dates back to the time of internal combustion engine 

development, when Daz/M/er and Df&yg/ investigated the possibihty of 

increasing the power output and reducing the fuel consumption of their engines by pre-

compressing the combustion air. In 1925, the Swiss engineer Dr. was the 

first to be successful with exhaust gas turbocharging and achieved engine power 

improvement. Figure 2.1 shows the cross sectional cut of the turbocharging unit built by 

Dr. AlfredBiichi. 

Turbocharging begins with truck engines in the automotive industry, when the Srst 

turbocharged engine for trucks built by the fFbrA:? An/rgr in 1938. As for 

passenger cars, the CAevro/gf Corvair A^bnzo and the Jgf/ire were the first to 

be turbocharged in 1962/63, but did not last long due to reliabihty problems. 

Turbocharged diesel engines became popular after the oil crisis in 1973, and the 

consequent stringent emission regulations &om the 80s saw the significant development 

till today almost all diesel engines are turbocharged. Traditionally turbocharging has been 

associated with power improvement, but suffa-ed from problems such as reliabihty and 

turbo-lag. However, continual development and introduction of new techniques such as 

variable geometry turbocharging has resolved most of the classical problems. In the 

current environment, the primary reason for turbocharging is to reduce fuel consumption 

and emissions. 

As for the market domination only about 6% of the petrol cars are currently turbocharged, 

while almost 100% of diesel cars run on turbocharger (Beecham, 2003). While the lack of 
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Figure 2.1 First turbocharger designed by Dr. At&ed Btlchi 
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Figure 2.2 Velocity ratio variation with flow inlet relative QA/) 
and absolute (a^) angle 

application in petrol engine prompts future potential, the domination in diesel engine does 

not in any measure means turbocharging has reach its peak. Relative to the long history of 

turbochargerS; its technology and improvement is still away &om a saturated stage. 

Manufacturers and researchers are continuously seeking new methods of improvement to 

further enhance the turbocharger application. 

The discussion of the turbocharging history is largely based on information gathered 6om 

BorgWarner Turbo & Emission Systems (History, 2002-2007). 
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2.1 Mixed-Flow Turbine Research Review 

Research on mixed flow turbines spans over 50 years with substantial literature available 

in the public domain. Mixed flow turbines were initially used as an alternative rotor 

design for gas turbines and later extended to automotive turbocharger applications. The 

characteristics of a mixed flow turbine resemble a radial turbine but with some significant 

performance improvements, giving this design an edge to satisfy ever increasing demand 

in the automotive sector. The initial research focus was mainly experimental but in recent 

years there have been signiEcant contributions in computational analysis. The following 

discussion aimed at providing a comprehensive review of the past and present research 

into the design, performance and use of mixed flow turbines. Table 2.1 at the end of this 

chapter gives a summary of all the relevant research work relating to mixed flow turbines. 

2.1.1 Introduction 

One of the earliest contributions using a mixed flow concept in turbomachinery was 

presented by Hamerick et al. (1950), where they presented one of the earliest methods to 

analyze the compressible flow in an arbitrary mixed flow impeller intended for a 

compressor design. Stewart (1951) used the method proposed by Hamerick et al. (1950) 

to analyze the flow in a mixed flow turbine and showed possible improvements when 

compared to a radial and axial turbine. The work by Stewart (1951) was focused on the 

use of a mixed flow impeller in gas turbines for the aerospace industry. Thus the design 

of the mixed flow turbine was derived &om an axial turbine point of view. The benefits of 

a mixed flow turbine &om a radial turbine point of view were demonstrated by Wallace 

(1971) focusing on the automotive turbocharging application. The pulsating nature of the 

exhaust flow in an internal combustion engine requires a turbocharger turbine to operate 

efGciently at higher pressure ratio conditions, which in turns leads to better energy 

extraction during the peak of the exhaust pulses. The velocity ratio is inversely 

proportional to the turbine pressure ratio, as shown in Eq. (2.1). 
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^ (2.1) r . 

1 - 5 / I r % 

Thus the need for an eScient high pressure ratio operation requires a turbine to operate in 

lower velocity ratio regioiL A radial turbine, despite its many advantages, has less 

flexibility in coping with the lower velocity ratio demand due to the radial inlet 

requirement. Figure 2.2 shows the turbine velocity ratio in relation to the inlet absolute 

and relative flow angles. Due to the radial inlet requirement (Pb=0) the peak efRciency of 

a radial turbine is limited to a velocity ratio of about 0.7. In contrast the non-radial inlet of 

a mixed flow turbine enables it to achieve peak eSiciency at a lower velocity ratio ( r ^ r 

Ffgwre 2.2), which gives more 6eedom in the design and operation of the turbine. A 

typical mixed flow turbine eSiciency curve is superimposed on the Figure 2.3(b) to show 

its peak efficiency at a lower velocity ratio compared to a radial turbine. Figure 2.3 also 

demonstrates the performance difference between an axial turbine and a radial or a mixed 

flow turbine (Watson and Janota, 1982 and Whitfield and Baines, 1990). A radial turbine 

is preferred for an automotive turbocharger because of its ability to maintain high 

eSiciency at a range of pressure ratios. A mixed flow turbine has a similar ability with the 

beneGt of lower velocity ratio operation. As an additional comment it has been shown in 

Figure 2.3(c) that the operational range of a mixed flow turbine is similar to a radial 

turbine but can be extended slightly to an axial turbine region. For further investigation, 

readers can refer to Japikse and Baines (1994) for a comprehensive comparison of axial, 

radial, mixed flow and other types of turbo machines. Since the 70s, research has been 

undertaken by a number of groups to demonstrate the benefits of a mixed flow turbines. 

The following discussion will explore the progress in the past 50 years and will also 

suggest future research directions involving mixed flow turbines. 

2.1.2 Design of a mixed flow turbine 

The design method of a mixed flow turbine was 6rst studied parametrically by Wallace 

and Pasha (1972). They aimed to increase the swallowing capacity and achieved a 
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modiGed radial turbine with swept leading edge and a mean cone angle of 45°. They 

showed analytically and experimentally the higher swallowing capacity of the mixed flow 

turbine at various pressure ratios, as shown in Figure 2.4. They documented a 25% mass 

flow rate improvement and a marginal eHiciency improvement in comparison to a radial-

inflow turbine. The improvement was more signiGcant in the higher speed and pressure 

ratio region, where the radial turbine shows a drastic drop in the swallowing capacity. 

Baines et al. (1979) adopted a method similar to the Wallace and Pasha (1972) but with a 

loss 6ctor included, to design and test two mixed flow turbines. Baines et al. (1979) 

documented similar performance results to that of the Wallace and Pasha (1972). Abidat 

et al. (1992) extended the mixed flow turbine design approach of Baines et al. (1979) by 

including the blade incidence efkcL Furthermore, Abidat et al. (1992) used the Bezier 

polynomial for the blade geometry proGle design rather than the Lame oval technique 

used by Baines et al. (1979). Nevertheless, the results agreed well with the previous work 

(Wallace and Pasha, 1972 and Baines et al., 1979) achieving an improved understanding 

of the inlet incidence effects. 

Following the initial development of the mixed flow turbine (Wallace and Pasha, 1972 

and Baines et al., 1979), there was a need to direct the research emphasis towards an 

engine appUcadon. The design effort for the practical apphcation of a mixed flow turbine 

in an internal combustion engine was brought to light through research by Yamaguchi et 

al. (1984), Chou and Gibbs (1989), Naguib (1986) and Minegashi et al. (1995). The major 

motivation for these efforts was to utilize the higher swallowing capacity of the mixed 

flow turbine, thus resulting in a smaller turbine for a given performance target. This 

consequently reduces the inertia of the turbine rotor and yields a better turbocharger 

response. Nonetheless, the design methods used were similar to the previous work 

(Wallace and Pasha, 1972 and Baines et al., 1979), which is the modification from a well 

established radial turbine design. 

Yamaguchi et al. (1984) designed a mixed-flow turbine and tested it under steady 

conditions to demonstrate similar flow characteristics but higher efBciency than a radial-

inflow rotor. They designed an air-dynamometer for the turbine power absorption and 

measurement. They have coupled the mixed-flow turbocharger to a 23.2-L diesel engine 

to demonstrate its potential to improve the engine specific fuel consumption and engine 
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Figure 2.5 Volutes for mixed-flow turbine; Undivided (a) and Divided (b) 
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power output. Yamaguchi et al. (1984) tested their mixed-flow rotor only in a divided 

volute and the cone angle was 30°. Chou and Gibbs (1989) documented the design effort 

undertaken in GaTT-gf Tuibochargers. They designed a mixed-flow tuibine with two 

different volutes; divided and undivided as shown in Figure 2.5. Interestingly, the divided 

or better known as twin entry volute was specially designed for mixed-flow rotor. Chou 

and Gibbs (1989) tested the mixed-flow prototype on a combustion gas stand and also as 

an integral part of a diesel engine. One distinct difference between both the works is that 

the work by Chou and Gibbs (1989) is directly aimed for passenger car application, while 

Yamaguchi et al. (1984) aimed for bigger engines. Ikeya et al. (1992) developed a small 

mixed-flow turbine with light weight to Gnd application on a diesel engine of a passenger 

car. Steady flow performance of the turbine was measured on a twin-entry nozzleless 

volute, similar to Yamaguchi et al. (1984) and Chou and Gibbs (1989). They justified the 

use of twin entry volute as an option for better utilization of the exhaust gas pulsation, 

thus better boost. However, the aspect of the exhaust gas pulsation itself was not 

elaborated. The mixed-flow turbine produced 14% increase in the mass-flow rate and an 

8% increase in efBciency compared to a radial counterparL Additionally, reduced inertia 

was achieved due to its light weighL Consequently, this has led to an improvement of the 

engine transient response. 

By the 90s, years of research and development have resulted in a comprehensive design 

methodology for mixed flow turbines. Chen and Baines (1992) have documented an 

optimization method in the design of a mixed flow turbine which concentrated on the 

turbine loading factor and the exit loss. The basis of the optimization is to reduce loss by 

reducing the velocity components at the inlet and the exit of the rotor. In the design of a 

mixed flow tuitine it is conventional to assume zero exit swirl angle (as in the radial 

turbine design) but Chen and Baines (1992) found that a positive exit swirl angle will 

reduce overall turbine losses but at the expense of a reduced specific power. 

2.1.3 Experimental works on mixed-flow turbines 

Although the idea of a mixed flow turbine arose in 1950s, the actual experimental work 

was not available until the 1970s. Wallace and Pasha (1972) documented one of the 

earhest experimental researches with a mixed flow turbine. Most of the experimental 
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work on a mixed Gow turbine was carried out through a stand-alone cold flow test 

Nevertheless, there are few documented wodcs which includes an engine-coupled testing 

where a mixed flow turbine used as part of the turbo charger. In general, the experimental 

work on mixed flow turbines can be grouped as steady and unsteady state testing. 

2.1.3.1 Steady-State Experiments 

Most of the early experimental works on mixed flow turbines were confned to steady 

state as the focus was to explore the benefits of a mixed flow design against the radial 

design. Numerous research groups in the last 3 decades have conducted steady-state 

experiments on mixed flow turbines and agreed on two fi^ts; a mixed flow turbine has its 

peak efBciency at a lower velocity ratio compared to a radial turbine. Results from two 

such researches, by Baines et al. (1979) and Abidat et al. (1992) are shown in the Figure 

2.6. With the mixed flow turbine benefits established &om the past researches, Abidat et 

al. (1992) and Chen et al. (1992,1997) took a step further to optimize the mixed flow 

design itself. A series of rotors were designed and tested to deduce and compare their 

performances. Apart S-om the performance, Abidat et al. (1992) and Chen et al. 

(1992,1997) also carried out comprehensive measurements to study the characteristics of 

the inlet incidence and the exit flow in a mixed flow turbine rotor. The optimization 

process resulted in the improvement of the turbine efBciency (̂ ygg Fzgi/rg 2.6). 

Following the successful stand-alone testing mixed flow turbines were put into engine 

testing. In agreement with the stand-alone testing, a mixed flow turbine produced very 

promising results in improving the engine power and importantly the speciGc fuel 

consumption, as shown in Figure 2.7 (Chou and Gibbs, 1989). The advantage of a mixed-

flow turbine is noticeable especially in the lower speed region, which is one of the critical 

improvement factors sought by engine and turbocharger manufacturers. This is due to the 

improvement of the pressure ratio and swallowing capacity with a mixed flow turbine, 

which leads to a better turbocharger boost as shown in Figure 2.8 (Minegashi et al. 1995). 

Furthermore, the lower inertia of a mixed flow rotor enables better turbocharger response 

(Minegashi et al., 1995) and the desired performance achieved at lower specific speed 

(Naguib, 1986). Tsujita et al. (1993) applied the mixed flow turbine designed by Ikeya et 

al. (1992) to a six-cylinder 10.5-L capacity diesel engine. In comparison to a radial-inflow 

turbine of the same outer diameter, the mixed-flow turbine showed larger airflow and 
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the effect of mixed-flow turbine could not be singled out as in Yamaguchi et al. (1984) 

and Chou and Gibbs (1989). 

With the increase use of computational analysis in the mixed flow turbine design process, 

rehable experimental data were needed for validation. Baines et al. (1979) and Kim and 

Civinskas (1994) documented experimental work for the purpose of validating their own 

computational analysis. Both the works of Baines et al. (1979) and Kim and Civinskas 

(1994) were limited to steady-state as it was adequate to address the turbine design ef%rt, 

which is mainly based on a steady-state assumption. Nevertheless, the advancement of the 

computational capacity soon enabled the prediction of the unsteady effects in a turbine 

flow, thus requiring more challenging experimental results. The upcoming sections will 

elaborate the work on the turbine unsteady flow &om the experimental and computational 

point of view. 

2.1.3.2 Unsteadv-state experiments 

A turbocharger turbine in an engine constantly operates under unsteady condition due to 

the pulsating exhaust flow. Thus, there is a need for experimental work to understand the 

turbine unsteady-state performance. In comparison to the steady-state experiments, the 

unsteady flow measurements require extra complexity with a higher response rate. Three 

decades ago, this might have been a difBcult task in order to achieve reliable results but 

with the advances in measuring techniques unsteady work has been reported with full 

unsteady characterisadon in the past 15 years. Turbine unsteady experiments are 

generally carried out using cold flow tests at equivalent non-dimensional engine 

conditions. A pulse generator is usually used to create the flow unsteadiness similar to an 

engine exhaust gas pulse. Even though the unsteady flow experiments in a radial turbine 

documented a while ago, similar work on a mixed flow turbine has only been reported 

since the 90s, Arcoumanis et al. (1995) and Szymko et al. (2005). 

One difGculty in most of the turbine unsteady flow experiments is the time difference 

between the instantaneously measured isentropic conditions and the actual turbine 
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conditions. This is due to the diAerence in the location of the measurements; the 

isentropic conditions measured before the volute entry, while the actual conditions 

measured at the turbine rotor. To resolve the time dlGerence it is important to phase shiA 

the measurements in order to accurately relate the turbine isentropic and actual 

parameters. Dale and Watson (1986) and Arcoumanis et al. (1995) used the sonic velocity 

for phase shifting, while Winterbone et al. (1991) and Baines et al. (1994) used the bulk 

flow velocity. However, in a very recent study, Szymko et al. (2005) showed that good 

agreement can be achieved by assuming the pulse travelling at a speed equal to the sum of 

sonic and bulk flow velocities. 

In a radial turbine performance testing, the unsteady swallowing capacity and efficiency 

of the turbine was observed to produce a hystheresis loop around the steady-state proGle 

(Winterbone et al., 1991 and Baines et al., 1994). Similar observation was also seen in the 

mixed flow turbine unsteady testing by Arcoumanis et al. (1995), Karamanis and 

Martinez-Botas (2002) and Szymko et al. (2005). The observed looping behaviour is 

attributed to the emptying and filling of the turbine volute due to the pulsation and finite 

volume of the turbine stage, producing the lower and higher capacity respectively than the 

steady-state condition. A mixed flow turbine instantaneous efficiency for a complete 

pulse cycle is shown in the Figure 2.9, as reported by Szymko et al. (2005). It can be 

observed that in some instances the efficiency is higher than unity, attributed to the 

inertial eSect of the turbine rotor, which causes its rotation to continue even when the 

mass flow rate is low. It is important to note that the unsteady efRciency value is also 

dependent on the phase shifting methodology and might lead to the unrealistic efficiency 

values. Arcoumanis et al. (1995) and Karamanis & Martinez-Botas (2002) employed 

sonic velocity phase shift, and recorded higher than unity efGciencies in all pulsating 

&equencies. Arcoumanis et al. (1999) employed both the sonic and bulk flow velocity 

phase shift, as shown in Figure 2.10. Higher than unity efBciency were recorded in both 

cases and Arcoumanis et al. (1999) concluded a insignificant difference between both the 

method. However, Szymko et al. (2005) who employed the sum of sonic and bulk flow 

velocity phase shift, recorded higher than unity efBciencies only at the higher frequency 

cases (60Hz and 80Hz). This indicates a better choice of phase shifting method by 

Szymko et al. (2005). The technique used to measure the turbine actual power also affects 

the efSciency calculation during an unsteady cycle. Arcoumanis et al. (1995) and 

Karamanis and Martinez-Botas (2002) used a thermodynamic relation in a compressor 
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coupled test to deduce the turbine power while Szymko et al. (2005) used a direct torque 

measurement with a high speed eddy-current dynamometer. The indirect thermodynamic 

deduction might be another factor contributing to the higher uncertainty in the work of 

Arcoumanis et al. (1995) and Karamanis and Martinez-Botas (2002). 

It is a common practice to compare the unsteady performance to a quasi-steady rotor 

analysis that assumes no dynamics in the system. In a quasi-steady method the rotor 

performance at an instance in an unsteady cycle is assumed to be similar to the equivalent 

pressure ratio/velocity ratio condition in its steady state performance curve. Arcoumanis 

et al. (1995) has shown comparisons between the unsteady and the quasi-steady method. 

The unsteady results departed signiEcantly 6om the quasi-steady condition, hence 

questioning the credibility of using a quasi-steady method in the design of a turbine. 

Szymko et al. (2005) took this further by proposing an improved method of relating the 

turbine unsteady and quasi steady performance by means of an isentropic power 

averaging technique. It introduces the isentropic power as a weighting factor in the 

turbine efficiency and velocity ratio evaluation in an unsteady cycle; a better correlation 

was achieved with the quasi-steady performance. 

As a means to validate numerical methods and understand detailed flows, laser techniques 

have been used widely in radial turbines (Whitfield and Noor, 1990). Similarly, 

Karamanis et al. (2001) documented an extensive flow study in a mixed flow turbine 

using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) technique. They measured the blade inlet 

incidence angle, presented in Figure 2.11, which shows highly positive value at lower 

turbine speed, resulting in lower performance. The incidence angle eventually becomes 

negative as the turbine speed goes higher, showing performance improvement of the 

turbine. Nevertheless, it was shown that the flow direction into the rotor is not optimized 

in most of the conditions, which indicates the need for a specially designed volute and 

nozzle ring for mixed flow turbines. Exploring both the performance and flow behaviour 

in steady and unsteady conditions, Karamanis et al. (2001) has shown good representation 

of a mixed flow turbine characteristic which is useful for the computer simulation 

validation. It will be shown in the coming section bow these results were used to validate 

a complex unsteady simulation of a mixed flow turbine. 
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2.1.4 Computational works on mixed-flow turbines 

One of the earliest numerical work involving mixed flow turbines was documented by 

Steward (1951), in which he analyzed the flow through a pre-designed turbine. The initial 

method was actually presented by Hamerick et al. (1950) who outlined the analysis for a 
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mixed flow compressor. Steward (1951) expanded the method to analyze the rotor exit 

flow as well. A basic 3-dimensional flow analysis showed the inefRciency of the turbine 

design process at that time which used a 2-dimensional inlet and exit conditions. This is 

one of the earliest works on a 3-dimensional flow analysis for turbine design which is 

widely used today. Steward (1951) also outlined the extent of secondary flows in the 

mixed flow rotor, which was studied extensively by many researchers in the years later. 

After Wallace (1971) introduced the possibility of using a mixed flow turbine in 

automotive turbochargers, Baines et al. (1979) documented a complete work on a mixed 

flow turbine ^om design to experimental evaluation. Computational method was adapted 

in the design process to predict flow characteristics and performance. Baines et al. (1979) 

carried out a 3-dimensional quasi- steady flow analysis, where the unsteady conditions 

were treated as a summation of steady points, leading to a substantial decrease in the need 

of computational resources. They solved the flow equations in two 2-dimensional 

surfaces, the meridional surface and the perpendicular blade-blade surAce, to calculate 

the 3-dimensional flow components in a mixed flow rotor passage. The mixed flow rotor 

designed through this 3D flow analysis method yielded good correlation between the 

theoretical prediction and the experimental results (.gee Fzgz/rg 26) . The last 2 decades 

have seen an increase of computational flow studies in mixed flow turbines. The 

computational effort progressed &om a basic 2 or 3-dimensional analysis using the Euler 

code (Chou and Gibbs, 1989 and Okapuu, 1987) to complex Navier-Stokes methods (Kim 

and Civinskas, 1994, Kirtley et al., 1993 and Pal&eyman and Martinez-Botas, 2004). 

Therefore, it has been possible to predict flow features which are rather difKcult to 

measure experimentally. 

One such important feature is the occurrence of flow separation in the suction surface of 

the turbine rotor predicted by Okapuu (1987), Abidat et al. (1992), Kirtley et al. (1993) 

and Kim and Civinskas (1994). The computational flow analysis has also predicted 

another important feature of a mixed flow turbine; the loading at the blade inlet has been 

found to be higher than the radial turbine (Kirtley et al., 1993), which correlates well with 

the experimental Gndings. The pressure difference between the rotor surfaces and coupled 

with the reducing radius creates the Coriolis force in the rotor flow channel. As shown in 

the Figure 2.12, the Coriolis force induces flow rotation in the opposite direction to the 

rotor. Thus, high negative incidence creates a separation at the pressure surface, while 
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zero or positive incidence moves the separation to the suction surface. Through 

computational prediction, the optimum inlet condition was found to be at lower negative 

region (Okapuu, 1987, Chou and Gibbs, 1989, Kim and Civinskas, 1994) with values 

between -20° to -40°. Similar values were also deduced through experiments by Kim and 

Civinskas (1994) and additionally the incidence values were also found to vary with the 

turbine speed. 

In most of the early computational flow analysis, a mixed flow rotor was considered to be 

stationary due to the complexity of generating and computing a moving mesh, which is 

also the case for radial rotor analysis. Even though it does not replicate the real condition, 

the results are considered accurate enough for an initial flow understanding. Kirtley et al. 

(1993) documented an extensive numerical study, in which an averaged passage Navier-

Stokes method was used to analyse the transonic flow in a mixed flow rotor preceded by 

nozzle vanes. Kirtley et al. (1993) took into consideration the blade rows interaction in 

the analysis. The analysis was initiated &om one blade row and the results were used to 

calculate the flow conditions in the next blade row. 

This was continued until the axisymmetric averages of each blade row flow were 

identical. Even though the analysis were not exactly modelling the rotor as rotating, but 

the fact of calculating blade row effects &om one to another was indeed a major 

improvement to the accuracy of the prediction. A mixed flow turbine was found to 

produce larger Coriolis force than an axial turbine due to its larger radial velocities. 

Figure 2.13 shows the relative helicity (streamwise vorticity) plot in a mixed flow rotor 

blade passage as predicted by Kirtley et al. (1993). Based on the figure, the flow pattern 

of a mixed flow turbine was predicted to be closer to a radial than an axial turbine, mainly 

due to the accumulation of high loss flow in the shroud-suction side. Nevertheless, there 

is similarity with an axial turbine such as the formation of horse-show type vortex; the 

only drawback was the lack of validation against experimental data. Similar work has 

been reported by Kim and Civinskas (1994) with experimental validation which showed 

some significant diSerences between a mixed flow and a radial turbine. The exit pressure 

and the flow angle measured in a mixed flow turbine agreed better with the prediction and 

showed discrepancies with the design intend, which was based on a radial turbine. Thus, 

the flow predictions by Kim and Civinskas (1994) and Kirtley et al. (1993) are valuable 

for engineers and researchers working on improving the design of a mixed flow rotor. 
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Palfreyman and Martinez-Botas (2002) simulated the internal flow field of a mixed flow 

turbine using a commercial CFD code. The work was similar to Kirtley et al. (1993) and 

Kim and Civinskas (1994), but a more refined meshing of 393,872 cells was used and 

(x)n(x;ntrated cm a nibteKl flow liidbiae caeawit for iiutoinotrve Ihirbochauqger fqpplicauioii 

rather than a gas turbine. Figure 2.14 shows the streamwise vorticity comparison between 

a mixed flow and a radial turbine at 20% chord, as predicted by Pal&eyman and 

Martinez-Botas (2002). They found significant secondary flow is associated with the tip 

clearance. A more detail of the flow pattern shows that the interaction between the swept 

flow 6om the relative motion of the shroud wall and the tip clearance flow produce a 

highly disturbed flow field. This is in agreement with Kirtley et al. (1993) and Krm and 

Civinskas (1994), but with more detailed visualization. Furthennore, a significant 

difference between a mixed flow and a radial turbine was found to be the large vortex 

generated near the shroud in a radial turbine. This is due to the combined sharp turning of 

the streamline in the meridional direction and the motion of the shroud wall. Pal&eyman 

and Martinez-Botas (2002) also found that a mixed flow rotor produces higher swirl 

component at the exit compared to a radial rotor, in agreement with the experimental 

observation by Chen et al. (1997). 

2.1.4.1 Unsteadv-state flow computation 

Most of the early computational studies on mixed flow turbines were based on steady 

flow, nevertheless most researchers acknowledge the importance of understanding the 

unsteady flow when dealing with an automotive turbocharger application. From the 90s 

and onward, some detailed investigations have been documented on the unsteady flow in 

a turbine. Chen et al. (1996) modelled the flow in a volute and a mixed flow rotor using a 

modified 1-dimensional unsteady code originally developed for a radial turbine by Chen 

and Winterbone (1990). The rotor was assumed to behave in a quasi-steady manner, 

which was adequate when considering the computational limitations at that time. Even 

though the prediction by Chen et al. (1996) agrees well with the experiments, Abidat et al. 

(1998) showed that better agreement can be achieved using an analysis model with a four 

steps scheme. Abidat et al. (1998) suggested that the second order accuracy 

in time of the four steps scheme improves the predictions compared to the 

method of characteristics used by Chen et al (1996) which is only of first order accurate. 

With the 1-dimensional code and taking into consideration phase difference between the 
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mass flow and the pressure, Abidat et al. (1998) managed to numerically reproduce a 

hystheresis loop in the turbine performance as observed experimentally. 

The turbine design procedure for an automotive turbocharger is still primarily conEned to 

the steady state consideration due to the huge computational and design time resources 

needed for a full unsteady analysis. Pal&eyman and Martinez-Botas (2004) documented a 

true 3-dimensional full unsteady flow analysis in a mixed flow turbine, conducted with 

four mesh densities; 50,000, 200,000, 850,000 and 1,750,000 cells. The simulation code 

was validated against the experimental results with good agreement, as shown in Figure 

2.15. The simulation was carried out with a rotating rotor, thus capturing the true 

unsteady interaction between the stator exit and the rotor inleL Pal6eyman and Martinez-

Botas (2004) modelled a nozzleless volute which is identical to the volute used in the 

experimental work. The pressure distribution in the volute has been captured with very 

good agreement to the experimental results. 

Pal^eyman and Martinez-Botas (2004) found the predicted torque to be higher than the 

experimental value and claimed the experimentally measured speed (to derive the torque) 

is 'damped' due to the inertia of the rotating assembly. Additionally, the blade torque and 

loading were found to fluctuate in accordance with the pulse frequency. This indicates the 

true effect of the pulsating flow on a turbine operation and the necessity to understand it 

thoroughly. The flow was observed to be poorly guided at the rotor inlet during high 

pressure ratio conditions, which agrees with the LDV measurement made by KLaramanis 

et al. (2001). This shows that the nozzleless volute used in the analysis is not adequate in 

directing the flow into the mixed flow rotor, thus needing nozzle vanes. In overall, the 

work by Pal&eyman and Martinez-Botas (2004) has shown that a pulsating simulation is 

possible, providing the availability of computational and time resources. 

2.2 General History on Pulsating Flow Experiments 

The experimental works investigating a turbine performance under pulsating flow begins 

with a radial turbine and only in the later stage mixed flow turbines were used. The 

related investigation involving mixed flow turbines are presented in section 2.1, and 
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this section will focus on presenting the unsteady experimental work involving radial 

turbines. This is to provide a general view on the history of pulsating flow experiments in 

a radial/mixed flow turbines. 

Wallace and Blair (1965) and Benson and Scrimshaw (1965) presented the earhest 

systematic study on the unsteady performance of a radial tuitine. These were followed by 

Wallace et al. (1969), Miyashita et al. (1974), Benson (1974) and Kosuge et al. (1976). 

All these investigations were limited by the inabihty of the instruments to instantaneously 

measure all the relevant performance parameters. Thus, only the static pressure was 

measured instantaneously, whereas the mass flow rate, temperature, speed and torque 

were measured as time-mean values. This remain similar for the investigation presented 

by Capobianco et al. (1989,1990) and Capobianco and Gambarotta (1990). Research 

work by Capobianco et al. (1989,1990) concentrated on establishing correlations between 

the unsteady parameter and the equivalent steady values. However, as only the pressure 

measured instantaneously, all comparative parameters were assessed through quasi-steady 

approach. Winterbone and et al. (1991) and Winterbone and Pearson (1998) presented a 

good review of the experimental techniques and understanding of the pulsating flow 

performance of a turbocharger turbine. 

Dale and Watson (1986) and Dale (1990) were the Grst to present a radial turbine 

unsteady performance data with all the parameters measured instantaneously (except the 

instantaneous temperature). A radial twin-entry nozzleless turbine was used to investigate 

performance characteristics under steady, unsteady, equal admission and partial 

admission conditions. Dale (1990) presented results for pulse &equency of 40 and 60 Hz, 

turbine speed 300 - 700 RPS, a mean total inlet temperature of 400 and a maximum 

instantaneous pressure ratio of 1.8. The turbine was coupled to an eddy-current 

dynamometer with loading capacity of 12 Dale and Watson (1986) measured the 

instantaneous mass flow rate at the turbine inlet with a hot-wire anemometry and the 

instantaneous inlet static pressure with a fast response pressure transducer. The torque 

was deduced with the rotational speed and the rotor's acceleration. These measurement 

techniques have been used ever since by almost all researchers investigating the unsteady 

performance of a radial/mixed flow turbine. Figure 2.16 shows the unsteady performance 

characteristics of a radial turbine by Dale (1990). These results were deduced by using the 

sonic velocity assumption phase shifting. The hysteresis loop in the turbine unsteady 
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curve is shown with instantaneous deviation &oni equivalent steady as much as -11 -

+2%, for the test case. Due to the instantaneous measurement, Dale and Watson (1986) is 

the Srst to present the typical hysteresis loop for radial turbine unsteady performance 

curves. Nikpour (1990) conducted a similar study as Dale (1990) with a nozzleless 

turbine. A hydraulic dynamometer was used to load the turbine with higher maximum 

speed &om Dale (1990). A hysteresis loop was recorded for the unsteady perfiDrmance 

curve, but with greater deviation 6om the equivalent steady, compared to Dale (1990). 

Baines et al. (1994) further developed the work by Dale and Watson (1986) with the 

study of a twin entry nozzleless radial turbine under pulsating flow conditions. The 

measuring instruments remain largely similar to Dale and Watson (1986). The turbine 

performances were evaluated for pulse frequency of 20, 40 and 60 Hz, turbine speed of 

300 - 500 RPS, a mean total inlet temperature of 400 ^ and a maximum instantaneous 

pressure ratio of 1.8. The phase shifting method employed by Baines et al. (1994) was 

dlBerent than Dale and Watson (1986), where the fluid was assumed to travel at bulk 

speed rather than sonic speed. Figure 2.17 shows the unsteady performance 

characteristics of a radial turbine by Baines et al. (1994). Even though a different phase 

shifting method was used, efficiency higher than unity was still seen for some instances in 

a pulse. These were mainly at the lower pressure ratio instances, which Baines et al. 

(1994) suggested due to the fly-wheel effect where the rotor maintains its torque. 

Purdue University research group conducted on-engine exhaust gas pulsation 

measurement to charactherize the turbine inlet flow. This is a step further than the most 

published work in the Geld where simulated test facility with cold flow is used to enable 

accurate instataneous measurement. Ehrlich et al. (1997) used Particle Image Velocimetry 

(PIV) together with pressure and temperature measurement to demonstrate a complex 

unsteady exhaust flow feeding the turbine where the physical properties (pressure, mass 

flow rate and temperature) are propagated in the volume at different velocities. This 

suggest the phase shifting technique based on a common propagating velocity assumed in 

the off-engine measurements are ambigiuos and the consequent turbine prediction is not 

su&cient. The experiment data by Ehrlich et al. (1997) is then used by Hu and Lawless 

(2001a and 2001b) to validate a radial turbine model and consequently predicted 

significant difference between the true unsteady and the quasi-steady assumption. 
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23 Variable Geometry Turbocharger (VGT) 

Most research work with variable geometry turbocharger involves an engine performance 

investigation. These include testing with variation of turbine variable geometry 

techniques and consequent analysis of its effect on the turbo-lag, torque response, fuel 

consumption, emission level, drivability and the overall performance. Few of the 

published woit on aerodynamic investigation of a variable geometry turbine are by 

Capobianco and Gambarotta (1992) and Baets et al. (1998). 

Watson and Janota (1982) described the beneGts of VGT as most beneficial for engines 

with substantial load and speed changes, which in most cases are road vehicles. However, 

they stated the high cost and reliability problem of VGT system during the time as the 

m^or factors to be resolved before its wide-spread use. Figure 2.18 shows two research 

level VGT forwarded by Watson and Janota (1982) to demonstrate its benefits over a 

Axed geometry unit in terms of improved brake power, speciGc fuel consumption and 

reduced emission. This is the time where VGT was still restricted to expensive research 

level prototype and to some extent niche industrial penetration. 

Chappie et al. (1980) conducted an aerodynamic investigation into designing series of 

radial turbine volutes. These include a ^variable geometry* nozzleless casing, where a 

moving wall was used to create fluid passage with consistent energy and momentum 

conversion for a range of mass flow rates. The movable wall fluid passage will then 

deliver the flow into a nozzleless space upstream of the rotor. Chappie et al. (1980) tested 

only two settings of the variable geometry casing, open and closed wall settings as shown 

in Figure 2.19. Only partial eSciency improvements were recorded with the variable 

geometry casing, which was at the low mass How rate region. However, in overall the 

work by Chappie et al. (1980) was mainly focused on establishing a systematic design 

approach for a radial turbine casing. 

Flaxington and Szczupak (1982) examined few methods of variable area devices for 

turbines. These include in general the variable area via regulation of the rotor exit area, 

volute exit area and volute tongue area. They further investigated the latter two methods, 

which are shown in Figure 2.20 with its relevant engine performance results. 
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They concluded in general an improved torque, wider speed range and improved transient 

performance. Flaxington and Szczupak (1982) also discussed the different control 

strategy for the VG turbine, namely boost control, engine speed control and optimum 

full/part load control. However, they suggested that no one device or area control method 

is in overall superior for all apphcation, instead each exhibits beneGts in certain operating 

envelope of the engine. Walsham (1990) presented similar investigation comparing the 

relative benefits of waste-gated turbine, variable geometry turbine and turbo 

compounding. Walsham (1990) suggested technically the variable geometry turbines are 

better for transient response as shown in Figure 2.21, as well as the transient emission. 

Nevertheless, Walsham (1990) demonstrated signiGcant efGciency drop in the VG turbine 

at closed positions. In addition, the complexity of the VG system is another factor need to 

be weight upon for an engine application. 

Wallace et al. (1981) presented a series of engine testing with a variable geometry 

turbocharger to establish its beneGts. In overall they demonstrated improvement in the 

engine transient response but with e@icient penalty for the turbine. Wallace et al. (1981) 

documented many related problems faced with the use of variable geometry 

turbochargers and suggested the need for optimal control strategy to enhance positive 

engine improvemenL Wallace et al. (1981) suggested then the variable geometry turbine 

is the next stage in turbocharging technology. Hawley et al. (1999) conducted similar 

investigation as Wallace et al. (1981) but during the phase where VGT has become a 

standard component in almost all diesel engine applications. Hawley et al. (1999) focused 

on the control strategy of a VGT for optimal emission without performance penalty. A 

turbocharger with pivoting nozzle vane turbine was equipped to a direct injection diesel 

engine. Through manual control of the VGT positions, improvement of up to 45% was 

achieved in the NOx emission and 10% in the limiting torque, compared to a standard 

Gxed geometry turbocharger, shown in Figure 2.23. A similar engine torque curve at 

limiting torque condition &om Wallace et al. (1981) is shown in Figure 2.22. Comparison 

of Aese two investigations provides reader with the extent of development in the variable 

geometry turbocharging. VGT problems such as reliability and optimal control 

requirement 6ced in the 80s are signiGcantly resolved by the end of 90s. 

Capobianco and Gambarotta (1992) presented one of the very few aerodynamic 

investigations on variable geometry turbines. A variable area turbine and a variable 
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nozzle turbine were tested in steady and pulsating flow conditions to establish its relative 

aerodynamic performance. The general characteristics of variable geometry turbines were 

presented such as wider operating range and peak eSiciency drop. Nevertheless, the 

variable geometry turbine efBciency was concluded to be better than the equivalent 6xed 

geometry for the overall operating range, as shown in Figure 2.24. They further suggested 

the variable nozzle unit to be marginally better than the variable area unit. Capobianco 

and Gambarotta (1992) consequently suggested method to correlate the unsteady 

performance parameters and the equivalent quasi-steady values. However, only the inlet 

static pressure was measured instantaneously at the inlet and e;ut of the turbine, while the 

rest of the parameters were deduced as time-averaged values. A factor taking in ratio 

between the unsteady time-averaged parameter and the equivalent steady parameter was 

proposed. However, no conclusive relation could be established based on the factors for 

the whole testing range presented except for the mass flow rate. A general decaying mass 

flow rate Actor was presented with increasing pulse amplitude. 

Many different methods have been proposed over the years since the inception of the 

variable geometry principles for a turbocharger turbine. However only two such methods 

have been proven most reliable and since used widely on most current VG turbochargers; 

these are the variable area through moving wall/sliding nozzle and the variable nozzle 

through pivoting methods. However, there are few new methods proposed recently as an 

improvement to the existing variable geometry techniques. Kawaguchi et al. (1999) 

presented a Variable Flow Turbocharger (VFT), as a novel technique to vary a turbine 

inlet area, as shown in Figure 2.25. It consists of an additional scroll outside the normal 

fixed nozzled scroll. The fixed nozzle vane ring is placed at the intermediate region 

between both the scrolls and a control valve is used to control the air-flow into the outer 

scroll. The working principles are shown in Figure 2.25 for low and high flow rate. 

Kawaguchi et al. (1999) suggested the mgyor positive point of the VFT is the single 

moving component (the control valve) compared to the multiple nozzle vanes movement 

in a VGT. Kawaguchi et al. (1999) documented a 10 boost pressure improvement in 

the VFT compared to an equivalent VGT under similar inlet exhaust pressure. They 

further conducted an engine coupled test and concluded better boost pressure 

controllability with the VFT compared to a VGT. In more recent years, Pesiridis and 

Martinez-Botas (2007) presented a new technique of actively regulating a turbine inlet 

area to adapt to the instantaneous exhaust gas pulsation; called Active Control 
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Turbocharger (A.C.T.), shown in Figure 2.26. This is suggested as an advance technique 

where a variable geometry turbine operation extended to consider the pulsating nature of 

the inlet exhaust Aow. Marginal power improvement was documented but with efRciency 

penalty contributed largely by the aerodynamically poor sliding nozzle employed. The 

second phase of the A.C.T. investigation was conducted as part of the current PhD 

&amework and discussed in Chapter 7. 

Many recent investigations on variable geometry turbocharger involve the control 

strategy for power or emission optimization. These are in most cases deals with the 

transient operation of an engine. Stefanopoulou et al. (2000) have analyzed the control 

aspect of the joint effect of VGT and EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) on diesel engine 

emissions. A multivariable feedback controller was proposed for emission improvement. 

Similar studies were done by Nieuwstadt et al. (2000) using different control strategies 

and evaluating emission quality based on new European drive cycle. Meanwhile Moody 

(1986) presented the electronic control system of VGT. Brace et al. (1999) and Filipi et 
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al. (2001) documented investigation into the transient response and improvement of an 

engine \vidi "VlGrr. IBraux; e* al. (l!>99Qi repHarksd idie exfxsruiwaatal itxqponse ()f t%vo 

alternative designs of VGT system to step pedal inputs. Meanwhile Fihpi et al. (2001) 

developed a new methodology to study the VGT transient response with simulation. 

Table 2.2 gives a brief compilation of the most research work involving variable 

geometry turbochargers in the past 20 years. The table also gives the type of VG system, 

actuators and control parameters used in cases where it has been documented. 

2.4 Summary 

A brief history of turbocharging an internal combustion engine is given at the early stage 

of this chapter. Then, most relevant pubhshed research work relating to the current PhD is 

collected and collated thereafter. These include the historical development of mixed flow 

tuitines. A comprehensive compilation is presented as regards to the research work 

involving mixed flow turbines for the past 50 years, with discussions categorized into 

three broad parts: design work, experimental work and computational work. A general 

history into the pulsating flow experiments with radial turbines is also presented. This 

includes the history of instrumentation improvement in acquiring instantaneous 

performance parameters. Finally, development of variable geometry turbocharging is 

discussed with relevant researchers and their findings presented. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of research work on mixed flow turbines 

R e s e a r c h e r s 

A GT D NV E StE UStE EF SP SF 1D 2D 30 sts QStS usts EV RW 

Abidat et al. (1992) V V 
Abidatet al. (1998) V V V V V V V 
Arcoumanis et al. (1995) V V V 
Arcoumanis et al. (1997) V V 
Arcoumanis et al. (1999) V V V 

Baines (2CX)2) V V V 
Baines ^ al. (1979) V V V V V V V V V 
Kim and Civinskas (1994) V V V V V V V V 
Chen and Baines (1992) V V V V 
Chen et al. (1992) V V V V V V V V V 
Chen et al. (1996) V V V V V V 
Chen et al. (1997) V V V 
Chou and Gibbs (1989) V V V V V V V V V 
Ikeya al. (1992) V V V 
Hamerick et al. (1950) V V V V V V 
Karamanis et al. (2001) V V V V 
Karamanis and Martinez-Botas (2002) V V V V 
Kiitley et al. (1993) V V V 
Minegashi et al. (1995) V V V V V V V 
Okapuu (1987) V V V V V V 
Palfhryman and Martinez-Botas (2002) V V V V V V 
Palfreyman and Mardnez-Botas (2004) V V V V V 
RodKers(1990) V 
Tsujita et al. (1993) V V V V 
Wallace and Pasha (1972) V V V V V V V V V V V 
Wallace (1971) V V V V V V 
Stewart (1951) V V V V 
Yamaguchi el al. (1984) V V V V V V V V 

E = Experiment EF = Experimental flow study SP = Performance Prediction SF = Flow Simulation ID = I dimensional Simulation 2D = 2 dimensional Simulation 3D = 3 dimensional Simulation 
A= Automotive application GT= Gas Turbine application NV=Nozzle Vane used StE" Steady-state Experiments UStE=Unsteady-state Experiments StS=Steady State Simulation 
UStS=Unstcady-statc Simulation QStS " Quasi-steady Simulation EV = Experimental Validation R.V/= Review Based on Previous Work 



Table 2.2 Summary of the published work on variable geometry turbochargers 

Author VG Device Actuator Type Control Parame%r 
Flaxington and 
Szuzupak (1982) 

AU 1. Pneumatic 
2. Hydraulic 
3. Microprocessor black box 
(VGT and valve timing 
combination) 

1. Boost 
2. Engine Speed 
3. Optimum (VGT+Valve Timing) 

Franklin, and Walsbam 
(1986) 

n/a n/a 1. Boost control scheme and 
2. Electronic 'engine speed' scheme 

Jenny et al. (1986) 1. Pivoting nozzle 
vanes 
2. Regulated volute 
area 
3. Sliding nozzle ring 

n/a 1. Boost pressure 

McCutcbeon and 
Brown (1986) 

1.Swivelling vane 
nozzle ring 

1. Pneumatic acfoator 1 .Boost pressure 
2.Turbine inlet pressure 

Okazaki et al. (1986) 1 .Pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

1. Double ended piston, 
pneumatic. 
Z Hydraulic cylinder 

1. Boost pressure 

Wallace et al. (1986a) 1. Sliding wall 1. Pnamiatic. 
2. Electro-hydraulic 

I. Boost pressure 

Wallace et al. (1986b) 1. sliding wall 1. Pneumatic. 
2. Electro-hydraulic 

1. Boost pressure 
2. Engine speed control 
3. Combined engine speed and 
torque 

Watson and 
Banisoleiman (1986) 

1. Pneumatic 1. Boost pressure 

Yokota etal. (1986) I .pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

I. Two air cylinder actuators 1 Charge air temperature 
2. Engine Speed 

Hartwell (1990) 1. variable nozzle 
area device 

1. Pneumatic actuator 1. Boost demand 

Starkey and 
Frank! ing (1990) 

n/a n/a 1. Boost demand 

Walsham (1990) 1. vane nozzle ring 
with pivoting vanes 
2. fixed nozzle ring 
with a moving 
sidcwall 

1. Pneumatic actuator 1. Boost demand 

Smith and Newman 
(1994) 

1. pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

n/a 1. Boost demand 

Swain and Elliot 
(1994) 

theoretical model Theor^cal model 1. (Reactive) Feedback control 
2. (Predicting-Prescribing) Feed-
forward control 

Baets et al. (1998) I .pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

n/a 1. Boost demand 

Hawley etal. (1998) 1 pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

1. Pneumatic actuator 1. Boost demand 
2. Engine speed 
3.Torque 
4. Power 

Matsumoto et al. 
(1998) 

1 .pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

1 .Pneumatic actuator + 
mechanical linkage 

1. Boost demand 

Rawley et al. (1999) I pivoting nozzle 
vanes 

1. Pneumatic actuator 1. Boost demand 
2. Engine speed 
3.Torque 
4. Power 
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CHAPTER 3 

VARIABLE GEOMETRY STATOR DESIGN 

3.0 Synopsis 

A new variable geometry stator for a mixed flow rotor was designed as part of the 

&amework of this PhD. An in-house designed mixed flow rotor, noted 'Rotor A' (Abidat, 

1991) was used exclusively for the current study. The stator would include a nozzle ring 

with purposely designed vanes and a volute to accommodate the nozzle ring. The design 

was based on standard methodology and aimed for flexibility in the operating envelope of 

the turbine. In many ways the design flexibility is limited by the physical requirement in 

the test rig and this is taken into consideration throughout the design process. These will 

be discussed accordingly in the current chapter. 

3.1 Volute Design 

A volute in a radial/mixed flow turbine is responsible for guiding the flow into the rotor. 

In a nozzleless turbine, the volute is solely responsible for providing an adequate swirl 

and consequently set the inlet flow angle for the rotor. As the influence of the volute 

geometry is to set the rotor inlet flow angle, its design is thus crucial. On the other hand, 

for a nozzled turbine, the volute is complimented with the downstream nozzle ring in 

setting the flow characteristics into the rotor. In this case, the volute is designed to 

provide uniform flow into the nozzle. Additionally, in a variable geometry stator the 

volute-nozzle coupling provides additional flexibility in adapting to the incoming flow. 

The volute exit flow angle is still crucial for a nozzled turbine, as high incidence at the 

nozzle inlet will lead to losses. However, the loss due to the nozzle inlet incidence is 
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relatively small due to the low velocity of the flow in the region (Watson and Janota, 

1982). 

The volute in the current study was designed based on a commercial nozzleless unit 

which has been previously used in the test-rig (Karamanis, 2002 and Shinri, 2006). This 

enables valid comparison and importantly transfers the physical dimension of the test-rig 

into the design of the new volute. Figure 3.1 shows the dimensions of the volute, 

with the detail area and radius along the azimuth angle given in Table 3.1. The 

conventional mean-line method as described by Watson and Janota (1982) and Japikse 

and Baines (1994) was used to analyze the nozzleless volute (made by / /OZ^T), 

and consequently modified to suit the current application. The fimdamental assumptions 

in the volute design are A-ee vortex flow and uniform distribution of mass flow rate 

around the circumference. Figure 3.2 shows a simple description of a volute velocities 

and geometry notation. Based on Figure 3.2 and assuming a &ee vortex consideration, the 

angular momentum of the flow is constant as expressed in Eq. (3.1). 

(3.1) 

whereby y/ = azimuth angle &om the tongue 

^ = a constant 

The continuity equation for incompressible flow mass in the volute is written as in Eq. 

(3.2), 

~ (3-2) 

Assuming uniform mass flow distribution around the volute, the Pactional mass flow rate 

as the function of azimuth angle is given in Eq. (3.3). 

(3.3) 
y 

Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) can be combined to result in Eq. (3.4), 
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;#« 1. mm #co#i #4 

t#: M «##*# n#"a 

M , 

Figure 3.1 /fOZmSE7 /̂/3j8 nozzleless volute (rg/^ 7a6/g j .7 ( /e /az / (A/wgytn̂ w) 

Table 3.1 / i f 0 2 / 6 1 ^ 7 n o z z l e l e s s volute dimensions (rg/^f/gx/rg j./) 

Section Azimuth Radius(mm) Area(mm') A|/r, (mm) 

D 0 73.94 2568.65 34.74 
E 30 71.59 2284.91 31.92 

F 60 70.24 2094.54 29.82 

G 90 68.79 1896.55 27.57 

H 120 67.44 1711.36 25.38 

J 150 65.89 1517.81 23.04 

K 180 64.29 1328.28 20.66 

L 210 62.49 1126.56 18.03 

M 240 60.54 923.51 15.25 

N 270 58.39 718.91 12.31 

P 300 55.84 502.91 9.01 

Q 330 52.79 284.68 5.39 

R 360 49.04 86.47 1.76 

A m 1 

'k 
1 - f _ 

2;F 
(3.4) 

For incompressible flow assumption Ae changes in density can be neglected and thus the 

area-radius ratio in Eq. (3.4) is largely a linear function with the azimu± angle, as shown 

in Eq. (3.5), 
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^ = / ( W (3.5) 

Eq. (3.5) sets the physical guide line for the dimension of the volute. From Figure 3.1, the 

flow angle at the exit of the volute with respect to the radial direction is given in Eq. 

(3.6), 

(3.6) 

By substituting Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) into Eq. (3.6), yields Eq. (3.7), 

tana; = — 4 ^ ^ (3.7) 
A I 4 / 

n 

Based on the Eq. (3.7), the volute exit flow angle is a function of area-radius ratio (X/^) 

and the density ratio. /4/y at the volute outlet is dependant on the next component 

downstream, either the rotor (nozzle-less) or the nozzle vane ring. For a fixed geometry 

stator the ^2/̂ 2 is constant, while it varies shghtly in a variable geometry stator depending 

on the nozzle position. Assuming incompressible flow, the volute exit flow angle (%) in 

Eq. (3.7) is mainly a function of the inlet area-radius ratio (^4//)-/). Thus in overall, the 

design of a volute is a compromise based on Eq. (3.4) for uniform mass flow rate 

distribution and Eq. (3.7) for suitable exit flow angle (%), which have to be determined to 

best suit the required application. Additionally, the physical dimension of the current test-

rig setup was taken into consideration in order to achieve good fitting. 

Figure 3.3 shows the configuration of the test-rig, as can be seen the inlet area of the 

volute is Gxed by the air supply tube in the test-rig, which is 3641 From the inlet to 

the volute tongue, the airflow goes through a converging channel before the &ee vortex 

motion sets in. Thus the assumption of 6ee vortex is more suitable to be applied from the 

volute tongue rather than at the volute inlet. 
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Figure 3.2 Turbine volute's velocities and geometry description 

Dynamometer Turbine 

364 m m 

&4mm -a o 

T22mm 

Figure 3.3 Volute coupling and arrangement in the test-rig with defining 
dimensions 

Thus the inlet are a-over-radius ratio {Ai/ri) in the current design analysis is taken at the 

volute tongue (ymO), and Eq. (3.7) is rewritten as Eq. (3.8), 



tana2= / / 7 \ (3 8) 
^=0 

V=o 

Examining Table 3.1 for the HOLSET H3B volute, the volute inlet (\|/=0) radius and area 

is 73.94 mm and 2568.65 mm^ respectively, which gives an inlet area-radius ratio of 34.74 

7777?%. Since the volute is a nozzleless unit its exit is the rotor inlet, which is a mixed-flow 

rotor designed and tested by Abidat (1991). Figure 3.4 shows the main dimensions of the 

*Rotor The new volute was designed for &is rotor but with upstream nozzle vane 

ring. The volute exit area-radius ratio is given in Eq. (3.9), 

^ 7̂  

It can be seen &om Eq. (3.9) that the vohite exit area is only a function of the downstream 

width (6;) regardless of the radius. The rotor inlet area-radius ratio based on the 

dimension given in Figure 3.4 is 86.65 7n7M. Thus, referring to Eq. (3.8) the exit flow 

angle of the volute is approximately 68° (with respect to the radial 

direction). 

A simple analysis was carried out in accordance to Eq. (3.1) to (3.8) to establish the 

working range of the new volute. Figure 3.5 shows the variation of the volute inlet area-

radius ratio with respect to the exit flow angle. A range of exit flow angle was aimed for 

the new volute, this is to allow some flexibility in the design process. The target range of 

exit flow angle is chosen to be between 67° to 72° which envelopes the 

value of 68°. Based on Figure 3.5, the range of exit flow angles would require an inlet 

area-radius ratio ( ^ y / ) approximately in between 28 mm and 36 mm. Figure 3.6 

shows the variation in the area and radius for area-over-radius ratio range between 28 m/M 

and 36 mm. The choice of the area ( A ^ ^ q ) and radius (r^=o) in Figure 3.6 is then further 

narrowed by considering the relative location of the turbine-dynamometer coupling to the 

inlet air supply duct, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.4 Mixed-flow rotor used in the current research 799/) 
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Figure 3.5 Volute inlet area-radius ratio (X/A-/) changes with exit flow angle (%) 



For a converging flow from the air supply inlet to the tongue, A^^q< 3641 mm^ and 

7^=0 < 122 mm. The tongue in the HOLSET H3B volute is located 50° from the inlet 

plane as can be seen in Figure 3.1. However, this dimension could not be transferred into 

the new volute, as it was not possible to achieve the overall volute size within the 

physical dimension of the test-rig (refer Figure 3.3). Thus the position of the volute 

tongue was shifted to fit into the current requiremenL Based on the analysis and all 

considerations as discussed, the volute tongue is positioned at 30° &om the casing inlet 

plane with and chosen to be 3300 mm^ and 100 mm respectively, which results 

in of 33 mm. The overall dimension of the new volute and the baseline H3B 
/ ' ;y=0 

volute is shown in Figure 3.7. 

As the important dimensions of the volute determined, the next step is to decide the 

volute cross-sectional shape before proceeding to the solid modelling. The choice of 

cross-sectional area of the volute is important in ensuring smooth air flow without large 

separation especially at the exit section. Figure 3.8 shows some of the conventionally 

used cross-sectional shape for turbine volutes. As for the current application, the cross-

section shape (I) in Figure 3.8 is chosen as it provides good air flow channel and also the 

6c t it is the cross-sectional shape of the //OLS'Er volute, with proven commercial 

application. In Figure 3.3 it can be seen that the casing inlet cross-section is more of a 

rectangular shape, so the initial section of the volute &om the casing inlet to the tongue is 

used for converging the flow channel G-om rectangular to the desired volute cross-

sectional shape, as shown in Figure 3.9. 

According to Eq. 3.5, a good volute design should have linearly reducing area-radius ratio 

from the volute inlet throughout the azimuth angle. In this case, the profile of area-radius 

ratio versus azimuth angle for the new volute was chosen to have similar gradient as the 

The next step in the design stage was to model the volute according to the 

specification acquired earlier. CAD package was used to produce 

accurate model for CNC fabrication in the next stage. One constraint encountered during 

the modelling stage, where the chosen A|y_oof 100 /nm did not provide convergence for 

good solid entity. 
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Figure 3.7 Dimensions of the new volute and overall comparison to 
volute 

The was iterated within the workable range to produce a good solid model of the 

volute, as it is important for CNC machining. The was finally set to be 110 mm with 



the kept the same, thus resulting in the ^ y to be 30 mm. Figure 3.10 shows 
/ ^ = 0 

the profile of versus azimuth angle for HOLSET H3B volute and the new 
/ ^=0 

volute based on the analysis and Gnally achieved through solid modelling. 

Once the volute has been modelled, the experimental measurement requirement was 

considered and drilled bosses included for pressure tapping at 10 positions sweeping 

across the azimuth angle, and also flat boss for hot wire traversing at the casing inlet For 

the purpose of future flexibility, the volute was planned to be fabricated in 4 components, 

which are two pieces of the volute body (divided axially), exducer duct and mounting 

duct (for dynamometer mounting). This actually is essential for nozzle vanes assembly 

during the experimental stage and also allows easier modiGcation in the future, as parts 

can be modiGed and fabricated individually. The volute was only fabricated after the 

design of the nozzle vane ring and the associated pivoting mechanism (discussed in the 

next section). This is to enable further modification to the volute, would there be required 

to accommodate these components. The assembled model of the volute ready for 

fabrication is shown in Figure 3.11. The volute was fabricated in the Imperial College 

Faculty of Engineering Workshop using 3-axis CNC machining. Aluminium alloy was 

chosen as the material for the volute; for easy machining and also because of the cold 

flow nature experiments in the test-rig. The machined volute is shown in Figure 3.12. 

3.2 Nozzle Vane Design 

The usual method adopted in designing nozzle vane ring for a radial turbine is based on 

the axial turbine blade design (Baines and Japikse, 1994). In an axial turbine design, the 

blades are arranged in an annular cascade whereas for radial turbine the nozzle vanes are 

distributed circumferentially. Thus confbrmal transformation is used to convert the 

designed axial blade to circumferential nozzle ring (r^ry^fgz/re j . /6) . Since mixed-flow 

turbine is very close in resemblance to a radial turbine, similar approach can be taken but 

modification needed along the way to Gt the current purpose, which will be discussed 
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Figure 3.8 Some conventional volute cross-sectional shapes 

Figure 3.9 Cross sectional change &om casing inlet to the volute tongue 
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Figure 3.10 Area-radius ratio profile versus azimuth angle for the new and 
volutes 
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progressively. First the proGle of the nozzle vane was determined based on standard 

NACA airfoils. The nozzle ring is preceded by volute which will provide sufficient swirl 

to the flow, thus it is usual that nozzle vane for a radial/mixed flow turbine to be un-

cambered, which means its primary function is to accelerate the flow wiA almost no 

turning (Japikse and Baines, 1994). Figure 3.13 shows the basic descriptions of the NACA 

airfoil proGle, where the camber angle and maximum thickness is the important features. 

As for the current work, AC4C4 airfoil 00/J was chosen as the choice of nozzle vane 

profile. The first 2 digits in the code indicate zero camber angle and the next 2 digits 

indicates the maximum thickness of 15% of the chord length. Figure 3.14 shows the 

thickness proGIe and the theoretical pressure distribution of the WXC4 007J airfoil. 

However, modification along the design process results in the final vane design to deviate 

&om the baseline features, diis will be discussed accordingly. 

The choice of the true chord for a nozzle vane is dependent on the radial chord length 

(Apv) and the nozzle pitch (6^). The radial chord length (6^,) is limited by the volute 

dimension upstream and the rotor dimension downstream of the nozzle ring. Looking at 

Figure 3.15, it can be seen that volute dimension constraint the upper limit of the nozzle 

ring at 0 = 7 0 mm. Since the leading edge of a mixed flow rotor is swept radially ( r ^ r 

Fzgz/rg 3.4), the downstream dimension limitation in the current case varies &om hub-side 

to the shroud-side end wall. Figure 3.15 indicates both the limitations, which is 0=72.02 

m/M and 0=95.16 /M/M at the hub-side and shroud-side respectively; these being the inlet 

dimension of the mixed flow rotor used in the current. So the maximum radial chord (6m,) 

of the nozzle vane should be 33.99 mm at the hub-side and 22.42 mm at the shroud-side. 

However these maximum limits will not be achieved as there should be inter-space 

between the rotor and the nozzle vane, but this will be kept as small as possible. 

Additionally the axial height of the nozzle vane should be 13.79 mm to match the span 

length of the rotor leading edge. 

3.2.1 Nozzle pivoting range 

The common terminologies of die nozzle vane and the rotor inlet velocity triangle are 

given in Figure 3.16. As the nozzle vane ring is aimed for variable geometry stator, the 

operating range of vane angles should be determined. An analysis was carried out 
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Exducer Duct 

Figure 3.11 Model of the fabricated new volute 

Figure 3.12 Picture of the machined volute 

trChofd hne 
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Figure 3.13 NACA airfoil proGle general descriptions 

iteratively to evaluate ± e suitable range of vane angles with the possibility of exploring 

wider performance range in the turbine experimental stage. The methodology for the 
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analysis is largely with reference to Watson and Janota (1982) and Japikse and Baines 

(1994). Based on Figure 3.16(b), the incidence (z) at the rotor inlet is given in Eq. (3.10), 

' = (3.10) 

Even though it is ideal to design a turbine to have zero incidence but past researches have 

shown that for a radial turbine, non zero incidence is beneGcial to reduce separation due 

to Coriolis force ( r ^ r 2). The optimum incidence can be taken between -20° 

and -40° (Japikse and Baines, 1994). The rotor inlet velocity, [A is calculated in Eq. 

(3.11) 

t/4 = Q s i n ( 3 . 1 1 ) 

Since Cm4 and are the same, Eq. (3.11) will reduce to Eq. (3.12), 

^ /COS;04 ^ 

Substituting Eq. (3.12) into (3.11) will eliminate as expressed in Eq. (3.13), 

t/4 = Q(sin0^4 -cosci'4 tan^g^) (3.13) 

For the mixed flow rotor used in this study, the blade a n g l e , i s +20°. By determining 

the incidence angle, relative blade angle, can be calculated with using Eq. (3.10). The 

rotor inlet velocity can also be expressed as Eq. (3.14), 

(3.14) 

60 

and according to Euler turbomachinery equation, the power of the turbine can be 

approximately deduced as in Eq. (3.15), which assumes zero exit swirl. 
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Figure 3.14 NACA 0015 airfoil descriptions {Abbott et al, 1945) 

Figure 3.15 Nozzle ring dimension limitations. Shaded area is the available space 
for the nozzle vane ring 

(3.15) 

Thus CA can be calculated for a given turbine angular revolution (TV) or power output (PK) 

with Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) respectively. These can then be used to determine the 

maximnm permitted U4 with the knowledge of the test-rig hmitation. Consequently, as 

the values of and 6/4 known, value of C4 can be calculated using Eq. (3.13) for 

different absolute velocity angles (%). The absolute flow velocity (%) can then be 

normalized and expressed as Mach number (M4) in Eq. (3.16), 
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M4 = — (3.16) 

Figure 3.17 shows the required flow Mach number (M*) at different absolute flow angles 

(g&t); to achieve a range of turbine speed up to the maximum permitted in the test-rig, 60 

A?p/M. It is visible &om Figure 3.17 that the Mach number of unity is the limiting factor 

for the workable range of the nozzle ring. Thus for the power spectrum in the current 

application, the volute exit flow angle is set to be % ^ 40° (angle with respect to the 

radial direction). Another observation in the Figure 3.17 is that the Mach number remain 

^ l y constant beyond the absolute flow angle (%) of 80°, as such this is used as the 

upper limit to the nozzle ring operating range. 

3.2.2 Number of nozzle vanes 

By assuming the nozzle vane exit flow angle (6K3) as equal to the rotor inlet condition 

(neglecting the inter-space effect), the deduced inlet flow angle can be expressed as a 

function of nozzle geometry (Hiett and Johnston, 1963) in Eq. (3.17), 

a4 = (y3=cos\o;n'/:^m,) (317) 

It can be seen from Figure 3.16 that the nozzle throat ( o ^ ) and pitch (f^^;) dependant 

on the number of nozzle vanes apart A-om its pivoting position. Number of nozzle vanes 

or indirectly the blade spacing is an important factor in loss contribution. The parameter 

used to determine the blade spacing is criterion in Eq. (3.18), 

^ = 2 Jcos a^ltana^ - tan(Zg| 

where ^ = tangential lift coefBcient 

6 ^ (3.18) 
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Figure 3.16 Common terminologies of the nozzle vane with Gonfbrmal 
transformation (a) and rotor inlet velocity triangle (b) 
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Figure 3.17 Flow Mach number as a function of flow angle for required tuibine 
speed 

The optimum pitch/chord ) ratio is a compromise between the friction losses and 
/ 

a good flow guidance. Large means lesser nozzle vanes, hence lower friction but 
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at the expense of poor flow guidance. On the other hand, lower results in vice-

versa effect. The optimum tangential lift coefficient is suggested to be between 0.75 

- 0.85, which will provide optimum compromise in the (Japikse and Baines, 

1994). In a variable geometry stator, the range of nozzle exit flow angle will result in the 

variation of pitch/chord ratios. Considering this, it was decided to match the optimum 

at mid-range of the flow angles, where the nozzle vane position is at ^=60°. Thus 

for the nozzle inlet flow angle ( 0 2 ) of 71° and exit flow angle ) of 60°, the optimum 

pitch/chord ratio calculated with Eq. (3.18) is 1.28 - 1.45. With the known 

maximum chord available at the hub-side and should-side Fzgz/rg the 

optimimi pitch calculated by pre-setting the radial chord length of the nozzle 

vane ( 6 ^ ) . Table 3.2 shows the results for suitable nimiber of nozzle vanes calculated 

with variable range of parameters in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18), within the hub-side and 

shroud-side limitation. The suitable number of nozzle vanes increases with the decreasing 

radial chord (6;^;)) meanwhile it decreases with the increasing tangential loading (^ ) . 

The shroud-side dimension, because of the smaller space available, results in higher 

number of nozzle vanes compared to the hub-side. Thus shroud-side results are used to 

determine the number of vanes in this case as it will jGt the hub side as well. 

The pivoting range of the nozzle ring is another compromise essential in deciding the 

nimiber of vanes in a variable geometry stator. Too many of nozzle vanes will result in 

very narrow nozzle passage and eliminate the pivoting flexibility. On the other hand, too 

little nozzle vanes will provide the pivoting flexibility at the expense of longer chord 

length to maintain an uniform pressure-suction surfaces interaction, which will intervene 

with the dimensional limitation. As discussed in the previous text, the pivoting range 

targeted for the current design is 40° < 8 80°. Together with the diSerent options of 

suitable number of vanes &om Table 3.2, a graphical analysis was carried out to decide 

the final number of vanes which suits all the design requirements. Figure 3.18 shows the 

nozzle vanes arrangement visualized after confbrmal transformation, with different 

options of vane plurality and vane angles. By examining the geometry of the single 
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Table 3.2 Results for determining suitable number of nozzle vanes 

Hub Shroud Hub Shroud Hub Shroud Hub Shroud 

a\ {deg) 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 
CC2 {deg) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 

c 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.85 

S/jv/ 1.28 1.28 1.45 1.45 1.28 1.28 1.45 1.45 

29 17 29 17 26 14 26 14 

Snv (mm) 37.11 21.75 42.06 24.66 33.27 17.92 37.71 20.30 
Nozzle Vanes # 7 15 6 14 8 20 7 17 

L_60.0 

\ \ 
14 Nozzles 

- 80 .0 

15 Nozzles 

60.0- ^ j 

V 

17 Nozzles 

60.0̂  . 

ao.y 

20 Nozzles 

Fig. 3.18 Single passage nozzle vane arrangement at different angles for different 
number of nozzle options 

passage nozzle, it is quite clear that for 8 ^ 60°, up to 20 nozzle vanes can be used. But 

for 8 > 60°, there are clearly limitations that need to be observed. Based on Figure 3.18, 

the number of nozzle vanes to achieve the complete pivoting range is either 14 or 15. As 
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for the current study, 15 number of nozzle vanes are chosoi and consequently die volute 

was modiGed to accommodate the vanes. 

3.2.3 3D design modification of the nozzle vanes 

The next step in the design process is the stacking of the nozzle vane to obtain complete 

3-Dimensional (3D) profile. The stacking procedure was carried out in few stages, along 

which the 3D shape of the vane is improved until the Anal proGle to match the mixed 

flow rotor These will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Initially, the basic linear stacking method was opted to produce a uniform vane profile 

along the span. The dimension of the span is limited by the volute geometry as shown in 

Figure 3.15. The resultant vane shape and its meridional projection with a mixed flow 

rotor are shown Figure 3.19. The noticeable geometrical mismatch is the non-uniform 

inter-space clearance between the vane trailing edge and the rotor leading edge. This will 

inevitably create more losses in the flow as the degree of flow acceleration after the 

nozzle throat varies along the span, thus subjecting the rotor with non-uniform flow 

condition. To achieve uniform inter-spacing it was decided to introduce a degree of sweep 

at the vane trailing edge; this was set to match the cone angle of 50° for the mixed flow 

rotor. The resulting shape of vane with sweep and its meridional projection are shown in 

Figure 3.20. As can be seen, the desired uniform inter-spacing was achieved and by 

reanalysing the vane chord length the acceptable inter-space dimension can be determined 

for different vane angles. 

The 2D meridional view of Figure 3.20 shows good geometrical match between the 

sweep-vane and the rotor. However, one significant problem can be noticed when the 

nozzle ring assembly is viewed ^om 3D point of view as shown in Figure 3.21. Due to 

the sweep at the trailing edge, a non-uniform interaction is created between the suction 

and pressure surfaces of the nozzle vane along the chord and span. This is not an 

optimum design feature especially at higher vane angle settings, where the vanes will be 

more like an obstacle rather than a nozzle in the flow. This inevitably will lead to higher 

losses. Another feature considered in the design process is the 3D shape of the leading 

edge on a mixed flow rotor. For the purpose of structural stability, it is essential for a 
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Fig 3.19 Straight nozzle vane shape and meridional projection of the turbine 
assembly 

Fig 3.20 Sweep nozzle vane shape and meridional projection of the turbine 
assembly 

radial/mixed flow rotor to maintain its radial Gbre in the blade proGIe. Due to this radial 

Abre requirement and the introduction of cone angle at the leading edge will lead to a 

non-zero inlet geometry or blade-lean in a mixed flow rotor, as can be seen in Figure 

3.22. CAop/gr 2/oryz/rf/zgr cfzjcwfzoTz on /Aff Thus the straight nozzle vane 

with sweep does not match the 3D proGle of the leading edge, even though it shows good 

Gt with the mixed-flow rotor &om a meridional projection Fzgwre 3.20). The 3D 

mismatch can be viewed &om the nozzle vane assembly in Figure 3.21. Effort was taken 

to produce a 3D geometrical match, hence theoretically obtaining an optimum nozzle 

vane design for a mixed flow rotor. 

One method of achieving 3D geometrical match is by applying non-linear profile stacking 

along the vane chord. This is by starting with straight-stacking at the leading edge to 
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Increasing Nozzle Vane Angle 

Figure 3.21 Sweep nozzle vane ring and the position at different vane angles 

Figure 3.22 Inlet condition of the mixed flow rotor which shows blade lean 

gradually lean-stacking towards the trailing edge to match the rotor leading edge. With 

this method, a twisted shape nozzle vane was achieved as shown in Figure 3.23. Even 

though interaction of the suction-pressure surfaces is consistent for the vane angle range, 

the convergence of the nozzle along the span was found to be increasing 6om shroud to 
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Straight Stacking 

Lean Stacking 

Increasing Nozzle Vane Angle 

Figure 3.23 Twisted vane shape with assembly and nozzle Condition at increasing vane 
angles 

Figure 3.24 Lean vane shape and the meridional projection of the assembly 

hub. This can be visualised in Figure 3.23 with the increasing vane angle settings. This 

will result in the rotor subjected to high velocity flow at the shroud-end but lower velocity 

at the hub-end, leading to performance implication. Another consequence of the condition 

will be the different choking limitation at shroud-end and hub-end, thus impeding the 

workable range of nozzle positions across different swallowing capacity of the turbine. 
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Considering the implication and also possible improvement, it was decided to apply lean 

stacking for the whole vane chord, thus producing a vane shape that matches the mixed 

flow rotor inlet and also provides uniform nozzle convergence along the span. The lean 

angle was chosen to be 50° &om the horizontal surface of the volute, which is the rotor 

cone angle. The resulting vane shape and the meridional projection of the assembly are 

shown Figure 3.24. Meanwhile Figure 3.25 shows the assembly of the lean nozzle vanes 

and the conditions with increasing vane angles. It can be noticed that the vane trailing 

edge matches to the rotor leading edge, with consistent nozzle convergence along the 

span. Nevertheless, it was found that the lean stacking coupled with confbrmal 

transformation leads to a non-uniform ahgnment between the hub-hub and shroud-shroud 

ends of the adjacent nozzle vanes, as can be visualised in Figure 3.26. This result in a 

non-uniform suction-pressure surfaces interaction along the span, which is one of the 

imphcation aimed to be resolved in the design process &om the early stage. To resolve 

the non-uniformity, the vane profile at the shroud-end is elongated to match the surface 

interaction at the hub-end, and Gnally producing an even interaction. This is illustrated in 

Figure 3.27, where the elongated shroud vane profile creates a small degree of sweep at 

the trailing edge and consequently evens the suction-pressure surfaces interaction along 

the span. This partially completes the design process for the nozzle vanes and its final 

dimensions are shown in Figure 3.28 and Table 3.3. The chord length is 22.3 mm and 

26.3 mm at the hub-side and shroud-side respectively. The pivoting point of the vane was 

set at 6.9 mm after the leading edge. The height of the vane is set to fit with the volute's 

axial dimension (re/^ Ffgwre j . /J) with added clearance for pivoting purposes. The 

clearance was set at 0.15 mm at both the end wall and, thus the axial height of the vane is 

13.50 mm. Due to the lean, the actual span-wise length of the vane is matched to the 

rotor's inlet Ffgz/re which is 18 mm. The resulting nozzle area at the inlet and 

outlet for the range of vane angles taken at the pivoting point and with reference to radial 

direction is shown in Table 3.4. It can be noticed that both the inlet and outlet area of the 

nozzle channel reduces gradually, thus creating a good flow convergence for the whole 

range of vane angles. In additional. Figure 3.29 shows the curve of inlet to outlet area 

ratio of the nozzle at different vane angle, and clearly confirms the linear reduction which 

ascertains gradual convergence. The pivoting range of the vane angle &om 40° to 80° 

results in the nozzle to close with significant area reduction at the exit, which is about 

93%. 
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Increasing Nozzle Vane Angle 

Figure 3.25 Lean vane shape with assembly and nozzle condition at increasing 
vane angles 

Figure 3.26 Suction-Pressure surfaces interaction for lean nozzle vane assembly 

However, the inlet area only shows a marginal corresponding reduction, about 6%. Figure 

3.30 is the photograph showing a good geometrical match between the lean nozzle vane 

and the mixed flow rotor leading edge. The nozzle vanes in the figure are the first 

prototype made with method. 
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Table 3.3 Characteristics of Gnalised lean nozzle vane 

Chord Length 

Hub-End Shroud-End 

Chord Length 22.3 26.3 

Lean Angle 40̂ * 6om Axial Direction 

Sweep Angle 

Leading Edge Trailing Edge 

Sweep Angle 0° 12.8° from Axial 

Aspect Ratio 

Hub-End Shroud-End 

Aspect Ratio 0.81 0.68 

Table 3.4 Nozzle inlet and outlet area for the lean nozzle vane ring 

Vane Angle Inlet Area, Ag (mm )̂ Outlet Area, A3 (mm )̂ 
40 331.46 191.94 
45 328.33 171.24 
50 325.33 147.99 
55 322.49 122.97 
60 319.83 101.76 
65 317.36 78.68 
70 315.1 55.63 
75 313.08 33.49 
80 311.31 13.17 

An alternative design with straight-stacking was also constructed, as for comparative 

design to asses the beneGts of the new lean vane design. This will be discussed in detailed 

in the results chapters. The straight nozzle vane was constructed with the shroud-end 

profile of the lean vane, shown in Figure 3.28. The shroud-end profile was chosen to 

minimize the inter-space length. Thus, the chord length of the straight vane is 26.3 mm 

and the height is kept constant as 13.50 m/M. 
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Figure 3.27 Suction-Pressure surfaces interaction for lean nozzle vane assembly 

Huh Side 

S h r o u d S i d e 

2 . 0 

25. 0 

R0w40 

Figure 3.28 Description of the finalised lean nozzle vane 
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3.3 Nozzle Vane Ring Pivoting Mechanism Design 

With the nozzle vane proGle and 3D design completed, the next step is to fit the nozzle 

vane ring into the volute designed earlier. For the variable geometry operation, a suitable 

mechanism was also designed to allow the pivoting of the nozzle vane ring within the 

design range. 

The final design of the fabricated nozzle vane is shown in Figure 3.31(a). The vane airfoil 

profile at the shroud-end is constructed with a vane-seat (014.9 /nm, 2.9 depth) 

followed in step by an extruded stem ( 0 8 m/M, 19.9 length). The &ont part of the 

volute ( r ^ r Fzgwrg j .7 / ) is used to drill 15 step-holes at peripheral 0 1 2 4 m/n to position 

the vanes. The vane-seat is used to concentrically position the individual vanes into the 

volute and a clearance of less than 0.05 /Tzm enables it to freely rotate in the step-hole. The 

extruded stem following the vane-seat is extended outside of the volute works as part of 

the pivoting mechanism. Figure 3.31(b) shows the pivoting principle used in the current 

study. A sliding lever made of brass is connected at the external end of the vane stem 

which is grooved. The sliding lever is held axially held with a stainless steel vane retainer 

and a standard bolt. One end of the sliding lever is constructed with an elongated slot 

which enables it to slide radially along the vane stem groove, but limited by the A/3 bolt 

holding the vane retainer. The other end of the sliding lever is connected to a rod which is 

then connects to a unison ring, called driving ring. All 15 individual vanes are connected 

to one driving ring at 0140 Tzzm and the nozzle pivots simultaneously with the rotation of 

the driving ring. The red arrows in Figure 3.31(b) illustrate the individual component 

movement to achieve the pivoting range. The working principle is that when the unison 

driving ring is rotated, the tangential force applied to the connecting pins will be 

translated into a small radial traverse of the sliding lever and consequently the rotation of 

the nozzle vanes. 

An ample leverage was provided in order to achieve the full range pivoting of the nozzle 

vanes with small rotation of the driving ring. This is essential as the part of the current 

&amework involves the investigation of the Active Control Turbocharging (A.C.T.), 

where the nozzle vanes are continuously actuated at &eqiiency matching the incoming 
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Vane Angle (deg) 

Figure 3.29 Nozzle's inlet to outlet area ratio versus vane angle 

Figure 3.30 Good geometrical match shown between the nozzle vane and 
the rotor leading edge 

(a) 

0 

Figure 3.31 Final design of the nozzle vane with pivoting disc and shaft. 
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response rate of the pivoting system. Figure 3.32 shows the driving ring connected to the 

nozzle vanes, with 40° vane angle range achieved by approximately 10° rotation of the 

driving ring. The driving ring is externally Gxed on the volute exit duct with bearing 

with inner 0 90 Figure 3.33 shows the photograph of the assembled turbine 

with the pivoting mechanism and coupled to the dynamometer. The driving ring is 

connected to a stepper motor via a rod-end, which is remotely controlled to set the vane 

angle of the nozzle ring. Almost all components of the turbine are fabricated with 

aluminium alloy through CNC machining. Additionally, the mixed flow rotor *A' is hard 

anodized for improved durability. Detail technical drawings with dimension of the 

relevant components are provided in Appendices A1 - A11. 

3.4 Static Pressure Survey 

The flow characteristics in the volute and nozzles were investigated through static 

pressure survey before the full range performance testing. Multiple static tappings were 

constructed on the volute which covers the peripheral around the azimuth angle, inlet of 

the nozzle, along the nozzle passage and exit of die nozzle. Additionally, static pressure 

measurement was also attempted for the vane surAce, with tapping at mid-span from the 

leading to trailing edge. These tappings are drilled on the volute wall and fitted with 

01.25 hypodermic tube. The hypodermic tube is then connected to a rotary 

pneumatic switch, Scamiva/vg through Apart &om the wall static 

pressure, total and static pressure at the volute inlet was measured with a pitot tube. The 

pressure transducers in the are used to measure the pressure and consequently 

recorded through the data acquisition system CAop/er ^ q / f/zg 

fwfn/TMgnZf). 

A dummy rotor with only the hub profile of the mixed flow rotor 'A' ( r ^ r f/gwrg 

was constructed and used for the flow survey investigation Xf/7gM6/i% ^4/7 ybr fAg 

The nozzle vanes were fabricated through /(apfWfro/ofypzMg 

with a Z-Co^ j D printer in the Engineering Faculty Workshop, Imperial College 

London. 
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Figure 3.32 Schematic of the driving ring connected to the nozzle vanes and the 
driving range 

# 

LVDT • stepper motor 

Figure 3.33 Photograph of the volute with pivoting mechanism and 
coupled to the dynamometer 
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3.4.1 Volute 

Static pressure measurements were taken at 11 points spanning the azimuth angle of the 

volute, &om the inlet to \|/ = 281°. Identical pressure measurements were taken on both 

side of the volute, which are then averaged for an azimuth angle reading. Figure 3.34 

shows the isentropic Mach number plotted against the azimuth angle of the volute for 

different inlet mass flow rate, together with the location of the measurements. The 

isentropic Mach number is calculated based on the volute inlet total pressure and the local 

static pressure as in Eq. (3.19), 

= 

y - 1 
01 

- 1 (3.19) 

As the volute was designed with 6ee vortex assumption, the pressure distribution is 

expected to be linear along azimuth angle. Figure 3.34 shows fairly linear distribution of 

the isentropic Mach number with slight acceleration along the azimuth angle. This is 

possibly due to the reducing radius in the location of the pressure tappings along the 

azimuth angle, hence the higher flow velocity. The gradient of the isentropic Mach 

number increase is also fairly consistent for all the mass flow rates, which suggest 

agreement with the A-ee vortex assumption. Nevertheless, small fluctuation in the static 

pressure was observed, which amplifies at higher mass flow rate. This might possibly be 

the eSect of the nozzle vane ring downstream which creates back pressure, especially at 

higher mass flow rate where it nearing its choking condition. In overall, no significant 

adverse characteristic was observed for the flow in the volute. However, further 

improvement will be possible especially with computational analysis. 

3.4.2 Nozzle Vane Inlet 

The static pressure at the nozzle inlet was measured at 60° azimuth angle and with vane 

angle setting &=60°. The resulting coeGicient of static pressure (C/).y) is shown Figure 

3.35 for different inlet mass flow rate. 
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Figure 3.34 Volute's iseatropic Mach number along the azimuth angle 
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Figure 3.35 Static pressure coefBcients at the nozzle leading edge 
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Figure 3.36 Normalized static pressure along the nozzle passage &om the leading 
edge (LE) to trailing edge (TE) 
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The static pressure coefGcient (Q?f) is the ratio of the local dynamic pressure to the 

volute inlet dynamic pressure as given in Eq. (3.20), 

(3.20) 

Higher Qof represent higher local flow velocity, and &om Figure 3.35 it can be noticed 

that flow velocity reduces gradually &om the suction surface (ss) to pressure surface (ps), 

which is expected and suggests the nozzle vane performing accordingly. Nevertheless, at 

0.06 kg/s condition the pattern of the velocity reduction differ &om the other conditions. 

This might be because of the very low mass flow feed into the big volume of the volute. 

Additionally, the uncertainty in the measurement at very low pressure might be another 

contributing factor CAap/gr ybr meaM/remgn/ Another interesting 

observation is that the near the pressure surface (ps) increases as the mass flow rate 

increase &om 0.16 Ag/; to 0.21 AgA, but then reduces substantially at 0.30 tg/y. This 

suggests some degree of flow stagnation near the pressure surface (ps) during high mass 

flow rate. However this might be restricted only at the hub surface of the nozzle vane, 

where the current measurements were taken. 

3.4^ Nozzle Passage 

Figure 3.36 shows the normalized static pressure recorded along the nozzle passage &om 

the leading edge (LE) to trailing edge (TE), presented for factions of the whole chord 

length (%/Cm,). It is observed that static pressure reduces gradually &om the leading edge 

to trailing edge, suggesting flow convergence and acceleration. The flow stays nominally 

uniform up to about 35% of the chord downstream of the leading edge, after which clear 

flow acceleration recorded. It is also observed that the effect of nozzle convergence in 

accelerating the flow is more apparent with increasing mass flow rate. After about 73% 

chord the static pressure is fairly uniform, this corresponds well to the post-throat region, 

hence no further acceleration observed. However, these measurements are only for the 

nozzle hub surface, and may not entirely represent the whole nozzle passage to the shroud 

surface. 
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3.4.4 Nozzle Vane Exit 

Based on the static pressure measurement, the isentropic Mach numbers (Eq. 3.19) at 4 

locations along die nozzle trailing edge pitch are shown in Figure 3.37 for dif%rent mass 

flow rates. Noticeably, the isentropic Mach number is fairly constant along the trailing 

edge pitch except for the 4^ location, which shows higher acceleration. This is due to the 

tapping location as seen in the 5giire, which is close to the vane and as result sukgected to 

the wake &om the nozzle throaL The curve for mass flow rate of 0.21 Ag/y is focused and 

shown in Figure 3.37. As can be seen, the isentropic Mach number is actually exhibiting a 

weak concave profile. This is naturally expected as the flow will have high velocity near 

the surfaces of the vane due to the wake, but then the velocity reduces towards the middle 

of the pitch. However, this is only apparent at higher mass flow rate. 

3.4.5 Vane Surfaces 

The static pressure distribution on (he sur&ces of the lean nozzle vane was measured to 

evaluate the flow characteristics. As for comparison, similar measurement was also 

carried out on an equivalent straight nozzle vane. The lean and straight nozzle vanes were 

fabricated with rapid prototyping method and the measurement was conducted with 

complete assembly of the volute and nozzle vane ring, but without a rotating rotor. Five 

static pressure tapping were drilled at mid-span &om leading edge to the trailing edge, 

and fitted with hypodermic tubes. The static pressure tubing was extended out of the 

volute through the exducer. To reduce the blockage eSect, the static pressure tubing was 

carefully packed and sealed on the volute surface. 

Figure 3.38 shows the comparison of nozzle vane surface static pressure distribution at 

mid-span between the lean and the straight vanes, measured with 0.15 mass flow 

feed into the volute, for different vane angle settings. The surface static pressure and the 

tapping chord length 6om the leading edge are normalised with the volute inlet total 

pressure (fo/) and the chord length (Cm.) of the vane respectively. The nozzle vane angles 

are in respect to the radial direction taken at the pivoting point on the shroud end, where 

increasing vane angle means the nozzle is closing. The pressure (ps) and suction surfaces 

(ss) are identified based on the notation as shown in Figure 3.39. 
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Figure 3.37 Isentropic Mach number along the nozzle's trailing edge pitch 

At 40° vane angle, it was observed the flow is separated at the pressure surface (ps) near 

the leading edge due to the negative incidence. The separation effect is slightly lesser in 

the lean vane compared to the straight vane because the positive lean adapts better to the 

incoming flow. Furthermore, for all the vane angle settings the flow after the mid-chord at 

the suction surface (ss) of the lean vane shows gradual acceleration compared to the 

straight vane, which suggest a possibility of flow separation in this region of the straight 

vane. 
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Figure 3.38 Comparison of surface pressure between lean and straight nozzle vane 
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Incoming Flo 

Figure 3.39 Nozzle vane surface annotation and position at different vane angles 

The overall pressure is lower for the lean vane compared to the straight vane due to the 

higher surface area of the lean vane (approx 30% higher), hence reducing overall loading. 

At 70° vane angle, the trailing edge region of the pressure surface (ps) forms the nozzle 

throat with the leading edge region of the suction surface (ss); hence the acceleration in 

this region, with the straight vane showing stronger convergence than the lean vane. For 

all the vane angle settings, the bigger pressure difference between the surfaces at the 

trailing edge indicates a possibility of higher wake loss in the lean vane. This is because 

the pressure at the suction sur6ce (ss) needs to rise sharply to meet the pressure at the 

pressure surAce (ps). The effect is more evident at 70° vane angle setting, which can be 

attributed to the influence &om the high velocity flow after the throat. 

3.5 Summary 

A variable geometry stator was designed and fabricated as part of the current PhD 

&amework. The volute was designed based on a commercial turbocharger 

A/j^) with sufBcient enlargement for nozzle vane ring fitting. The volute has 

^W=^/ ^ 30 mm and % = 70°. A unique nozzle vane has been designed to match the 
/ ^ = 0 

3-dimensional feature of the leading edge of the mixed flow rotor *A\ The vane is 
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constructed through lean stacking with an angle of 40° &om the axial direction. The 

variable geometry stator includes 15 vanes connected to a unison driving ring which 

enables nozzle pivoting range of 40° - 80°, with respect to the radial direction. The 

driving ring is actuated through a stepper motor or electrodynamics shaker for discreet 

vane angle pivoting or continuous oscillation respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

4.0 Synopsis 

The tuibocharger experimental test-rig is accommodated in the cell 180A of the Internal 

Combustion Engine Laboratory, at the Mechanical Engineering Department of Imperial 

College London. The turbocharger test-rig has the c^acity for testing a turbocharger 

turbine under steady and pulsating flow conditions. This is made possible by the facility 

to simulate an engine exhaust pulsation under low temperature and also extended loading 

capability with an eddy current dynamometer (Szymko, 2006). 

4.1 Test Facility Design 

4.1.1 Equivalent Conditions 

The performance of a radial/mixed flow turbine is a function of 

independent physical properties of the flow and geometry of the turbine rotor. These are 

listed in Eq. (4.1) with reference to Watson and Janota (1982) and Japikse and Baines 

(1994). 

/o/aZ ffz/ef pr&yfwrg, 

wAee/ mean m/ef 

gay 

Ago/ raf/o, y 

mayf yZow rafg, /M 

(ofa/ - fo - gfafic ^ c i e n c y , 
= / (4.1) 
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I3y piTiH&qples ()f ISiNzkiiygbjuii Tc thaDreir^ lEfi. (4.1) caii be redhicexi to a sist of ncxn-

cUiiwansicKial paramedxas as ;grven in ]Eq. Tvith iisfereiWue to (CikissinaKi (197]^) aiid 

Cohen et al. (1993). 

m • -^R-Tf^ 01 

^ 4 % 

fofa/ - /o - jfa/zc ^ c f e n c y , 7;̂  

= / • 

jpgg(/ /pargTMefgr, 
01 

pressure ratio, 

/%w/M6gr, 
7?Z 

jpec^c Aga/ rafzo, / 

(4.2) 

In addition to the parameters in Eq. (4.2), Watson and Janota (1982) suggested the use of 

velocity ratio for a radial/mixed flow turbine performance evaluation. Velocity ratio of a 

turbine is the ratio between the rotor tip speed (C/̂ ) and the isentropic velocity (Cj,). 

Isentropic velocity (Cis) is the velocity achieved by the flow w i ± isentropic expansion 

over a pressure ratio across the turbine stage. The independent parameters influencing the 

velocity ratio can be reduced to non-dimensional parameters and listed in Eq. (4.3). 

ve/ocf(y ra/zo, = / ra/zo, 
A 01 
a 

Aga/ raffo, / 

(4.3) 

Dale (1990) described that the effect of gas constant, is generally small and the effect of 

specific heat ratio, y i s included in the Reynolds number, /(g. Hiett and Johnston (1964) 

suggested that the Reynolds number, ^g is of secondary importance to radial turbine 

performance. Thus in the test rig, for a known turbine wheel geometry and inlet gas, the 

values of /(g and D4 are largely constant. Considering these, the non-dimensional 

parameters in Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3) are further reduced to Eq. (4.4). The parameters in 

Eq. (4.4) are finally used to represent the performance characteristics of a turbine. In the 

current test facility these are in the forms of mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio and 

efficiency vs. velocity ratio at constant speed parameter. 
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P< 01 

fo/a/ - fo - f/a/zc ;y^ = / 

ve/ocffy ra/fO; 
. [/4 

:g?ggg/ jparame/gr. 
AT 

pyĝ AM/rg raffO; 
P< 01 

A 

(4.4) 

C, 

6'fmf/grf(y Me/Aoof. Dale and Watson (1986) originally developed the current test-rig to 

conduct performance tests on radial-inflow turbines under steady and pulsating-flow 

conditions. The rig is a cold flow test facility which enables a turbocharger turbine 

performance evaluated away &om its actual hot conditions. The equivalent design and 

test of a turbine in the facility is achieved by observing ff/Mz/on/y of the 

performance parameters (Glassman, 1972). Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6) shows the equivalent 

comparison of the mass flow parameter and speed parameter for a constant pressure ratio 

between the actual and test-rig conditions. 

A 01 

.. (^)acA/a/. (4.5) 

/ \ 
N 

vV%. 
- ^ ^ 

test-rig vV^Ol ]actual 

7g (4.6) 

Abidat (1991), Hakeem (1995) and Karamanis (2000) further modified the test-rig to 

accommodate their research programs on mixed-flow turbines. The test-rig was later 

improved by Pesiridis et al. (2004), to include a fully computerized control and data 

logging system for fast and safe operation. Additionally, a new eddy current 

dynamometer was designed and installed to load the turbine, in replace of the 
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conventional compressor coupling method. This enables the extended turbine mapping 

capability as demonstrated by Szytnko (2006). 

4.1.2 Test-rig layout 

A schematic diagram of the turbine test rig is shown in Figure 4.1. The following 

discussion will provide essential information on the facility layout and all the important 

components shown in Figure 4.1. 

The test-rig is supplied by three TMggrjo// screw-type compressors, capable to 

deliver up to 1 kg/s compressed air at maximum pressure of 5 bars (absolute). The air is 

filtered through a three-stage cyclone and paper filter system. Downstream of the filter 

system, there are two motorised valves, computer controlled &om outside the test-cell; 

one is the main valve for regulating the mass flow rate of air into the turbine and the other 

acts as a safety valve. The safety valve is linked through software to the * guillotine shut 

valve % where in the event of emergency the guillotine will shut and consequently force 

the safety valve to cut air supply into the test rig. 

When the main valve is turned open, the cold air goes through stacks of heating elements, 

where the airflow temperature is raised to avoid water vapour condensation &om the 

expansion process across the turbine stage. The heaters are regulated by ^200 PID 

controller linked to a local thermocouple, where the user-specified flow temperature 

(330K - 345K) is maintained throughout the testing period. Downstream of the heater 

stacks, the airflow is branched into two 81.40-mm diameter pipes. These pipes are called 

'inner' and 'outer' limb, referring to its relative position shown in Figure 4.1. Each of 

these limbs incorporates a 59.85mm diameter oriEcc plate for measuring the air mass 

flow rate according to the standard, BS 5167-1:1997. The mass flow rate measurement 

and the associated instruments will be discussed in section 4.2.1. The two limbs stay 

independent of each other right to the 'measurement plane', before a connecting duct. The 

connecting duct is an add-on component where it can be switched according to the type of 

test conducted. In a twin entry turbine testing, a connecting duct with two passages is 

used to maintain two separate air passages into the turbine. In the current study with 
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Figure 4.2 Rotating chopper plate for the air pulse generator to experimentally 
simulate exhaust gas pulsation 

single entry tuitine, the connecting duct is of one passage to converge the two limbs 

before entering the turbine. 

The two separated streams of airflow &om each limb passes through a rotary air pulse 

generator, which consists of two rotating chopper plates as shown in Figure 4.2. The 

chopper plates consist of unique cut-outs, which were originally designed by Dale and 
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Watson (1986) to experimentally simulate the exhaust gas pulsation of an engine as 

shown in Figure 4.2. A variable speed D.C. motor controls the rotating S-equency of the 

chopper plates, hence the &equency of the pulsation. The phase of the entry pulses in both 

the limbs can be varied either to be in-phase or out-of-phase by changing the relative 

position of the two chopper plates. In the current study, both the chopper plates were 

fixed to be in-phase to each other. For the steady flow testing, the air pulse generator is 

locked in the fully open position (in-phase). 

At 800mm downstream of the pulse generator the warm airflow is monitored through an 

instrumented test-section, called the ^measurement plane'. The 'measurement plane' is 

instrumented with high response pressure transducers, static pressure tapping, 

thermocouples and hotwire traversing system. These instruments and their associated 

measurements will be discussed in section 4.2. After the 'measurement plane' the warm 

airflow goes through the connecting duct and into the turbine stage. A variable geometry 

stator is used in the current study with 15 pivoting nozzle vanes connected to a driving 

ring ( r ^ r 3). The driving ring is actuated with a stepper motor with a coupled 

displacement transducer for vane angle measurement. 

The turbine is coupled to an eddy current permanent magnet dynamometer with 

maximum power absorption of 60 The eddy current dynamometer is cooled with high 

flow rate of water, thus the absorbed energy is turn into heat and dissipated. The 

dynamometer is instrumented with a load cell and optical speed sensor for the direct 

torque and speed measurement respectively. The details of each instruments and its 

associated analysis will be discussed in the section 4.2. 

4.2 Test-Rig Instrumentation 

Table 4.1 shows the summary of all instruments utilised in the test cell. The locations of 

every instrument in the test-facility^' " ^ are shown in Figure 4.1. The following 

discussion will describe the details of each instrument. 
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Table 4.1 Instrumentation in the test-rig for properties measurement 
and its location v.y) 

Measuring 
Location 

Physical Property Steady-flow Pulsating-flow 

Instrumentation 

Electric HeaterL] Temperature 
downstream 

E-type and K.-lype 

0 59.85mm 

oriGce plate 
(Two Limbs)L2 

Pressure upstream S'/afzc wo// 0 59.85mm 

oriGce plate 
(Two Limbs)L2 Differential Pressure Aof/c wo// 

0 59.85mm 

oriGce plate 
(Two Limbs)L2 

Temperature upstream E-type 

Pulse generator^ Rotational speed 
(pulse &equency) 

Xw6/er incremental shaft 
encoder 

Measurement 
PlaneL4 

Static Pressure J/of/c wo// 
(opping+ScoMfva/ve 

Measurement 
PlaneL4 

Static Temperature T-type T-type (Average) 

Measurement 
PlaneL4 

Instantaneous Pressure strain gauge 
transducer 

Measurement 
PlaneL4 

Instantaneous mass-

flow-rate 

Hot-wire probe 

Inter-space (wozz/e Instantaneous Pressure yCw/ffg miniature 
transducer 

DynamometerL6 Rotational speed Optical sensor Optical sensor DynamometerL6 

Torque Load Cell Load Cell 

DynamometerL6 

Temperature K.-type (stator & heanng temperature) 
T-type (water temperature) 

Rotor exitL? Instantaneous Pressure strain gauge 
transducer 

Vanes Driving 
RingLs 

Vane Angle linear Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT) 
model 
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4.2.1 Air Mass Flow Rate 

Steady Flow Condition 

The steady mass flow rate of air ) feeding the turbine is measured by the means of 

two sharp-edged orifice plates (two limbs), with a diameter of 59.85mm. The 

measurement is in accordance to the British Standards (BS 5167-1:1997) with D and Z)/2 

tappings. The mass flow rate is calculated with Eq. (4.7), where it involves iterations to 

determine the coefficient of drag, Q and the subsequent solution. 

(4.7) 

Where, is the discharge coefficient given by Stolz's equation 

E is the velocity of approach factor 

f is the expansion factor 

is the orifice plate area 

Af is the pressure drop across the oriGce plate 

is the static density of air upstream of the orifice plate 

As part of the solution of Eq. (4.7) for mass flow rate, it is necessary to directly measure 

the orifice upstream static temperature (7^ oriGce upstream static pressure ( f j 

and the pressure drop across the orifice plate ( ^ ) . These measurements will be discussed 

in the pressure and temperature sub-sections. 

There is a small degree of leakage in the test-rig, especially at the 

pulse generator''^ and the hotwire traversing mechanism^'^. Calibration was conducted to 

measure the leakage mass flow rate at different pressure conditions in the limbs. This 

involves sealing the duct-end without the turbine attached and carefully pressurizing the 

duct. The duct was fed with compressed air until the pressure reaches the maximum value 

that would be experienced in the testing. Then, the valves are shut and the temperature 

and pressure in the duct is continuously recorded until the compressed air is completely 

leaked. With the volume of the duct known (0.1712m"^), the mass of compressed air in the 

duct at a known interval of recording time can be calculated and consequently the leakage 
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dksduced. IFiĝ me 4.3 sh()v/s the caJitHiUkxi legdkajge in die tfxa:-rig jpor a jninjge ()f gfruge 

pressure. The measured mass flow rate during the actual testing is corrected for leakage at 

the corresponding pressure in the duct. 

Pulsating Flow Condition 

Under pulsating flow conditions, the instantaneous mass flow rate feeding the turbine is 

meaisurtKl try a ccHistardrte%i%)eratLun; tyfMs IwDt-vrun: aiiemoiiieter (XZHT/l) Icw&ated at the 

'measurement plane''"''. The probe used for the hotwire is of platinum plated tungsten type 

with 1 0 / ^ diameter and coupled to the C7W system by Dj/nawfc. The 

technical data of the probe is given in Table 4.2. The response rate of the hotwire was 

indirectly measured with the 'square-wave' test and it yield 7.7 kHz. 

A CTA setup is eSectively a lykeafsfone bridge, where the hotwire temperature is kept 

constant by appropriate voltage balance. When the hotwire is subjected to an air flow, the 

resulting heat transfer will reduce its temperature and consequently unbalance the 

electronic bridge. Thus, the measuring principle of a CTA is that the voltage required to 

balance the electronic bridge is related to the velocity of the flow. The relation between 

the voltage and velocity is established by relating the number (Aea/ orzisf 

w/rg ggomgfyy and number ve/oczfy w/re ggomg/T}" 

which results in the (Lomas, 1986 and Brunn, 1995). For 

measuring the through flow velocity and mass flux, the hotwire is traversed in the plane 

perpendicular to the flow direction. The traversing procedure is in accordance to British 

Standards (BS1042, 1983), where 36 point measurements are achieved through an in-

house made 2 axis traversing mechanism shown in Figure 4.4. 

//oAv/re The hotwire CTA is calibrated in two stages before it can be used 

to measure the instantaneous mass flow rate in a pulsating flow field. In the first stage, the 

calibrator unit of the system is used to conduct a 15-points calibration to 

establish the transfer fimction &om the recorded voltage to the flow velocity and then 

mass flux. The calibration was conducted for air flow velocity between 3 /MA - 300 mA. 

The .S'frgomAfMg calibrator unit produces jet stream &om a stagnation point at room 

temperature ('-24°C), thus the air static temperature at the hotwire sensor varies with 

Mach number. To compensate for this, the calibration curve directly obtained from the 
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Table 4.2 Tedmical data for the platinmn plated tungsten wire probe used in test-rig 

tenq)crature coeScioit 

of resistance (TCR), Oo 0.36 %rc 
Sensor's cold resistance 0.589 n 

Total resistance, 
sensor+lead+cable+support 2.129 0 

ovo'-heat ratio 0.85 
over-temperature 239 =C 

Typical sensor temp^ture 262 °C 

K 
5 
_o 
u. 

0.009 

0.008 

0.007 

0.006 

0.005 

0.003 
0.002 

8 0.004 
(Q 
@ 
O) 
(0 

I 0.001 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Gauge Pressure (Bar) 

3.5 

Figure 4.3 Calibration of mass flow rate leakage in the test-rig 
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Figure 4.4 Two axis traversing mechanism and the 36-grid hotwire 
measurement in the flow duct 
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Figure 4.5 CTA calibration curve obtained with the flow unit 

flow unit is corrected for the averaged room temperature and it is used in the second stage 

as the reference temperature. Figure 4.5 shows the calibration curve of the CTA obtained 

A-om the flow unit and corrected for room temperature of 24°C. The transfer fimction 

&om the calibration points is established by curve fitting in accordance to Amv and 

given in Eq. (4.8). The typical value for the calibration constant is 4.61, 2.06 and 0.46 for 

and 77 respectively. 

(4.8) 

where, E 

A, B, n 

pU 

= CTA voltage (volts) 

= Power law coefficients (curve-fit) 

= Mass flux (Ag/m .̂̂ ) 

In the second stage of calibration, Ae hotwire is traversed for 36 grid points in the 

'measurement plane' and the voltage reading taken under steady flow for a range of mass 

flow rates that will be experienced by the turbine in the actual testing process. The 

voltage readings are converted into mass flux with Eq. (4.8) &om the first stage. 

Consequently, the 36 points readings are integrated as specified in the standard BS 1042 

(1983). As shown in Figure 4.4, the 36 points are spread into 6 rows (horizontal) and 6 

columns (vertical). The integration technique of the points in each row and column is 

given in Eq. (4.9), adapted from BS 1042 (1983) specification for a rectangular duct. First 
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the 6 points in each row are integrated, and then the resultant 6 points are integrated along 

the column to arrive at a fmal value of the velocity. The distance between the walls, Z, is 

given in Figure 4.4. Generally, the value of mw, is between 4 (rough) and 10 (smooth). 
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where / ' j-, = ^ 

(4.9) 

L —• L 

(/)&/), = integrated mass flux (*g/m .̂.9) 

V/ = single point mass flux (^/m^. j) 

/?Zw, = wall roughness factor 

// = distance ofpoint to the reference wall (m) 

f, = distance between the walls (m) 

The wall roughness factor is determined through graphical interpolation of the near-wall 

measurements (BS 1042, 1983) and in the current study it was found to be 8. The 

integrated mass flux is then multiplied with the duct area, to calculate the 

instantaneous mass flow rate, as shown in Eq. (4.10), 

/M = (/) (7)/ - ^ (4.10) 

Hotwire measurement is very sensitive to the temperature changes in the flow. The 

temperature of the pulsating flow is known to fluctuate over a wide range away from the 

calibration temperature of the hotwire (room temperature in the first stage). Thus it is 

essential to conduct the second stage calibration for the range of temperature which will 

be experienced in the actual testing. The j'frgamAmg CTA system is setup to run on 
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constant over-heat ratio throughout the cahbration and the actual measurement period. 

Consequently, the measured raw data of the hotwire is corrected for the temperature. The 

primary fluid properties which affect the hotwire reading are the density (/?), Mach 

number (A^, Prandtl number (fr), thermal conductivity (A:) and dynamic viscosity (/y). 

The influence of these properties is used to correct the cahbration factors of the hotwire 

(Xco/yf, and which is discussed in section 6.2.4 with Eqs. (6.12) - (6.13). The 

corrected calibration Actors (vilcon- aw/ Btwr) are then used in the Eqs. (4.8) - (4.10) to 

solve for the mass flow rate. The mass flow rate measured with the traversing hotwire is 

compared to the oriGce plate reading in order to establish a consistent transfer function 

for the whole range of conditions that would be experienced by the turbine in an actual 

testing. This involves iteration of matching process to determine the suitable value of 

temperature loading factor, in Eqs (6.12) - (6.13). For the current study, the m value of 

2 is chosen, where all the hotwire readings 611 within the oriGce plate reading, as shown 

in Figure 4.6. The plotted points are for the hotwire traversed in the outer limb for a 

temperature range of 323K - 345K. 

The two stages described earlier complete the calibration process with the transfer 

function established. Based on the calibration points, the uncertainty in CTA 

measurement is 4.8% to a 95% confdence level. The measurement procedure and the 

consequent analysis to deduce the instantaneous mass flow rate is the same as described 

in the second stage calibration, and summarized in Figure 4.7 and discussed further in 

section 6.2.4. 

4.2.2 Pressure 

There is a range of pressure measurements in the test-rig for steady and pulsating flow 

test conditions. The different types of transducers and the associated method will be 

discussed in the following text. 

Steadv Flow Condition 

The static pressure of the flow is measured at the orifice plates^ and the * measurement 

p l a n e T h e pressure is measured through static-hole tappings on each limb which are 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of the mass flow rate measured with CTA and the orifice plate 
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Figure 4.7 Flowchart for measurement and analysis with the hotwire system to deduce 
the instantaneous mass flow rate 

pneumatically connected to a rotary-switch, 5'cw7fva/ve. The consist of 24-

difPerential channels with positive and negative pneumatic input. For differential pressure 

measurement, the two corresponding pressure tappings are connected to the positive and 

negative pneumatic input of the S'coTz/Wvg. Whereas, for the static pressure measurement 

only the positive input is used and the negative left open to atmospheric, resulting in 
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gauge pressure recording. The rotary switch of the is controlled via Mz/zo/zaZ 

/nffrwMentg Fze/dPomf digital output module M FP-DO-^OY and its channels are 

monitored via digital input module NIFP-DI-B30. 

The Scwzn'a/ve is coupled with two strain gauge pressure transducers, for low and high 

pressure range. fDC/? 2 jD type pressure transducer is used for the high-pressure 

measurements with a range of ±3.5 bar (gauge) and uncertainty of ±0.02% FS (±90 Pa). 

Meanwhile, Drwct 22 type transducer is used for the low-pressure measurements 

with a range of ±0.35 bar (gauge) and uncertainty of ±0.008% FS (±36 Pa). Each of these 

transducers is connected to a signal conditioning module, 

and a signal amplifier, fy/ck The output of the transducer-

conditioner-ampliGer modules are connected to the TVafzowz/ fW^/PozM/ 

analogue input module 7V7FP-A/-770 on the data acquisition system. 

The analogue and digital channels are remotely connected to the control computer via 

Ethernet connection. An in-house built 2/^6 Kzew program sequentially switches the 

:9cw7zva/ve channels during the test-logging period to record all the relevant static 

pressures of the flow. 

Pulsating Flow Condition 

The static pressure recorded at the 'measurement plane' and the stage exit are used in 

the evaluation of performance parameters in pulsating flow testing. Two high-response 

&:/Kzevi(z fype f 704-0007 strain gauge pressure transducers are used to measure the 

instantaneous static pressure at the * measurement plane'. The transducers are rated for a 

range of 0 - 3.45 bars (gauge) with 0.059% flS" maximum deviation, and mounted close to 

the duct wall with an appropriate geometry of tapping to reduce the pulsation effects 

(Winterbone et al. 1991). The air passage length &om the flush-inner Ace of the duct to 

the surface of the sensor is 33mm. The corresponding //g/m/zo/A resonant frequency for 

the passage length is approximately 2800Hz. With the maximum flow &equency during 

the test below 1/5 j&action of the resonant frequency, the //e/m/zo/ziz effect on the pressure 

reading can be assumed to be negligible. The exit static pressure is measured with a 

iS'eworTecAMZcy high response strain gauge transducer model / P C jOf C 7 AT, with range 

of 0 - 3.45 bars (gauge) and maximum deviation of 0.009% 
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Pressure is also measured at the exit of the pulse generator {Psajai), volute {PsVoi) and 

inter-space between the nozzle and rotor fjq/CA and ffKo/ measurements use the 

high response transducer described previously, f is measured with a ATw/ffg miniature 

transducer model CCG-062 with a range of 0 - 3.5 bars (gauge). The miniature transducer 

is flush-mounted on the shroud side surface of the volute. These additional measurements 

are mainly used for quahtative evaluation of the pulse movement in the volume as will be 

further discussed in Chapter 6. Figure 6.4 provides the relative distance of all the pressure 

measurement locations for the pulsating flow testing. 

The pressure transducers are connected to the similar but individual signal conditioner 

and amplifier modules as in steady flow units, which are the 

conditioner and Fy/g/g ampIiAer. The output of the conditioner-

ampliGer module is connected directly to the high-speed analogue-to-digital PCI card, AV 

by /wfn/mgM&y. An all integrated, in-house built program 

records the transducer-conditioner-amphfier output with reference to a trigger pulse &om 

the pulse generator (via the shaft encoder). This is to ensure all pressure reading as well 

as other relevant parameters is recorded &om a consistent reference point in a pulse. 

All the pressure transducers in the test-rig are calibrated with a 

pressure calibrator unit, Dn/cA D f / 670 within its individual rating. The calibration 

established the transfer fimction for each transducer &om voltage to gauge pressure. The 

day-to-day atmospheric pressure is then used to calculate the absolute pressure 

corresponding to test conditions. Figure 4.8 shows the calibration points for the low and 

high pressure transducers in the (steady flow test) and the high response 

transducers (pulsating flow test). The maximum deviation of the calibrator is < 0.025% 

7^. 

4.2.3 Temperature 

The temperature measurement in the test-rig uses the combination of thermocouples; K-

type, E-type and T-type. The different locations of the temperature measurements are 

specified in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.8 Pressure calibration points for different transducers used in (a) steady 
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Figure 4.9 Recovery factor, r for the T-fype thermocouples used at the inner 
and outer limbs of the ^measurement plane' 

Steady Flow Condition 

Temperature measurement at upstream of the orifice plates'"^ and at the 'measurement 

plane'^ are used in steady flow testing for performance parameter evaluation. 

Additionally, temperatures are also monitored and recorded at the heaters^' and the 
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dynamometer^^ (Figure 4.1 & Table 4.1) for the purpose of heater control and the overall 

safety of the test-rig. 

The measured temperature with a thermocouple in a moving flow is subject to 

the compressibility effect. This effect is a function of the Mach number and results in the 

measured temperature to be in between the true static (7^) and total {TQ ) condition. 

However, the compressibility eSect is only pronounced and need to be corrected when 

the Mach number of the flow is above 0.3 (Yahya, 1982). The measured temperature 

i'^meas) during the testing is corrected with a recovery factor, r as shown in Eqs. (4.11) 

and (4.12). 

— (4 11) 

where r = recovery factor and given in Eq. (4.12), 

(4.12) 

All the thermocouples located upstream of the turbine oriGce plates are exposed to low 

velocities. The static temperatures at these locations are measured directly without the use 

of a recovery factor. However, at the turbine inlet (^measurement plane') where the flow 

velocity corresponds to a Mach number of order 0.3 and greater, the effects of 

compressibility and convecdve heat transfer could not be neglected, thus recovery factor 

is required. The recovery factor of each thermocouple in the ^measurement plane' 

is obtained with a separate wind-tunnel in the test-rig, as described by Hakeem and 

Khezzar (1994). The thermocouple is :Gtted into a test secdon and flow is accelerated 

gradually through it. The total temperature and pressure of the flow are measured at the 

plenum before the test secdon. Consequently, with the stadc pressure and measured 

temperature at the test secdon, the recovery factor, r can be calculated with Eq. (4.12). 

The recovery factor, r of the two thermocouples used at the 'measurement plane' is 

shown in Figure 4.9 for a range of Mach numbers. 
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Pulsating Flow Condition 

All the monitoring temperatures in the test-rig for the pulsating flow test conditions are 

similar as in the steady flow testing. However, the temperatures for the performance 

calculation, which is at the 'measurement plane', are evaluated in a diSerent way than in 

the steady flow testing. The instantaneous static temperature of the pulsating flow is 

deduced by means of isentropic compression assumption between the pressure and 

temperature at the 'measurement plane'. The T-type thermocouples at the 'measurement 

plane' provide the time-mean static temperature ( 7 ) as described in the previous sub-

section. Additionally the time-mean pressure ( f ) and instantaneous static pressure 

/w/) location are measured with the static tapping and high-response 

transducer respectively, as described in the sub-section, 'pressure'. These parameters are 

related and consequently the instantaneous static temperature (7^ is calculated 

based on Eq. (4.13), 

7 , » 7" 
P 

(4.13) 

The thermocouple calibration procedure is described in 

Hakeem and Khezzar (1994). All the thermocouples were calibrated at the &eezing 

(273.15 /Q and boiling point (373.15 A) of water with an additional room temperature 

point (293 X). Local pressure variations were taken into consideration in cases where it is 

necessary. A mercury bulb thermometer with a resolution of 0.1 was used for the room 

temperature point cahbration. Repeated cahbration test shows temperature reading 

repeatability within ±0.4 X. 

4.2.4 Rotational Speed 

The rotational speed of the rotor is measured using an in&a-red optical sensor triggered 

by a 10-toothed wheel mounted on the turbine shaA. This is a reflective optical-switch of 

type OmroM with integrated amplifier. 
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Figure 4.10 Turbine rotational speeds as the function of the 16-bit counter's 
voltage output 

Steady Flow Condition 

In steady flow testing, the 10 pulses per revolution produced by the optical sensor are de-

rated to a single pulse. The single pulse is then used as a digital gate for a 16MHz clock in 

a 16-bit counter. This measures the time for one revolution of the turbine which is then 

converted into DC voltage, such that increasing turbine speed results in decreasing output 

voltage. Figure 4.10 shows the transfer function between the circuit output voltage and 

the corresponding turbine rotational speed (RJPS). The output voltage of the counter is 

connected to the analogue input module TV/ FP-XZ-ZyO, 

which is then recorded during the testing. 

Calibration. The transfer function in Figure 4.10 between the counter's output voltage 

and the turbine rotational speed is calibrated with a 5 kHz square wave signal generator 

(in replacement of the optical sensor output). As the circuit de-rate a 10 pulses into 1, the 

square wave signal represent a turbine speed of 500 RPS. The speed reading &om the 

circuit shows the accuracy of 500 ±0.017 RPS. Additionally, two methods were used to 

qualitatively verify the speed measurement. First an external tachometer was used to 

directly measure the rotor speed. Second, the FFT analysis of the vibration signal from 

the turbine is used to track the first harmonic, which is the turbine speed. In both the 

cases, the turbine speed reading through the circuit shows consistent accuracy. 
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Pulsating Flow Condition 

The instantaneous turbine speed measurement is essential in evaluating its performance 

under pulsating flow. Thus, the circuit de-rating as in steady flow testing is not used, 

instead all 10 pulses per revolution &om the sensor is directly connected to a 

/wfn/TTfgMty PCI counter card, M 6602. The pulses &om the optical sensor are used as a 

gate for an internal reference 20MHz clock. These pulses are recorded during testing with 

reference to a trigger mark 6om the pulse generator (via the shaft encoder). 

Consequently, the time required for the turbine shaft to rotate for a known angle can be 

deduced, hence the rotational speed. 

Due to the manu6cturing intolerance the angular distance between each 

tooth of the lO-toothed wheel is not consistent. This makes it diSicult to establish the 

angle per segment of the toothed wheel. Thus, an indirect calibration was conducted by 

Szymko (2006) to correct the inconsistency in the segment-per-segment time 

measurement and consequently estabUshing a dynamic angle, 6k between each tooth. 

Szymko (2006) recorded the steady output of 10 pulses per revolution &om the optical 

sensor via the PCI counter card and consequently calculate the instantaneous rotational 

speed. A distinct repetitive pattern was observed for every 10 pulses as shown in Figure 

4.11. The dynamic angle, 61, is calculated based on the individual segment's angular 

speed (a)y) and the per-revolution averaged angular speed ( ^ ) as shown in Eq. (4.14). 

The described speed correction improves the measurement uncertainty &om ±7.85 jRf S to 

±0,16 RPS. 

The frequency of the chopper plate in the pulse generator is measured with an incremental 

shaft encoder, j720. The encoder produces a single reference mark per 

revolution followed by 4096 pulses before the consequent mark. The output of the 

encoder is connected to the /Vafzowo/ PCI counter card, M 6602. The 

&equency is deduced in a similar method as in instantaneous speed. The single reference 

mark &om the shaft encoder is used as the trigger point for simultaneous recording of all 

the instantaneous parameters. 
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Figure 4.12 Main components of the eddy current dynamometer (ec/rac/Z-om 2006) 
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Figure 4.13 Load cell calibration on the dynamometer for torque measurement 

4.2.5 Power Measurement 

Traditionally, compressors are used to load a turbine and its power calculated indirectly 

through thermodynamic balancing. Unfortunately the range of the turbine map obtainable 

using this method would be limited by the surge and choke margins of the compressor. A 

solution to this is a permanent magnet eddy current dynamometer used as the loading 

device which oGers a much broader range of testing without the associated aerodynamic 

limitations of a compressor and much reduced inertial problem compared to a hydraulic 

dynamometer. 

A permanent magnet dynamometer designed and developed in-house by Szymko (2006), 

is utilised in the test-facility to load the turbine. The dynamometer works on the principle 

of eddy-current braking by incorporating 14 ground magnets of 

12mm depth onto a rotor. This rotor spins co-axially to a set of stationary water-cooled 

conducting plates known as the stators, which are located on either side of the rotor 

(Figure 4.12). The stators are connected to the main body of the dynamometer which 

itself attached to a bearing system and held by a load cell coupling. The torque 

produced by the rotating shaft is transferred onto the body which is then measured by the 

load cell reaction. An elaborate discussion on the design and operation of the 

dynamometer is given by Szymko (2006). 
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Steady Flow Condition 

In a steady flow testing, the direct reaction of the dynamometer is measured as the torque, 

r of the rotating shaft. This is with a cantilever beam load cell of type TWea 

1040-1-20. The output of the load cell is connected to Fylde FE-492-BBS Mini-Bal bridge 

conditioner and amplifier modules. The signal is then 

connected to a Tw/n/TMgTf&y Fzg/aPomf analogue input module ^ 

The measured torque is used with the turbine speed, # to calculate the turbine power or 

the actual work, as in Eq. (4.15), 

Power = = 2-71-N -T (4.15) 

Pulsating Flow Condition 

In a pulsating flow test, the instantaneous torque of the turbine shaft, is the sum of 

its fluctuating, r and mean, f components as given in Eq. (4.16) 

The mean torque is the reading 6:om the load cell recorded for the duration of the data-

logging as described in the 'steady flow condition'. Meanwhile, the fluctuating torque of 

the rotating shaft is the product of acceleration of the rotor (a) and its polar moment of 

inertia (/), as given in Eq. (4.17), 

•Jluc ~ i -a -1 • 
V y 

(4.17) 

The first derivative of the angular speed ( - ^ ) in Eq. (4.17) represents the acceleration of 

the rotating component and it is calculated with the numerical 

technique. 

Static torque calibration was conducted to establish the load-cell reaction 

transfer function as shown in Figure 4.13. A calibration arm is attached radially on the 
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periphery of the dynamometer with its loading direction parallel to the load cell. The 

length Grom the loading point of the arm to the center of dynamometer is 0.599 m. The 

dynamometer is supplied with water, oil and air for the purpose of cooling and lubrication 

of the associated components. The external connection of pipes exert a pre-load on the 

free floating bearing, thus creating a signiGcant source of uncertainty in the 

torque measurement. To reduce this eSect, the load cell is calibrated with the water, oil 

and air running at operational level. Furthermore, the calibration is repeated on a regular 

basis to ensure its consistency. The combined calibration points suggest an uncertainty in 

the torque measurement of ±0.025 

4.2.6 Miscellaneous 

f o / w /merffo. The polar moment of inertia of the rotating component is 

assessed with the method. The polar moment of inertia of the whole 

rotating assembly (i) is 4.563 X 10'"̂  kgm^ and only the turbine wheel is 9.858 X 10"̂  

AgTM̂ . The Root-Sum-Square RSS uncertainty in the calculation of polar moment of 

inertia is ± 1.55 X 10"̂  kgin . 

The complete rotating components (turbine wheel, bearing, magnetic 

rotor) were dynamically balanced in two planes to reduce both the static and couple 

unbalance of the system. The balancing machine used is &om CEM8 model 

ZEJO. The balancing was performed in accordance to the British standard BS 6861-

1:1987, to a balance level of G2.5. This corresponds to a maximum overall out-of-balance 

of 0.48 g.mm for the rotating assembly; equivalent to approximately 0.08 g.m/M on each 

balancing plane. The out-of-balance of the current assembly was brought down to 0.01 

g.m/M in each plane. 

oMg/e The 15 pivoting nozzle vanes of the stator is connected to a driving 

ring, as described in Chapter 3. The driving ring is actuated with a stepper motor and 

coupled with a Linear Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT) model 

D5/300HKRA. The LVDT has a range of ±7.5 mm with linearity error of < 0.5% full 

scale. Figure 4.14 shows the calibration curve for the nozzle vane angle with reference to 

the LVDT output voltage. The modelling software is used to produce a I: I 
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Figure 4.14 LVDT calibration for nozzle vane angle settings 

Table 4.3 Sensitivity coefficient ( ) in the uncertainty analysis 

dm dT, dP, aAT 97% 

44% 7% 15% 30% 0% 4% 

28% 16% 45% - 0% 11% 

72% 6% 21% _ _ 

39% 3% 44% - 13% 

21% 72% 6% 0% -

scale drawing of the nozzle vane arrangement for vane angle range of 40° - 80° with 

interval of 5°. The drawing is then transferred onto the volute surface with concentric 

positioning with all the 15 vanes. This allows the vanes be positioned for discreet angles 

of interest and the corresponding LVDT voltage recorded. A reference mark is made on 

the volute outer surAce for each discreet vane angle position. The reference marks are 

used during the testing to ensure consistency in the vane angle setting and also for 

indication of possible wear in the pivoting mechanism. The calibration is also repeated 

several times during the testing period and it shows repeatability within ±1°. 
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4.3 Uncertainty Analysis 

The measurement system in the test facility consists of instruments and its associated data 

acquisition modules, each carries a degree of error, which will propagated into the final 

result. Thus, the uncertainty in the measured performance parameter is the combination of 

all the variable uncertainties involved in its deduction. The evaluation of the propagated 

uncertainties was made by performing the Root-Sum-Square ( ^ 5 ) of all the associated 

variable uncertainties, as shown in Eq. (4.18). The uncertainty methodology was 

proposed by Kline and McClintock (1953) and developed by Moffat (1982). A good 

description of the uncertainty methodology based on the ASME and AIAA standards is 

given in Stem et al. (1999). Szymko (2006) utilized the Root-Sum-Square (RSS) method 

and provides a detailed uncertainty analysis speciGc to the current test facility and the 

associated measurements. This is used as the basis throughout the current thesis. 

=l|Z ± VO?} - (4.18) 

where 

± 

dPar 

= uncertainty of parameter 

= individual variable uncertainty 

= sensitivity coefficient 

The /LSS" uncertainty calculation for a turbine performance parameters ( r ^ r are 

given in Eq. (4.19) - Eq. (4.22). This is for total-to-static efBciency (7;/^), velocity ratio 

(KR), mass flow parameter (AfFP) and pressure ratio ( f ^ ) respectively. The 

uncertainty for the equivalent speed { ) is given in Eq. (4.23). 
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(4.23) 

The uncertainty associated to instruments and data processing of physical properties is 

given in the corresponding section of this chapter. Whereas the uncertainties of ± e 

performance parameters are discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 for the steady and 

pulsating flow results respectively. Table 4.3 gives the sensitivity coefficient (refer Eq. 

(4.18)) associated to variable and the dependant parameters. The values indicate the 

Pactional importance of each variable in the propagated error into the performance 

parameter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STEADY FLOW EXPERIMENT 

5.0 Synopsis 

This chapter includes the performance parameter, experimental results and discussion for 

the steady state experiments conducted within this study. The testing was conducted for 

constant speed lines with the dynamometer loading and inlet mass flow rate adjusted for a 

range of pressure ratios. The performance map of the variable geometry turbine is 

presented for a range of speeds, nozzle vane angles and two nozzle vane designs. 

5.1 Performance Parameter Calculation 

The calculations method of the performance parameters based on the measured properties 

are described in this section. 

5.1.1 Efficiency vs. velocity ratio 

Efficiency of a turbine is the ratio between the change of total-to-total enthalpy and the 

isentropic change of total-to-static enthalpy across the stage, as given in Eq. (5.1). This is 

the aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine assuming adiabatic process (negligible heat loss 

effect) and the exit kinetic energy not recovered. 

(5.1) 
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The actual power in the current test 6cility is measured at the dynamometer as described 

in Chapter 4 and calculated with Eq. (4.15). The isentropic power available for the turbine 

is calculated for the total-to-static condition (^), as given in Eq. (5.2), 

£ + (5.2) 

. C 
= /M 

From Eq. (5.2), it can be seen that the calculation of the isentropic work (M^ y )̂, 

requires the knowledge of total temperature at the inlet (Tgi), isentropic static 

temperature at the exit (7g ), specific heat capacity (c^ ) and inlet flow velocity (C%). 

These values are calculated based on the measured properties at the inlet of the turbine 

and through iteration to match the unknown properties. 

The recovered temperature measured at the 'measurement plane' is used to calculate the 

static temperature with Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12). The inlet total temperature is calculated 

according to Eq. (5.3), 

7 b l = r i l + Z l z l M f (5.3) 

Eqs. (4.11), (4.12) and (5.3) requires iteration to determine the Mach number and 

consequently solve for the temperatures. The calculated temperatures and the measured 

static pressure at the inlet (/^) are used to calculate the inlet total pressure (/{)i) as given 

in Eq. (5.4), 

Tc 0] (5.4) 
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With the knowledge of inlet total pressure inlet total temperature (Toi) and exit 

static pressure (/%), the isentropic exit static temperature (7$ ^) can be calculated with 

isentropic flow relationship as given in Eq. (5.5), 

71 5 = T, 01 
01 

(5.5) 

The solution for Eq. (5.5) requires iteration to determine the mean specific heat ratio 

( /1-5) between the inlet and exit condition. Specific heat ratio is the function of the 

specific heat capacity (c^) and the universal gas constant (J?). The speciGc heat capacity 

of the air is a function of flow temperature and given in Eq. (5.6) (Zucrow and Ho&nan, 

1977), 

(5.6) c — • 7] + ^2 • ^3 • Ty + • Ti 

where, Ao^ 0.10831165 x lO' 

A, =-0.68388122 

A2 = 0.17875137 X 10 - 2 

A3 = - 0.11323656x 10" 

A4 = -0.82943324 X 10 - 9 

As = 0.11100191 X 10 -11 

Next, the inlet flow velocity is calculated based on Eq. (5.7), 

(5.7) 

The solutions for Eq. (5.3) - (5.7) are applied to Eq. (5.2) to calculate the isentropic work 

( w ) - Finally by rearranging Eq. (5.2) to deduce the isentropic velocity ( ) and wi± 

the knowledge of inlet diameter of the rotor (D4) and angular revolution (TV), the velocity 

ratio of the turbine can be calculated with Eq. (5.8), 

;r - ^ 

C 
(5.8) 
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5.1.2 Mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio 

With all the required properties evaluated as described in the previous sections, the mass 

flow parameter and the pressure ratio of the turbine is calculated as in Eq. 

(5.9) and (5.10) respectively, 

= (5.9) 
^01 

PJ? (5.10) 
Pi 

5.2 Test Conditions Setup 

The variable geometry mixed flow turbine in the current study was tested under steady 

flow conditions for a range of pressure ratio (fo//Pj). The pressure ratio of the turbine is 

set indirectly via the control of inlet mass flow rate and the loading of the dynamometer. 

Figure 5.1 shows the loading characteristics of the dynamometer for different stator gaps 

and speeds (Szymko, 2006). It can be noticed that the power absorption decays 

exponentially with the increase in the stator gap, but is almost linear with the speed 

changes. The inlet mass flow rate is increased for a stator gap setting, until the turbine 

reaches the desired speed. The temperature of the airflow is set and maintained, and all 

the relevant properties are recorded when the condition stabilizes. This is continued for 

sequential stator gaps and maintaining other variables, for 6 equivalent speed lines 

between 50% - 100%. Table 5.1 shows the steady state test conditions conducted as part 

of the study in the current thesis. As can be noticed, the turbine performance is mapped 

for among others, 5 nozzle vane angle settings between 40° and 80° (from radial 

direction). 
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Figure 5.1 The dynamometer power absorption capacity for range of stator 
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Table 5.1 Turbine test conditions for steady flow 

Equivalent 

Speed 

Vane 

Angle 
(deq) 

Inlet 

Temperature, Toi 
(K) 

Turbine 

Speed, N 
(RPS) / V % 

• N/ 

/ v ^ % 

50 
t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 

330 488 26.9 0.833 

60 

t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 

333 589 32.3 1.001 

70 

t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 

335 689 37.6 1.165 

80 

t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 

340 793 43.0 1.333 

90 

t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 343 896 48.4 1.500 

100 

t 

40° 
50' 
60' 
65' 
70° 

i 

345 998 53.8 1.667 
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5.3 Results and Discussions 

The following section will cover the discussion of the experimental results, focusing on 

the performance parameters for numerous test points. The presented results encompass 

test points for 50% - 100% equivalent speeds and 5 vane angle settings (40°, 50°, 60°, 

65° and 70°). The discussion will be based on the performance parameters with the eSect 

of nozzle vane angle, comparison between the lean and straight nozzle vanes and 

comparison with a nozzleless turbine. All presented results are for lean vanes 

configuration, unless stated otherwise. 

5.3.1 Effect of nozzle vane angle 

E&ciencv vs. velocitv ratio 

Figure 5.2 shows the turbine efBciency vs. velocity ratio curves for 80% equivalent 

speed, presented for different nozzle vane angle settings. The efficiency points of the 

same mixed flow rotor tested with a nozzleless volute (Karamanis and Martinez-Botas, 

2002) are also shown for comparison. The nozzleless volute is the baseline unit used for 

the variable geometry volute design in the current study j). 

The peak efficiency of the nozzleless turbine is 74.9% and the variable geometry turbine 

shows improvement in the peak efficiency over the nozzleless unit for the vane angle of 

60°, 65° and 70". The peak efficiency for the corresponding vane angle is 79.8%, 80.2% 

and 77.0% respectively. Meanwhile for the 40̂ * and 50° vane angles, the peak efficiency 

drops to 61.3% and 67.7% respectively. A good hypothesis for this is due to the increase 

in separation losses in the nozzle as the vanes opens and deviate from the optimum 

incidence condition. Table 5.2 summarizes the turbine peak efficiency and the 

corresponding velocity ratio for different vane angle settings. It can be noticed that the 

change in the nozzle vane setting &om 40° to 70° results in the turbine efficiency to 

increase significantly in the Grst 25° and then drops slightly. The Root-Sum-Square (R.SS) 

uncertainty in the efficiency evaluation varies with velocity ratio, and it is ±1% efficiency 

point at the peak region. Considering this, the results suggest the peak turbine 

performance occurs for vane angle settings between 60° - 65°. 
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Figure 5.2 Efficiency vs. velocity ratio of the turbine for various vane angle 
settings, at 80% equivalent turbine speed 

Table 5.2 Turbine peak efBciency and the corresponding velocity ratio 
for different vane angle, at 80% equivalent speed 

Vane Angle (deg) np#ek 
40 0.613 0.601 
50 0.677 0.617 
60 0.798 0.675 
65 0.802 0.688 
70 0.770 0.670 

0) -40 

Vane Angle 

Figure 5.3 Incidence angle variation with rotor exit swirl (calculated based on 
the experimental results of different vane settings) 
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A simple analysis was conducted to deduce the incidence (z) at the rotor inlet for the peak 

points at different vane angle settings. The rotor incidence is calculated with Eq. (3.10), 

thus require the knowledge of rotor inlet blade angle (/%) and inlet relative flow angle 

(A)- The mixed flow rotor used in the current study has a of +20°. Meanwhile, the 

relative flow angles need to be calculated for the corresponding conditions as described 

next. From Table 5.2, the peak efficiency of the turbine occurs at velocity ratio range of 

0.601 - 0.688 for all the vane angle settings. The velocity ratio of a turbine is 

approximately related to the loading factor as shown in Eq. (5.11), 

77 

and a turbine loading factor can be calculated as in Eq. (5.12), 

- A & - ^ 4 ^ 4 - ^ 5 ^ 5 
r - 5 

(/4 

Q 4 

1c 

(5.12) 

tana^-tan;^^ 

Inclusion of Eq. (5.12) into Eq. (5.11) will then express the velocity ratio in terms of the 

{^/.\c 
absolute and relative inlet flow angles ((% and y8») The term ^ in Eq. (5.12) is the 

c/4 

rotor exit swirl expressed as a &action of the rotor inlet tip speed. It is common in radial 

turbine design to assume the exit swirl component of the rotor to be zero. This is an 

acceptable approximation with satisfactory prediction of the turbine performance. Having 

said this, Karamanis and Martinez-Botas (2002) has shown through Aoygr 

Kie/ocf/Mg/Ty (AD^O measurement that the exit swirl for a mixed flow rotor is not 

negligible. Their measurement shows the values of exit absolute flow angle (Cgg) for the 
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mixed-flow rotor to vary &om 15° to 45° &om hub to shroud respectively. Thus this 

range will be used in evaluating Eq. (5.12). The inlet absolute flow angle (04) can be 

calculated using Eq. (3.17), which gives a similar value as the nozzle vane angle, with 

maximum deviation of 7% at 70° vane angle. For approximation, 04 in Eq. (5.12) can be 

considered equal to the nozzle vane angle. As for the nozzleless volute, 0:4 is considered 

equal to the volute exit flow angle, which is 69° (Karamanis and Martinez-Botas, 2002). 

Figure 5.3 shows the variation in the incidence angle (f) with different exit swirl levels. 

The values are calculated based on Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (5.12) with the rotor inlet blade 

angle of+20°, measured peak efficiency and velocity ratio. The exit swirl is expressed as 

the percentage of exit absolute tangential velocity to the inlet rotor tip speed. It can be 

noticed that for both the nozzled and nozzleless volutes, the relative inlet flow angle QA*) 

is negative at peak efBciency conditions. The incidence (Q in the nozzled volute is 

typically lower than the nozzleless unit especially at close nozzle positions. A loose trend 

of increasii^ incidence (i) can be seen with the opening of the nozzle 60m 70° to 50° and 

then a slight drop at the 40° setting. The rotor incidence (z) for the nozzled settings varies 

&om approximately -39.8° to -23.1°. These largely fall in the region of suggested 

optimum incidence between -20° and -40° (Japikse and Baines, 1994). However, the 

corresponding benefit will have to be weighted against the incidence at the nozzle inlet. 

At open nozzle settings (40° and 50°), the incidence at the inlet is substantial and 

contributes to the corresponding efficiency drop of the overall turbine stage. On the other 

hand, the high blockage at the close nozzle position (70°) is the main factor for the slight 

efRciency drop for that setting. The calculated incidence (z) reiterates that the peak 

performance settings of the variable geometry stator in the current study are between 60° 

-65° . 

Figure 5.4 shows the efficiency characteristics of the variable geometry turbine for all the 

6 equivalent speed lines, presented in each plot for one vane angle setting. The trend of 

the efficiency curve with reference to vane angle changes in all equivalent speed cases is 

found to be largely similar as in the 80% case presented earlier. In general, the 60° and 

65° vane angle settings show optimum peak eSiciency. The velocity ratio of the turbine 

ranges between 0.37 and 1.09. 
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Figure 5.4 EfEciency vs. velocity ratio of the turbine for various vane angle 
settings and equivalent turbine speeds 

The lower equivalent speed conditions exhibit larger velocity ratio range, especially at the 

higher pressure ratio region (towards lower velocity ratio). For the 60° vane angle setting, 

the velocity ratio range of the curve is 0.37 - 0.95 and 0.72 - 1.09 for the 50% and 100% 

equivalent speed respectively. The physical limitations in the test-rig such as maximum 
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dynamometer loading, duct pressure and system vibration account for the shorter 

characteristics curve at high equivalent speed. 

Observation of Figure 5.4 shows a distinct difference in the efRciency curve changes with 

equivalent speed for the vane angle settings. Table 5.3 lists the peak efRciencies and the 

corresponding velocity ratios for the settings in Figure 5.4. At open nozzle settings (40° 

and 50°), the efGciency shows very little change with increase in the turbine equivalent 

speed, as all the speed lines almost on top of each other. The peak efficiency for the open 

nozzle setting varies approximately in between 59% - 61%. The overall efGciency of the 

turbine for the open nozzle settings is lower than the other settings. Meanwhile, as the 

nozzle vane closes towards optimum settings, shift in the speed lines can be seen together 

with improvement in the eSciency. The peak efBciency for the close nozzle positions 

varies approximately in between 74% - 80%. With reference to speed, the turbine shows 

increasing efficiency &om equivalent speed of 50% to 80% and then slight drop towards 

100% condition. 

The plots in Figure 5.4 and the corresponding values in Table 5.3 suggest a plateau in the 

lowest peak-efficiency of the turbine for the range of equivalent speeds and vane angles. 

For the current test results, the lowest efficiency plateau is approximately 60 ±2%, which 

is recorded largely at the 40° vane angle setting. This explains the small changes of 

efficiency curves for the 40° and 50° vane angle settings, as these being the poor 

efficiency settings. 

The evaluation of uncertainties in the performance parameters is described 

in Chapter 4. The propagated uncertainty in the efficiency is mainly due to uncertainties 

in the torque and mass flow rate measurements. This is generally higher at high velocity 

ratio and low equivalent speed conditions. The Root-Sum-Square (yWS3 uncertainty in the 

turbine efBciency is between ±1% - ±7% efficiency points for the range of test points. 

The uncertainty stays below ±1.5% efficiency points for velocity ratio up to 0.7, above 

which the uncertainty increases. The worst uncertainty is for 50% equivalent speed 

condition at velocity ratio of 0.92. The Root-Sum-Square uncertainty in the 

velocity ratio is between ±0.2% - ±0.6% for the range of test points. 
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Table 5.3 Turbine peak eSiciency and the corresponding velocity ratio for 
different vane angle and equivalent speeds .̂ .2_/br <90% 

Vane Angle (deg) fZoMAr 
40 0.593 0.643 

50 0.655 0.590 

50% 60 0.760 0.637 

65 0.742 0.595 

70 0.708 0.548 

40 0.603 0.662 

50 0.663 0.600 

60% 60 0.770 0.646 

65 0.760 0.618 

70 0.719 0.559 

40 0.615 0.676 

50 0.682 0.612 

70% 60 0.772 0.650 

65 0.789 0.643 

70 0.745 0.566 

40 0.598 0.659 

50 0.6&4 0.676 

90% 60 0.782 0.711 

65 0.786 0.677 

70 0.749 0.673 

40 0.576 0.702 

50 0.658 0.721 

100% 60 0.753 0.742 

65 0.724 0.668 

70 0.719 0.650 

In general, the uncertainty in velocity ratio increases for high velocity ratio and low 

equivalent speed conditions. 

Mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio 

Figure 5.5 shows the turbine swallowing capacity curves in the form of mass flow 

parameter vs. pressure ratio for 80% equivalent speed, presented for different nozzle vane 

angle settings. The swallowing capacity curve of the same mixed flow rotor tested with a 
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Figure 5.5 Mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio of the turbine for various 
vane angle settings, at 80% equivalent turbine speed 

nozzleless volute (Karamanis and Martinez-Botas, 2002) is also shown for comparison. 

The nozzleless volute is the baseline unit used for the variable geometry volute design in 

the current study C/zopfer 3). 

The open nozzle settings ( W and 50°) can be seen to have higher swallowing capacity 

&om the nozzleless turbine. In the pressure ratio region of 1.7, the increase in swallowing 

capacity is about 7% and 2% for the W and 50^ vane angles setting respectively. The 

swallowing capacity improvement is mainly due to the variable geometry volute being 

bigger than the nozzleless unit (+^(9%). As for the closed nozzle settings, the variable 

geometry turbine shows lower swallowing c^acity compared to the nozzleless unit. In 

the pressure ratio region of 1.7, the decrease in swallowing capacity is about -10% and -

22% and -34% for the 60**, 65° and 70° vane angles setting respectively. The significant 

drop towards upper vane angle region suggests a high degree of blockage in the nozzle 

stage and the consequent choking advancement. The flat characteristic of the mass flow 

parameter curves in the close nozzle positions would suggest the capability to achieve 

high pressure ratio in a low mass flow rate instances. In overall, the spread of the 

swallowing capacity curves for the range of nozzle openings would enable the flexibility 

in the variable geometry operating point calibration. 
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Figure 5.6 Mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio of the turbine for various 
vane angle settings and equivalent turbine speeds 

Figure 5.6 shows the swallowing capacity characteristics of the variable geometry turbine 

for all the 6 equivalent speed lines, presented in each plot for one vane angle setting. The 

trend of the curves with reference to vane angle changes in all equivalent speed cases is 

found to be largely similar as in the 80% case presented earlier. The overall pressure ratio 

of the curves varies between 1.11 - 2.51, the lower limit being for the open nozzle setting 
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and the higher limit for the closed nozzle setting. The overall mass flow parameter ranges 

between 1.59 X 10"̂  - 6.4 X 10"̂  kg. '^(N.s.m'^), the lower limit being for the close 

nozzle setting and the higher limit for die open nozzle setting. 

The increasing equivalent speed can be seen to exhibit decreasing level of mass flow 

parameter. This is common in a radial/mixed flow rotor where the centrifugal pressure 

head of the rotating rotor works against the flow and amplifies with increasing speed. 

Consequently it results in the spread of mass flow parameter curves for different 

equivalent speeds. However, the plots on Figure 5.6 show a pattern in the degree of 

spread of the curves with the different vane angle settings. The mass flow parameter 

curves for closed nozzle settings show lesser effect of the rotor centrifugal pressure head 

compared to the open nozzle settings. This can be clearly seen for the 70° vane angle 

setting where the curves are closer to each other. Thus as the nozzle closes, the turbine 

swallowing capacity is influenced dominantly by the high nozzle blockage compared to 

the rotor centrifugal pressure head. Table 5.4 shows the mass flow parameter and the 

pressure ratio corresponding to the peak efGciency point presented in the previous sub-

section J.3). A general observation would suggest no 

conclusive trend in the parameter for peak efficiency conditions. It have to be noted that 

the peak efficiency point may not have been reached for the 90% and 100% equivalent 

speeds, especially at the open nozzle settings, due to the limit in the testing velocity ratio. 

The evaluation of uncertainties in the performance parameters is described 

in Chapter 4. The overall uncertainty in the steady pressure measurement is ±470 and 

±86 f a for the high and low pressure transducer respectively. The propagated uncertainty 

in the mass flow parameter is mainly due to uncertainty in the mass flow rate 

measurement. This is generally higher at low mass flow parameter region, but shows little 

effect with equivalent speeds. The Root-Sum-Square (/WS) uncertainty in the mass flow 

parameter is between ±0.9% - 2% for the test points range. The Root-Sum-Square 

uncertainty in the pressure ratio is between ±0.1% - ±0.3% for the test points range. In 

general, the uncertainty in pressure ratio increases for high pressure ratio region, mainly 

contributed by the higher uncertainty in the high pressure transducer. 
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Table 5.4 Mass flow parameter and pressure ratio corresponding to the turbine 
peak e^ciency, for diSerent vane angle and equivalent speeds 

^eqv Vane Angle ^^ ffpeak 

40 4.330 1.240 

50 4.634 1.299 
50% 60 3.740 1.255 

65 3.500 1.292 
70 3.000 1.366 
40 4.920 1.357 

50 5.158 1.431 
60% 60 4.200 1.369 

65 3.970 1.433 
70 3.440 1.539 
40 5.441 1.504 
50 5.646 1.624 

70% 60 4.710 1.539 
65 4.172 1.555 

70 3.862 1.805 
40 6.190 1.927 
50 5.980 1.896 

80% 60 4.880 1.652 
65 4.160 1.654 
70 3.520 1.686 
40 6.230 2.063 
50 6.010 2.030 

90% 60 5.090 1.830 
65 4.740 1.994 
70 3.860 1.942 
40 6.230 2.191 
50 6.020 2.156 

100% 60 5.220 2.022 
65 4.710 2.363 
70 4.325 2.508 

5.3.2 Comparison with straight vane design 

The performance of the variable geometry turbine was also tested with the conventional 

straight vane design. This is to establish the possible improvement of the new lean vane 

design for a variable geometry mixed flow turbine. The comparison was conducted for 

80% equivalent speed line as it corresponds to the maximum efficiency speed. The 

variable geometry turbine with the straight vanes configuration was tested for the same 

vane angle range as in the lean vane configuration. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the plots of efficiency characteristics comparison between the straight 

and lean vanes conGguration, for different vane angle settings. A mixed behaviour can be 

seen for the different vane angle settings. At 40° vane angle setting, both the nozzle vanes 

exhibit similar efRciency characteristics for the velocity ratio range of 0.58 - 1.01. As the 

nozzle closes to 50°, a distinct improvement of efRciency can be noticed for the straight 

vane design. At the peak, the straight vane design shows about 3% eSiciency points 

improvement over the lean vane design. When the nozzle closes further, the curves of the 

lean and straight vanes are again collapsing on each other. The peak e@ciency is almost 

similar in all close nozzle settings (60° - 70°) but a small shift in the velocity ratio can be 

seen for the straight vane. The peak efGciency velocity ratio for 70° vane angle setting is 

0.574 with the straight vane, compared to 0.670 with the lean vane. The shift towards 

lower velocity ratio suggests the higher pressure ratio at the peak and this would most 

probably due to the slightly smaller nozzle passage of the straight vane. From Table 5.5, 

the peak efficiency and the corresponding velocity ratio of the straight vane configuration 

is 80.4% at 0.673, 80.1% at 0.600 and 76.9% at 0.574 for the 60°, 65° and 70° vane angle 

settings respectively. For the close nozzle settings, a clear improvement in efficiency at 

velocity ratio above 0.65 can be seen in the lean vane compared to the straight vane 

design. Note that the uncertainty in the efBciency calculation increases with velocity 

ratio; for the 80% equivalent speed, the Root-Sum-Square (^.9) uncertainty for velocity 

ratio of 0.65 - 1.01 is ±1% - ±2.2% efBciency points respectively. Nevertheless, the 

general trend observed with straight vane where its efRciency sharply drops away from 

the peak point suggests the benefit of lean vane design in this region. 

Figure 5.8 shows the swallowing capacity comparison between the straight and lean vane 

configuration, for different vane angle settings. A clear relation can be noticed for the 

characteristics changes with the nozzle vane settings. At 40° vane angle settings, both the 

designs show almost identical swallowing capacity for the pressure ratio range of 1.22 -

2.21. This correspond well to the similar efficiency characteristics for both the nozzle 

design Fzgz/re J. 7). But as the nozzle closes toward 70°, the swallowing capacity 

with the straight vanes configuration decreases compared to the lean vanes. At 50° vane 

angle setting, the swallowing capacity with the straight vanes configuration is 2.3% lower 

than die lean vane at pressure ratio of 1.7. The corresponding reduction at 70° vane angle 

setting is 14.6%. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of efGciency characteristic between the lean and straight 
nozzle vane designs 

The lower swallowing capacity at close nozzle positions suggests higher blockage with 

the straight vanes configuration. Table 5.5 gives the mass flow parameter and pressure 

ratio corresponding to the peak eSiciency with the straight vanes configuration. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of swallowing capacity characteristic between the lean 
and straight nozzle vane designs 
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Table 5.5 Peak efRciency and the coiresponding parameter with straight vanes 
conAguration, for different vane angle and 80% equivalent speed 

Straight vane 

Vane Angle 'Hpcak (U/QJpeak ^^Tfpeak 

40 0.613 0.617 6.148 1.841 
50 0.713 0.601 5.988 1.955 
60 0.804 0.673 4.630 1.684 
65 0.801 0.600 4347 1.948 
70 0.769 0.574 3.727 2.132 

5.4 Summary 

The steady flow performance results are presented in this chapter for vane angle settings 

of 40°, 50°, 60°, 65° and 70° over a non-dimensional speed range of 0.833 - 1.667. The 

tests have been carried out with a permanent magnet eddy current dynamometer within a 

velocity ratio range of 0.47 to 1.09. The overall results exhibit the wide range of operation 

for the designed variable geometry mixed flow turbine. The optimum efBciency of the 

variable geometry turbine is higher than its baseline nozzleless unit by about 5 percentage 

points. The turbine exhibits highest efficiency for vane angle settings between 60° and 

65°, which was found to be similar in both the lean and straight vane configurations. The 

maximum total-to-static efficiency of the turbine in lean vanes configuration was 

measured to be 79.8% at a velocity ratio of 0.675. Equivalent value in straight vanes 

configuration is 80.4% at a velocity ratio of 0.673. The swallowing capacity of the turbine 

was found to decrease with the straight vanes configuration compared to the lean vanes 

conGguration, especially at close nozzle positions; at 70° vane angle setting this is about 

14.6% reduction. 

In overall, the lean vane exhibits the beneGts of higher swallowing capacity than the 

equivalent straight vane. Additionally, the efficiency drop at higher velocity ratio away 

&om die peak is found to be smaller with the lean vanes configuration. However, the peak 

efficiency of the turbine is similar with both the lean and straight vanes configurations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PULSATING FLOW EXPERIMENTS 

6.0 Synopsis 

Tliis chapter describes the performance parameter, the experimental results and discussion 

for pulsating flow experiments conducted within this study. The data reduction, 

processing and the consequent instantaneous parameter derivation are discussed in detail. 

The presented results were acquired with a variable geometry stator fitted with two types 

of nozzle vanes; straight and lean design, as described in Chapter 3. 

6.1 Performance Parameters 

The instantaneous parameters plotted and used to evaluate the turbine pulsating 

performance are the mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio and the eHiciency vs. velocity 

ratio. The measuring methods of the required individual components to derive these 

parameters are described in Chapter 4. In addition, the dimensionless parameter, Strouhal 

number will be described in this section. Strouhal number will be used as an analysis tool 

to quantify the level of unsteadiness in relation to the experimental results. 

6.1.1 Mass Flow Parameter vs. Pressure Ratio 

The deGnition of the mass flow parameter and pressure ratio is similar as in the steady 

experiment, but instantaneous time varying individual components are used instead. Mass 

flow parameter is a pseudo-dimensionless parameter derived by relating the inlet flow 

velocity and the inlet Mach number, as given in Eq. (6.1). 
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( A ^ ) 
inst a/(^01) i 

( ^ l ) /wf (6.1) 

The instantaneous pressure ratio is given in Eq. (6.2), 

(f /g) ( ; t i ) 
(6.2) 

6.1.2 Efficiency vs. Velocity Ratio 

The turbine instantaneous total-to-static efRciency with adiabatic assumption is given in 

Eq. (6.3). 

(6.3) 

Derivation of the instantaneous actual power, and the instantaneous 

isentropic power, ^ described in Chapter 4. The instantaneous velocity ratio 

is the ratio between the rotor tip speed and the inlet isentropic velocity as given in Eq. 

(6.4). 

2 
5,/j 

+ c 

(6.4) 

6.1.3 Strouhal Number 

Strouhal number is a dimensionless parameter used in fluid mechanics to quantify the 

level of unsteadiness in a periodic flow. In generic, Strouhal number is the ratio between 

the centrifugal force and the inertial force of the periodic flow (Potter and Wiggert, 2002). 

Thus it deAnes the rate of localized changes of a moving particle in comparison to its 

propagation. In a turbocharger, Strouhal number is used to evaluate the significance of the 

unsteady dynamics in the volume (volute+pipe) compared to the pulsating event of the 
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flow. Since the pulse wavefbmi in a turbocharger is not sinusoidal, the general Strouhal 

number is modified to take into account the pulse 6-action over a period and called 

Modified Strouhal number, MSt. (Szymko et al., 2005) as given in Eq. (6.5), 

, 6 . 5 , 

If the gas velocity, C in Eq. (6.5) is added to the local sonic speed, a to represent the 

velocity at which the pressure waves are propagated one arrives at the pressure-modiEed 

Strouhal number, PMSt. as in Eq. (6.6), 

= (6.6) 
C + a 2^ 

In both the Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), the component is used to normalise the waveform of 

the pulse feeding the turbine to a general sinusoidal equivalent. The pulse generator in the 

laboratory setting produces waveforms with the pulse widA of 1/3 of the whole period, 

which is used as the pulse faction, The characteristic length, Z, is taken as 0.79 m 

which is the length 6om the 'measurement plane' to a nominal energy entry point into the 

rotor. For a turbine preceded by volute, the rotor accepts flow around its periphery thus 

making it inappropriate to define a single energy entry point. However, in the current 

study 180° azimuth angle is chosen as the design mean flow entry point. This is consistent 

with the suggestion by Chen et al. (1996). Furthermore, the computational analysis by 

Pal&eyman (2004) also shows the mean flow entry into the rotor at 180° azimuth angle. It 

nevertheless remains an arbitrary choice, especially for the phase shifting of the signals as 

will be discussed in section 6.2.5. 

Szymko (2006) has used the Strouhal number in conjunction with the experimental results 

to deGne the onset of different modes of unsteadiness in a nozzleless turbine under 

pulsating flow conditions. A threshold value of the is used to decide on the dominant 

influence of either filling/emptying or wave action in the volume for different test cases. 

Meanwhile, a threshold value of the is used to decide the influence of pressure 

wave mixing and reflection in the volume and its consequent effect on the calculation of 

instantaneous efficiency of the turbine stage. Based on the and f MS"/, values, a 

turbine unsteady condition can be described as, quasi-steady (A^/. <0.1), steady 
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encapsulated hystheresis {PMSt. <0.1) or fully unsteady {PMSt.>(}.V). Effort was taken to 

modify Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) to charactherize the unsteady flow in a nozzled turbine. This 

includes the use of critical nozzle area and the volume (pipe^-volute) to seek for consistent 

non-dimensional parameters which reflects the turbine performance. However, no 

conclusive characteristics were found thus it will not be furlher discussed in the current 

thesis. 

6.2 Data Reduction and Processing 

The data logging during pulsating flow test conditions were achieved through a 

computational acquisition system which is described in Chapter 4. The data acquisition 

system produces a series of instantaneously measured raw values representing required 

physical properties, which need to be processed and reGned before it can be used to assess 

pulsating performance of the turbine. In addition to the instantaneous properties, the 

measured time-mean values of inlet mass flow rate, and inlet static temperature, 

are also used in the data processing. The following subsections will discuss the different 

stages of data reduction, processing and the relevant properties. 

6.2.1 Resampling - Spline Interpolation 

The turbine speed is calculated by recording the time taken for the rotating assembly to 

move a nominally fixed angular distance (toothed gate, see Chapter 4). Thus its sampling 

rate is not constant, in contrast to the fixed sampling rate of the analogue properties. In 

most cases the number of samples for turbine speed will not match the other properties 

and makes the point by point performance evaluation difficult. For this reason the turbine 

speed is resampled to achieve a consistent sampling rate of 20 as in all the properties. 

A series of piecewise cubic polynomials are fitted between non-unifbrmly spaced data 

points (speed count) and the resultant spline is consequently interpolated at a constant 

sampling rate of 20 Eq. (6.7) gives the general form of the cubic polynomial, where 

f is the time and a, 6, c, 6/ are the curve coefficients. The interpolating conditions were 
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met by choosing a natural cubic spline where die second derivatives of the end points are 

constrained to be zero. The interpolation v a l u e , a t any time, f in the interval of ] 

is defined as in Eq. (6.8). The built-in routines in Lab VIEW 7.1 called Spline 

and YM/eTpo/afzoM.vz were used as part of the overall post-processing 

program to accomplish the re-sampling stage of the speed signal. 

(0 ^ ~ + + dj(t - t f ) ^ (6.7) 

where f e and z = 0,1 ./z 

y - Ayj +Byj^i +C—~ + D (6 .8 ) 

where ^ = ^'+1 / 
4+1 - 4 

B = l -y4 

6 

6.2.2 Ensemble Averaging 

All pulsating properties are recorded for a total of 50 cycles; which together with the 36 

traversing points result in an overall total of 1800 cycles for each test condition. These 

cycles are ensemble averaged to a single cycle for the subsequent processing and analysis. 

However, for the hotwire reading, the 36 traversing points are integrated using British 

Standard method (discussed in the Chapter 4), thus the 50 cycles for each traversing point 

are individually ensemble averaged. The general form of the equation defining ensemble 

averaging is given in Eq. (6.9). The ensemble averaged value of a property, y( / ) at each 

instant of time, / is the result of averaging all the equivalent individual property, y(/)j for 

M cycles. The use of ensemble averaging is useful to reduce the random noise and non 

cyclic variation in the acquired pulsating signals; where the signal-to-noise ratio can be 

improved by a factor of . 
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Figure 6.1 Instantaneous speed data reduction process for 20Hz and 80Hz 
pulsating flow conditions 

(6.9) 
i = l 

where M = Zofa/ cyc/gf 

6.2.3 Filtering 

Ensemble averaging does not completely attenuate all the noise in the data signal because 

part of the remaining noises has cyclic features but these are not associated to the physical 

property intended to be measured. The cyclic noise captured as part of the data signal can 

be traced back to few sources in the testing system where each source affecting certain 

properties which are measured. The noise sources and the affected properties are 

discussed in the following text. 
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Speed Signal 

The out-of-balance of the rotating assembly is visible in the speed signal as the harmonics 

of the rotating speed. This is observed through FFT analysis of the ensemble averaged 

speed signal which shows secondary peak mainly at the Grst harmonic of the speed. The 

vibration related cyclic feature in the speed signal is reduced through Gltering. Figure 6.1 

shows the speed signal for two frequencies, where the reduction of the raw data through 

ensemble averaging and filtering can be seen. The shown raw signal is for one of the 50 

cycles logged during the pulsating flow experiments. The FFT of the single cycle raw 

signal show the peaks at the harmonic of the rotor speed, which reduces partly through 

ensemble averaging and completely through filtering. The vibration eSect on the speed 

signal is more significant in the 80Hz flow compared to the 20Hz flow due to the smaller 

speed fluctuation over a pulse cycle in the former case. 

Pressure Traces 

Dynamic pressure measured with a transducer mounted on a duct will be aSected by the 

vibration of the duct and the resonance of the air passage at the inlet of the transducer 

(Hjelmgren, 2002). These effects are visible through FFT analysis of the ensemble 

averaged pressure signals, where secondary peaks at much higher frequency of the 

pulsating flow show the presence of cychc noise, as can been seen Figure 6.2. The cyclic 

noise is eliminated through filtering. The small peak at about 2800Hz is due to the 

passage resonance at the inlet of the pressure transducer as described in Chapter 4. 

Choice of Filter 

A low pass Fm/fg (FIR) filter is used for all the data signals to smooth 

the traces without losing its primary features. FIR is a digital filter which has a linear 

phase response, thus eliminating the occurrence of phase distortion in the filtered signal. 

The FIR filter is defined as in Eq. (6.10) (Lab VIEW Manual, 2004) and the Lab VIEW 7.1 

built-in routine called is used for the purpose. The use of low pass FIR filter 

requires the speciGcation of cut-off h-equency and the which refer to the number of 

FIR filter coefGcients, A in Eq. (6.10). The specified is also used to calculate the 

phase shift due to the FIR filtering by^^^"^ ; the filtered signals are phase corrected 

accordingly. value of 201 is found to be suitable for all the pulsating flow test 

results in the current study. 
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n-\ 
(6.10) 

t=0 

where % ĝg'wgTzce 

}/ ^/rergg/ jegz/gMce 

/% =f7R coe^^czgnfiF 

Apart &om the cyclic noise, low pass Altering is also used to smooth-out ± e discrete 

fluctuations in the inlet pressure and mass flux traces at frequencies beyond the limit of a 

reasonable response of the rotor. This upper limit can be estimated as a faction of the 

bandwidth of the travelling pressure wave around ± e periphery of the volute. It was 

found that the use of 10 times flow frequency as the cut-ofT value in the FIR low pass 

filter as suitable for all the current experimental results; where all the unwanted noise are 

eliminated and a smooth trace of the physical properties are produced for the consequence 

analysis. 

6.2.4 Hotwire Correction 

The temperature fluctuation in the pulsating flow, in most cases away &om the calibration 

temperature, requires further correction to the measured mass flux with a constant 

temperature hotwire. The setup and calibration of the hotwire system is discussed in 

Chapter 4 and the following discussion will focus on the steps of correction performed 

before the instantaneous mass flow rate is deduced finally. The most common method of 

temperature compensation in the hotwire measurement is to correct the measured voltage 

for the temperature diSerence between the measurement and calibration (Dantec 

Dynamics, 2002), as shown in Eq. (6.11); and using the corrected voltage in the 

conversion fimction. However, Eq. (6.11) does not take into account the temperature 

influence on the sensor's calibration constants as well as the fluid property changes. 

F - F 
0.5 

w (6.11) 

The fluctuations in the air pressure and temperature during pulsating flow test conditions 

necessitate the consideration of the fluid properties changes into the hotwire correction 
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procedure. The primary fluid properties which a@ect the hotwire reading are the density', 

Mach number, Prandtl number thermal conductivity (A:)̂  and dynamic viscosity 

{ju)\ The influence of these properties is used to correct the calibration factors of the 

hotwire and Bcg/yf,) as shown in Eqs. (6.12) - (6.13), 

T - T 
^ w ^ meas 

. '^w ~ '^calib 

(l±m) 

J^f-calib ^^f-calib 

.0 .2 
f-meas 

^^f-calib 
(6.12) 

r - 7" 
^ meas 

( l±m) 

meaf 

/^/-co/76 

M / 
Z'/-

f-calih 

\-M / 

^ '/-meay 

^^f-caUb 

\0.33 

-ca//6 MD /-co/76 

(6.13) 

where zy-yy,^as '^meas ) 

The temperatures used in the Eqs. (6.12) - (6.13) are *mean-61m' values rather than the 

&ee stream temperatures. These equations are consistent with the reference &om Dantec 

Dynamics (2002), except for the last term which taking into consideration the departure 

of the test condition &om the Mach number independent region ( A f « l ) as suggested by 

Dewey (1965). The last term in Eqs. (6.12) - (6.13) is defined as in Eq. (6.14), 

AfO;= 1 + 
0.6039 

Mj 
+ 0.5701 

1 + Af/ 1.222 
- 1 1.834-1.634 

1.109 

2.765 + ;^, 1.109 

1 + 0.300 
0.0650 

My 1.670 4 + /k 

(6.14) 

The corrected calibration factors (Xcon̂  are used in the Eq. (4.8) to solve for the 

mass flux (/?[/). The value of temperature loading factor, m in Eqs. (6.12) - (6.13) was 

q/"/A&fg prtyeMfgf org ,472 
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would notice that the Mach number, M in Eq. (6.14) need to be solved iteratively because 

it depends on the flow velocity which in return is the overall solution for the hotwire 

correction process. Figure 6.3 shows the mass flow rate measured during a pulsating 

experiment with and without the temperature correction. The fluctuation of the flow 

temperature is also shown in comparison to the temperature at which the hotwire was in-

situ calibrated (Chapter 4). The eSect of the temperature correction can be seen clearly, 

where the mass flow rate is underestimated in region where the flow temperature higher 

than the calibration condition and vice versa. The mean value of the mass flow rate 

without temperature correction is approximately 6% lower than the actual condition. 

6.2.5 Phase Shifting 

One common observation in a pulsating flow experiment is the time-lag between the 

instantaneous measurements at different locations, due to the Gnite time required for the 

flow to propagate through the system. The inlet isentropic properties are measured 

upstream of the volute while the actual turbine output properties measured at the rotor. 

The diSerence in measuring location of the isentropic inlet properties compared to the 

actual output properties is inevitable because the rotor accepts energy around the azimutal 

angle of the volute and deciding a single point of energy entry and measuring at the 

location is difBcult. Thus the common practice is to phase shift all the measured 

properties to a single point; a common time &ame is achieved and consequently all 

appropriate analysis conducted thereafter. In the current study, the common time frame 

point was chosen to be at the exit of the pulse generator (Figure 6.4). Eq. (6.15) gives the 

simple function of estimating the phase shifting in terms of the time-lag from the common 

time B-ame. 

(6.15) 

Thus the characteristics length of each measuring location to the point of common time 

&ame needs to be known. This is a straight forward task for all but two measurements, 

which are the speed and torque. This is related to the discussion in section 6.1.3, where 

there is no apparent single point energy entry into the rotor with upstream volute. A point 
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Figure 6.4 Locations of pressure measurement and its corresponding distance for 
the use of phase shifting 

of 180° azimuth angle is chosen as the design-mean flow entry point, which is an 

arbitrary choice and have to be noted as only an approximatioiL All the relevant length of 

the measuring locations is given in Figure 6.4. 

Apart from the characteristics length, phase shifting also requires the approximation of 

the energy propagation velocity. Few approximations have been employed by researcher 

in the past such as sonic velocity method (Dale and Watson, 1986), bulk flow method 

(Baines et al., 1994 and Winterbone et al., 1991) and sonic plus bulk flow method 

(Szymko, 2006). The method employed in the current study is the one used by Szymko 

(2006), where the velocity at which the energy propagating is taken as equal to the total 

of bulk and sonic flow speeds. The bulk and sonic flow velocity is calculated based on the 

properties measured at the 'measurement plane'. It is recognized that this involves a 

degree of uncertainty because both the bulk and sonic flow speeds vary in space at 

diSerent locations. However this is inevitable because only at the 'measurement plane' all 

the required properties are measured which enable an accurate time-mean calculation of 

the bulk and sonic flow speed, as given in Eq. (6.16) - (6.17). 

C 
1 

l=/7. 

• I 
7M; (i) 

(6.16) 
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\=n 

^sonic ~ ^ V7^'^inst (0 (6.17) 
^cyc/e i=i 

The measurement in &e Gurrent study shows the range of bulk flow and sonic velocity in 

between 105m/s - 120m/s and 362m/s — 368m/s. As one form of verifying the suitabihty 

of the current phase shifting method, the instantaneous pressure at different locations in 

the test system are measured and compared. Figure 6.5 shows the measured instantaneous 

pressure during 4 pulse 6equencies, all at 60° vane angle setting and 50% equivalent 

speed. The location of each designated pressure can be seen in Figure 6.4. It should be 

noted the pressures are shown for phase angle of the chopper plate. It can be seen the 

amount of out-of-phase between the measurements increases with pulse frequency and 

the phase shifting results in a fairly good agreement. Furthermore, the time A-ame 

agreement between the inter-space pressure and the 'measurement plane' pressure 

is also fairly good, which can be translated as a good indication of the suitability 

of the phase shifting method employed. However, it should be noted the worth of phase 

shifting is only in the evaluation of instantaneous efficiency, a concept itself questionable 

by the veiy need to phase shift. This will be discussed further in the section 6.5.2. 

6.3 Test Condition Setup 

The test faciUty used in the current study is a simulated engine test bed (details in Chapter 

4) where the exhaust gas pulsation is produced in a cold flow environment and 

consequently measured instantaneously. The &equency of the flow pulsation can be 

related to the an engine speed with Eq. (6.18), where is either 2 or 4 strokes and 

is the number of cylinders per manifold group. 

^^stroke _ fpvlse 

2 G -
= 60 - (6.18) 

For the single entry turbine settings in the current study, the test facility represents one 

manifold group of 3 cylinders in a 4 stroke engine. Thus the flow pulsating frequencies of 

20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz translates to an engine speed of SOOrpm, 1600rpm, 2400rpm 

and 3200rpm respectively. 



The pulsating test conditions are set up by using the steady state velocity ratio as the 

operating point. In this way, the time averaged operating point of a pulsating test is set to 

correspond approximately to its peak steady efBciency. The mean temperature of the flow 

is also held constant to the steady condition. The time averaged non-dimensional speed in 

a pulsating test was also set to correspond to the equivalent steady condition. Due to the 

arrangement of the chopper plate and the specific set up of the test conditions, the 

amplitude of the inlet pulse reduces as the frequency increases, for an equivalent speed of 

the rotor; this can be seen in the pressure traces shown in Figure 6.5. Thus, the discussion 

of pulsating flow results in the current thesis is within this limitation. 

The pulsating flow test results discussed here is for a range of flow j&equencies, 

equivalent turbine speeds and vane angle settings. Throughout the discussion in this 

thesis, the equivalent speed is indicated as a percentage of the maximum speed of the test-

rig, which is approximately 60,000 rpm. All results are with the use of lean vane design, 

with the straight vane results presented for certain condition as for comparisons; in which 

case the Ggures are clearly indicated. All individual parameter settings of each test 

condition will be stated in the discussion as well as in the figures. 

6.4 Results and Discussions: Individual Properties 

The following section will cover the discussion of the experimental results, focusing on 

the individual properties acquired during the testing. The individual properties in a 

pulsating flow analysis (speed, pressure, temperature and mass flow rate) are discussed 

for 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions, 20Hz - 80Hz flow S-equencies and at a 

nozzle vane angle of 60°. 

6.4.1 Turbine Speed 

The instantaneous speed of the rotor is measured with optical sensor as discussed in 

Chapter 4, and the consequent processing is described earlier. Figure 6.6 shows the 

instantaneous speed of the turbine in a pulse cycle at 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

conditions, while the instantaneous speed parameter for the same conditions are given in 
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Figure 6.6 Instantaneous speed in a pulsating flow cycle for 50% and 80% 
equivalent speed conditions, shown for 4 flow A-equencies 

Figure 6.7. For 50% equivalent speed condition, the fluctuation in the instantaneous speed 

at 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz is 24.06 RPS, 10.13 RPS, 5.76 HPS and 4.31 RPS 

respectively. This translates to 4.80%, 1.99%, 1.12% and 0.84% of the mean speed 

respectively. For the 80% equivalent speed condition, the instantaneous speed at 20Hz, 

40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz is 34.12 RPS, 11.79 RPS, 6.75 RPS and 4.68 RPS respectively. 

These translate to 4.36%, 1.47%, 0.83% and 0.58% of the mean speed respectively. 

The fluctuation of the speed parameter (7V/V^/) is more significant because of the large 

temperature variation in a cycle of pulsating flow, especially at lower frequencies. For the 
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50% equivalent speed condition, the fluctuation in the speed parameter at 2OH2, 40Hz, 

60Hz and 80Hz is 9.60%, 6.93%, 5.00% and 3.02% of the mean value respectively. For 

the 80% equivalent speed condition, the corresponding values are 9.83%, 7.55%, 5.11% 

and 4.85% respectively. 

Uncertainty 

The turbine speed measurement is dependant on two variables which are the time, r and 

the known angle, 6L. The time measurement is directly related to the refa-ence 20 

clock and its uncertainty is ± 5 X 10"̂  seconds. The discrete rotational angle of the rotor is 

indirectly measured as described in Chapter 4, which gives a dynamic angle, 6L and its 

associated error is ± 1.18 X 10"̂  radians. The combination of these errors result in the 

Root Sum Square (RSSJ uncertainty in speed of 0.004 RPS and 0.009 RPS for the 50% 

and 80% equivalent speed respectively. 

The equivalent speed of the turbine varies in a cycle depending on the flow &equency. 

The uncertainty in the equivalent speed is mainly contributed by the error in the inlet 

instantaneous static temperature. On average the equivalent speed fluctuates in the range 

of 48% - 53% and 76% - 84% for the 50% and 80% mean equivalent speed condition 

respectively. The corresponding Root Sum Square (7W6) uncertainty is 0.218% - 0.258% 

and 0.335% - 0.401% for the 50% and 80% mean equivalent speed condition 

respectively. The cycle averaged (isentropic power averaged) uncertainty of 

equivalent speed for the 50% mean equivalent speed is ±0.231%, ±0.221%, ±0.220% and 

±0.229% for the 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz flow respectively. The corresponding 

values for the 80% mean equivalent speed are ±0.355%, ±0.368, ±0.365 and ±0.366 

respectively. 

6.4.2 Fluctuating Torque 

The turbine fluctuating torque deduced &om the instantaneous speed (described in 

Chapter 4) is shown in Figure 6.8 for 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions. The 

fluctuating torque traces signifies the importance of an accurate instantaneous speed 

measurement; by comparing the instantaneous speed traces in Figure 6.6 it can be seen 

that a small gradient changes in the instantaneous speed results in a significant torque 
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Figure 6.7 Instantaneous speed parameter in a pulsating flow cycle for 50% and 
80% equivalent speed conditions, shown for 4 flow &equencies 

value. For the 50% equivalent speed condition, the fluctuating torque peaks at 

approximately 7.04 Nm and reduces down to about -2.58 Nm. The peak fluctuating 

torque reduces with increasing flow &equency, 5.49 Nm at 40Hz, 4.89 Nm at 60Hz and 

3.69 at 80Hz flow. However the trough vahie of the fluctuating torque shows lesser 

difference with flow frequencies. For the 80% equivalent condition, the trend of the 

fluctuating torque is similar to the 50% equivalent speed condition; peak of 8.56 Nm at 

20Hz, 6.44 Nm at 40Hz, 5.43 Nm at 60Hz and 3.73 at 80Hz flow. One can notice the 

increasingly visible additional peaks in the fluctuating torque of the turbine with 

increasing flow frequency. This demonstrates the increasing level of unsteadiness in the 

turbine operating condition with increasing flow &equency. 

Figure 6.9 shows the fluctuating torque for the different vane angle settings, ranging &om 

40°(fully open) to 70°(almost closed), at 40Hz and 80% equivalent speed. The main 

feature is the general trend of reducing peak fluctuating torque with increasing vane angle 

(closing nozzle). 
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Figure 6.9 Fluctuating torque in a pulsating flow cycle for different vane angle 
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This is mirrored exactly opposite in the trough region, where the increasing vane angle 

increases the fluctuating torque. However, very little difference was noticed for the 40° 

and 50° vane angle settings. The peak fluctuating torque for 70° vane angle setting is 

approximately 29.18% lower than the 40° setting. On the other hand, the average 

fluctuating torque in the trough region is approximately 35.67% higher in the 70° 

conq)ared to the 40° vane angle setting. The possible reason for this behavior is the 

increasing level of mass accumulation at upstream of the nozzle vane ring as the nozzle 

closes. This reduces the amount of flow imparting momentum on the rotor during the 

peak of the pulse, hence the lower peak fluctuating torque. However, the accumulated 

mass during the peak of the pulse enables a higher flow through the nozzle during the 

trough period of the pulse, which is reflected in the increasing fluctuating torque in this 

region with the closing of the nozzle. The similar behavior was observed for 50% 

equivalent speed condition as well. 

Uncertaintv 

The uncertainty in the fluctuating torque is the product of error in the angular 

acceleration, a and the polar moment of inertia, /. The angular acceleration of the rotating 

component is deduced by derivation of the instantaneous angular speed and the polar 

moment of inertia is deduced by method, as described in Chapter 4. 

The associated error in the angular acceleration, or is ± 52 and ± 233 for 50% 

and 80% equivalent speed respectively. The error in the polar moment of inertia is ± 1.55 

X 10"̂  which constitute the uncertainty of oscillation time (0.0025^), oscillation 

mass (0.0005Ag), suspension length (0.0005m) and disk radius (0.00025m). The 

combination of these errors result in the Root Sum Square uncertainty in 

fluctuating torque on average of i 0.068 /Vm and i 0.170 Nm for 50% and 80% equivalent 

speed respectively. 

6.4.3 Inlet and Exit Pressure 

The inlet pressure of the flow into the turbine is measured upstream of the volute in an 

instrumented section called 'measurement plane', while the exit pressure measured 30mm 

downstream of the rotor trailing edge (see Figure 6.4). Figure 6.10 and 6.11 show the 

inlet and exit static pressure for 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions respectively. 
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Figure 6.11 Inlet and exit static pressure of a pulsating flow cycle for 80% 
equivalent speed condition, shown for 4 flow &equencies 
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The shape of the waveform can be seen to change signiGcantly with increasing flow 

6eqiiency. The measured static pressure at the inlet consist the components of the primary 

traveling pulse as well as the product of pressure wave reflections in the ducL For the 

higher flow &equency, the shorter pressure wavelength results in the different 

components of pressure waves to be more separated and recorded over a cycle; these can 

be seen in the 60Hz and 80Hz flow cases. Whereas for the lower flow j&equency the 

reflected pressure waves are more likely to superimpose on the traveling pulse thus 

resulting in higher peak. At 20Hz flow, the pressure waveform is almost &ee &om any 

secondary peaks, but with the peak higher than the other &equency cases, at 

approximately 1.96 bar and 2.42 bar for the 50% and 80% equivalent speed condition 

respectively. At the trough of the waveform for the 20Hz flow case, the inlet pressure 

plateaus at approximately 1.11 bar and 1.29 bar for 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

condition respectively. However, no clear plateaus could be seen for the other &equency 

cases, instead it shows a gradual decrease and slight fluctuation in the 60Hz and 80Hz 

cases. The mean inlet pressure is approximately similar between the different &equency 

cases for each of the equivalent speed condition. For 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

condition, the mean inlet pressure in all &equency cases is 1.37 ± 0.02 bar and 1.61 ± 

0.01 bar respectively. 

The waveform of the exit pressure (Figure 6.10 and 6.11) shows more fluctuations 

compared to the inlet pressure, however noting the overall value is much lower; mean exit 

pressure is only 1.04 and 1.05 bar for 50% and 80% equivalent speed respectively. The 

exit pressure can be seen generally to peak initially and then decreases to almost 

atmospheric before increasing to the mean value. The waveform of different &equency 

cases shows a reversed trend from the inlet pressure, where the peak increases with the 

increasing &equency; indication of higher stage expansion for the lower frequency cases. 

Figure 6.12 shows the inlet and exit static pressure of the flow for the different vane angle 

settings; results presented for the 40Hz flow case and 80% equivalent speed condition. 

The increasing vane angle represents a decreasing nozzle opening with the nozzle exit 

area at 70° vane angle approximately 29% of that at 40° vane angle setting. The overall 

inlet static pressure was observed to be higher in the close nozzle positions, which is 

expected due to the nozzle blockage effect and the consequent mass accumulation as 
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discussed in section 6.4.2. However, there are few distinct features in the inlet static 

pressure profile which worth discussing. The increase in the pressure with closing of the 

nozzle was observed to be more signiGcant towards the upper limit of the vane angle. The 

change of vane angle &om 65° to 70° results in the peak and average inlet static pressure 

to increase by 5.87% and 7.01% respectively. However, the corresponding values for the 

change of vane angle from 60° to 65° is 4.24% and 4.85% respectively and for the 50° to 

60° change is 0.99% and 0.81% respectively. The general trend of reducing peak and 

average inlet static pressure with nozzle opening breaks down after the 50° vane angle 

setting. The inlet static pressure for the 40° vane angle setting was observed to be higher 

than the 50° and 60° settings. This indicates the blockage effect is apparent again as the 

inlet mass flow rate increases at 40° vane angle setting to produce an equivalent output 

condition as other settings. The similar behavior is also recorded for the 50% equivalent 

speed condition. Looking at the exit static pressure in Figure 6.12, the general trend and 

fluctuation of the waveform is similar in all settings. Furthermore, the waveforms features 

can be related to the inlet static pressure. 

Uncertainty 

The non linearity of the pressure transducer reading is deduced through calibration. This 

is described in Chapter 4 for the transducers used in the current test setup. The maximum 

deviation in the inlet static pressure transducer is an average of ±0.059% of the full scale, 

which is ±206 f a . The deviation in the exit static pressure transducer is ±0.009% of the 

full scale, which is ±32 f a . The uncertainty of the calibration transducers are ±90 f a for 

the inlet pressure transducers and ±15 f a for the exit pressure transducers. The 

uncertainty due to the voltage drift of the bridge is ±50 f a . These give an overall 

uncertainty of ±346 f a for the inlet transducers and ±97 f a for the exit transducer. 

6.4.4 Inlet Static Temperature 

The instantaneous inlet static temperature is deduced by means of isentropic relation 

between the pressure and temperature, as described in section 4.2.3. Figure 6.13 shows 

the instantaneous static temperature of the flow for 50% and 80% speed conditions and all 

the &equency cases. There is a strong resemblance between the inlet static pressure and 

temperature, a consequence of the method used to calculate the static temperature. At 
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20Hz, the static temperature can be seen to peak at about 365K and 372K for 50% and 

80% equivalent speed condition respectively. This reduces with increasing frequency; at 

80Hz flow, the static temperature peaks at about 348K and 352K for 50% and 80% 

equivalent speed condition respectively. The large temperature fluctuation has a 

significant eSect on the measurement of the mass flow rate as described in section 6.2.4 

and in the calculation of the isentropic energy available to the turbine. Figure 6.14 shows 

the inlet static temperature waveform for different vane angle settings. The general 

behavior of the temperature traces are similar to the inlet static pressure with most 

features mirrored. 

Uncertainty 

The instantaneous temperature deduced from isentropic compression assumption is 

dependant on the measured mean temperature, mean static pressure and instantaneous 

static pressure. Thus the uncertainty is difficult to be assigned as the true instantaneous 

temperature is not known. However, the uncertainty of instantaneous temperature 

measurement in the current study will correspond to Szymko (2006). Szymko (2006) 

conducted a mean temperature calibration of the thermocouple with a dual probe hotwire 

measurement. This gives a Root Sum Square (rss) uncertainty of ±3K with 95% 

confidence leveL 

6.4.5 Mass Flow Rate 

The mass flow rate into the turbine measured at the 'measurement plane' is shown in 

Figure 6.15, for 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions and 4 frequency settings. In a 

glance, the mass flow rate waveform exhibits similar features as the inlet static pressure. 

However, the fluctuating features at the peak can be seen to amplify in the mass flow rate 

trace especially at 20Hz and 40Hz cases. Furthermore, at 20Hz, the mass flow rate 

exhibits an initial peak which is not captured in the inlet static pressure trace, as seen in 

Figure 6.11. The similar feature but at lesser extend is also visible in the 40Hz case. The 

measured mass fluxes of the 36 traversing points are shown in Figure 6.15 for selected 

cases. Considering minimal density change over the traversing area, the additional peak in 

the mass flow rate is due to the local flow velocity variation, as it is a primary component 

in the hotwire measurement. Since the recorded static pressure is effectively an area 
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average, the local velocity fluctuation is not entirely represented in the captured signal. 

The additional peak in the mass flow rate trace was also observed by Hakeem (1995), Su 

(1999), Karamanis (2000) and more recently by Szymko (2006) in the current improved 

test-f^ility. The additional peak captured by these researchers is mainly for 40Hz flow 

and at phase angle of approximately 200°. This can be seen in Figure 6.15 to be similar in 

the current test results. The initial researchers suggest the possibility of back flow as the 

cause for the additional peak, noting the single wire CTA measurement does not 

distinguish the flow direction. However, Szymko (2006) justiGed the 7.7 response 

rate of the hotwire measurement system should have captured the sharp decrease in the 

mass flow rate before a reserve flow could occur, which is not seen in the result. Thus as 

suggested earlier, the additional peak in the mass flow rate trace is more likely due to the 

local velocity fluctuations in the traversing points. 

The peak of the mass flow rate is noticed to be reducing with the increasing flow 

frequency. In 20Hz flow, the mass flow rate peaks at 0.79 kg/s and 0.873 kg/s for 50% 

and 80% equivalent speed condition respectively. A clear plateau at the tough is noticed 

for the 20Hz flow case, at 0.225 kg/s and 0.275 kg/s for 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

condition respectively. For the other A-equency cases, the fluctuation in the waveform 

increases and the maximum mass flow rate reduces &om the 20Hz case as much as 

16.2%, 26.2% and 39.3% in the 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz case respectively for the 50% 

equivalent speed condition. The corresponding reductions in the 80% equivalent speed 

condition are 14.5%, 40.3% and 34.9%. However, the difference in the mean mass flow 

rate between the &equency cases is lesser. For the 50% equivalent speed condition, the 
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mean mass flow rate is 0.405 kg/s, 0.402 kg/s, 0.389 kg/s and 0.397 kg/s in 20hz, 40Hz, 

60Hz and 80Hz flow case respectively. The corresponding value for the 80% equivalent 

speed condition is 0.478 kg/s, 0.472 kg/s, 0.464 kg/s and 0.448 kg/s. 

Figure 6.16 shows the mass flow rate into the turbine for diSerent vane angle settings. 

The results shown are for the 40Hz flow case and 80% equivalent speed condition. Even 

though minor local variations can be seen, the general trend of the waveform is found to 

be similar in all vane angle settings. The mass flow rate increases in the first 120° phase 

angle to marginally higher level in the closed nozzle settings (65° and 70°) before 

experiencing sharper decrease compared to the open nozzle settings. The cycle-mean 

mass flow rate largely decreases with closing of the nozzle, A-om 0.50 kg/s at 40° to 0.47 

kg/s at 70° vane angle setting. 

Uncertaintv 

The deduction of instantaneous mass flow rate is dependant on numerous properties and 

thus difBcult to evaluate its individual uncertainties. In the current study, the uncertainty 

of the instantaneous mass flow rate measurement is evaluated &om the linearity of the 

calibration points as described in section 4.2.1. Based on the multiple calibration points, 

the Root Sum Square (/tSS) uncertainty of the instantaneous mass flow rate measurement 

is ±4.8%, with a confidence level of 95%. 

6.5 Results and Discussion : Performance Parameters 

The following section will cover the discussion of the experimental results, focusing on 

the performance parameters for numerous test points. In general the results presented 

encompass test points with 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions, 20Hz - 80Hz flow 

&equencies and at 5 vane angle settings (40°, 50°, 60°, 65° and 70°). The discussion will 

be based on performance parameters comparison between different flow frequencies, the 

effect of nozzle vane angle and comparison between the lean and straight nozzle vanes. 
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6.5.1 Mass Flow Parameter vs. Pressure Ratio 

Comparison between flow frequencies 

Figure 6.17 shows the swallowing capacity of the turbine for 20Hz - 80Hz pulse cycles, 

presented in terms of mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio. The Ggure presents two 

groups of graphs, (a) 50% and (b) 80% equivalent speed conditions. The equivalent 

quasi-steady curve is also superimposed on the graphs. All flow frequencies comparisons 

are at 60° vane angle setting which is the mid location of the nozzle position range. At a 

glance, one can notice that the general pattern of the curve is similar for both speed 

conditions at any flow &equency. As would expected the slightly higher pressure ratio is 

observed in the 80% equivalent speed condition. The occurrence of the loop in the 

pulsating flow cases is in agreement with all the past research found in the literature, such 

as Dale and Watson (1990), Baines et al. (1994), Karamanis and Martinez-Botas (2002) 

and Szymko et al. (2005). The loop is due to the continuous filling and emptying of the 

volume (volute+pipe) from the measuring plane to the rotor inlet. 

The hystheresis loop is found to be enveloping a wider range of the steady curve in the 

20Hz case, and in general the enveloping range reduces with the increase of the flow 

frequency. Referring Table 6.1, the (Modified Strouhal number) and 

(Pressure Modified Strouhal number) values for 20Hz is 0.21 and 0.05 respectively. 

Considering 0.1 as the threshold for the Strouhal numbers (Szymko et al., 2006), 

suggest the presence of flow unsteadiness, however the suggest the pressure wave 

changes in the volume (volute+pipe) is insignificant. This explains the large enveloping 

range in the 20Hz case, a filling and emptying characteristics with least influence of gas 

velocity variation. As for the higher frequency cases, the higher than 0.1 value in both 

and f s u g g e s t a signiQcant wave action effect and the consequent variation in 

the gas velocity influence the hysteresis loop observed in Figure 6.17. 

It can be noticed for some &equency cases the hystheresis curve collapses onto a single 

line especially at the lower and higher pressure ratio. This suggest the rate of filling and 

consequent emptying of the volume (volute+pipe) during the period to be very similar 

and follows progressively with the increase and decrease of the pressure. In general, the 

overall swallowing capacity curve for the pulsating flow cases was found to be slightly 
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higher than the equivalent steady. Nonetheless, the envelope of the hystheresis curve can 

be seen to follow well the curvature of the equivalent quasi-steady line. 

Effect of the Nozzle Vane Angle 

Figure 6.18 shows the swallowing capacity of the turbine for diSerent nozzle vane angle 

settings 6.77 ybr /Ag OMg/g fgfZmg) in a 40Hz pulsating flow. The 

similar plots for 60Hz pulsating flow is shown in Figure 6.19. The plots on the left side of 

the figures are for 50% equivalent speed and the right side for the 80% equivalent speed 

condition. The equivalent quasi-steady curve is also given for individual test cases. 

The turbine is observed to experience an increasing pressure ratio over a pulsating cycle 

as the nozzle vanes close &om 40° to 70°. This is because the closer nozzle leads to a 

lower degree of mass emptying and consequently higher back pressure, as discussed in 

section 6.4.3. However, the nozzle closing &om 40° to 50° has almost no influence on the 

pressure ratio across the turbine. In both the vane angle settings the pressure ratio of the 

hystheresis loop ranges approximately in between 1.1 - 1.9 and 1.1 - 1.72 for the 50% 

equivalent speed, 40Hz and 60Hz flow respectively. It is a similar case for the 80% 

equivalent speed condition where the range is 1.2 - 2.3 and 1.3 - 2.0 for the 40Hz and 

60Hz flow respectively. Meanwhile for the 50° - 60° - 65°- 70° vane angle changes, the 

blockage effect can be seen to start dominating. In general, the shift in the pressure ratios 

is more signiGcant for 40Hz pulsating flow cases than the 60Hz. 

Another related observation is the turbine experiences a period of choking at closer vane 

positions (65° and 70°), which is more significant in the 40Hz flow cases. This is 

reflected in the hystheresis loop of the pulsating curve at 65° and 70° vane angle settings, 

where it shifts higher than the equivalent quasi-steady curve and momentarily plateaus at 

a mass flow parameter value of 0.0000641 kg. '\tc/(N.s.m'^) and 0.0000627 kg. '\^/(N.s.m'~) 

respectively in the 50% equivalent speed, 40Hz condition. The plateau of the mass flow 

parameter is shorter in the 80% equivalent speed, 40Hz conditions, nonetheless still 

obvious and signiGcanL The observed choking behaviour of the turbine can be explained 

by analyzing the flow in the turbine stage A-om the 'measurement plane' to the turbine 

exit. 
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The nozzle throat area can be considered as the critical area in the volume where the flow 

goes through the turbine stage. The throat area of the nozzle reduces with the increase of 

the vane angle (ref^ section 3.2). An estimation of the Mach nimiber at the critical area 

can be obtained by assuming an ideal compressible flow through the nozzle. Equation 

(6.19) gives the relationship between the mass flow rate and the Mach number through a 

nozzle for an ideal compressible flow. 

I 2 
(6.19) 

Experimentally measured instantaneous values can be used in the Eq. (6.19) and 

consequently solved for Mach number; bearing in mind the measured values are at 

upstream of the volute (Figure 6.4). Total pressure and total temperature of the flow are 

considered to be constant &om the measurement plane to the nozzle exit, thus assuming 

zero pressure loss and zero heat transfer loss respectively. For each test sample iteration 

Macb number of unity is used as the upper limit where the nozzle is considered choked 

and after which the calculation is terminated. Figure 6.20 shows the calculated Mach 

number at the nozzle throat for the different vane angles, equivalent speeds and flow 

&equencies. The Mach number is plotted against the stage pressure ratio, to enable better 

comparison with swallowing capacity curve. The calculated Mach numbers are found to 

reflect well the choking characteristic observed in the swallowing capacity curve. For the 

40°, 50° and majority period of the 60° vane angle settings, no choking is calculated and 

this results in the rate of mass GUing the volume (volute+pipe) to compensate well with 

the rate of emptying through the turbine consumption. However, for the 65° and 70° vane 

angle settings, the nozzle is in choked condition for m^ority period of the pulse. This can 

be seen in the swallowing capacity curve, where initial filling of the volume is not 

matched with a proportionate emptying hence the rise much above the equivalent steady 

curve before it plateaus. The high degree of choking has a significant effect on the 

unsteady performance of the turbine in comparison to a quasi-steady approach, which will 

be discussed in the following section. 

Refaring to Table 6.1, the (Modified Strouhal number) and (Pressure 

Modified Strouhal number) values for diSerent vane angle settings are mainly influenced 

by the flow Aequency and shows negligible effect of the nozzle vane angle. Thus the 
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variations in the hysteresis loop between the nozzle vane angle settings are mainly due to 

the gas velocity variation which is driven by the pressure wave changes in the volume 

(volute+pipe). 

Uncertainty 

The biggest component contributing to the uncertainty in the mass flow parameter is the 

mass flow rate measurement. The Root Sum Square uncertainty of the mass flow 

parameter varies based on the absolute value of the parameter. Typically, the mass flow 

parameter in a cycle varies about 1.8 X 10"̂  - 7.4 X 10'̂  kg. ̂ /(N.s.rrf^) with the RSS 

uncertainty of ±0.05 X 10 ^ - ±0.30 X 10"̂  kg.yk/(N.s.m'~) respectively. The cycle 

averaged (isentropic power averaged) uncertainty for the 50% equivalent speed is 

±0.234 X 10 ^ ±0.223 X 10 ^ ±0.212 X 10"̂  and ±0.211 X 10"̂  for the 

20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz flow respectively. The corresponding values for the 80% 

equivalent speed are ±0.261 X 10"^ ±0.245 X 10 ^ ±0.240 X 10'̂  and ±0.230 X 10"̂  

%. respectively. 

The pressure ratio in a cycle varies about 1.06 - 2.14 and 1.22 - 2.51 in the 50% and 80% 

equivalent speed respectively. The corresponding Root Sum Square (/ISS) uncertainty is 

±0.016 — ±0.038 and ±0.022 — ±0.045 for the 50% and 80% equivalent speed 

respectively. The cycle averaged (isentropic power averaged) uncertainty for the 

50% equivalent speed is ±0.0201, ±0.0196, ±0.0191 and ±0.0195 for the 20Hz, 40Hz, 

60Hz and 80Hz flow respectively. The corresponding values for the 80% equivalent 

speed are ±0.0416, ±0.0361, ±0.0298 and ±0.0288 respectively. 

6.5.2 Isentropic and Actual Power : Instantaneous and Cycle Averaged Efficiency 

The difference in the measurement location of the isentropic and actual conditions 

contributes to the uncertainty in the turbine efficiency calculation in an unsteady cycle. 

First, the phase difference between the isentropic and actual conditions need to be 

resolved (refer subsection 6.2.5). The phase shifting procedure followed in the current 

study shows good agreement between the measurements at different location. This is 

shown in terms of pressure measurement in Figure 6.5. Nevertheless, there is still a 

degree of uncertainty which is reflected in some A-equency cases. Second, the isentropic 
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Figure 6.20 Mach number at the nozzle throat calculated based on an ideal 
compressible flow assumption, for diSerent vane angles, equivalent speeds and 

flow &equencies 

Table 6.1 and fMS"/, for different vane angle settings and flow &equencies 

Condition MSt PMSt 
20Hz 60deg 0.21 0.05 
40Hz 60deq 0.42 0.10 
60Hz 60deg 0.65 0.15 

80Hz 60deg 0.85 0.20 

Condition MSt PMSt 
40Hz 40deg 0.40 0.10 

40Hz 50deq 0.41 0.10 
40Hz 65deg 0.43 0.10 

40Hz 70deg 0.46 0.10 

60Hz 40deg 0.64 0.15 

60Hz SOdeg 0.63 0,15 
60Hz 65deg 0.66 0.15 

60Hz 70deq 0.69 0.15 

waveform seen at the 'measurement plane' has to remain unchanged till the point where it 

imparts momentum on the rotor. At higher flow frequencies, the combination of traveling 

and reflecting waves are captured in the isentropic waveform at the 'measurement plane'. 
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However the waveform changes over the length of the volume before imparting 

momentum on the rotor. To investigate the waveform changes over the volume, 

instantaneous static pressure was measured in the inter-space between the nozzle vane 

trailing edge and the rotor leading edge, at 180° azimuth angle (refer Figure 6.4). The 

measured instantaneous static pressure at the inter-space could provide a qualitative 

indication of the waveform pattern at the rotor inlet. 

Figure 6.21 shows the comparison between the instantaneous static pressure waveform at 

the 'measurement plane' (fsMcpi) and the inter-space (fsktspc)- The figure shows plots for 

different vane angles, flow &equencies and at 80% equivalent speed condition. The 

similar waveforms for other flow frequencies can be seen in Figure 6.5. The expansion 

across the nozzle stage is reflected in the difference of pressure amplitude between both 

the waveforms. The 'measurement plane' pressure can be seen to increase with the 

closing nozzle (increasing vane angle), but the inter-space pressure decreases. The 

difference between the mean pressures between the locations for 40° nozzle vane setting 

is 29166 fo'; which increases to 46072 f a for 70° setting. The bigger difference between 

the 'measurement plane' and inter-space pressure with closing nozzles (increasing vane 

angle) indicates an increasing expansion across the stator stage or particularly the nozzle 

stage. This is generally expected because as the nozzle closes the vane loading increases 

as discussed in the section 3.4.5 with Figure 3.38. In overall the waveform profile at the 

inter-space (refer Figures 6.21 and 6.5) shows lesser fluctuation compared to the one at 

the 'measurement plane'. Furthermore, the quahtative difference between the waveforms 

is more pronounced at higher flow &equency. It suggests the nozzle ring acts as a 

"restrictor" which shields the turbine rotor &om being completely exposed to the 

unsteadiness of the flow and consequently contributes to the change of isentropic 

waveform &om the point of measurement to the point it imparts momentum. This coupled 

with the phase shifting uncertainty leads to the inaccuracy of the point-by-point 

instantaneous efficiency deGnition. Thus the instantaneous e8iciency loses its appeal as a 

definition of turbine performance especially at higher flow frequencies. Instead, one 

would need to compare the actual and isentropic power waveforms for qualitative and 

quantitative inferences. 
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Another option of evaluating a turbine unsteady efRciency is to compare the cycle 

averaged power to deduce the cycle averaged e&ciency. Similarly, the corresponding 

velocity ratio is deduced by cycle averaging the instantaneous velocity ratios. The energy 

weighted cycle averaging method is used in this thesis, as outlined by Szymko (2006), to 

better reflect the higher isentropic energy region of the pulse. Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21) show 

the energy weighted averaging for the velocity ratio and efficiency respectively. It can be 

seen &om Eq. (6.21) that the energy weighted averaging method results in a conventional 

cycle averaged value for the efBciency. 

_ /=! 

V yenergy-avg 

7=1 

(6.20) 

(%), 
- / = ! 

2 
? • = ] / = ! 

_ /=1 (6.21) 

;=1 

~ ^ts \ycle-avg 

The equivalent quasi-steady efficiency of the turbine is normally used to evaluate the 

deviation of the unsteady condition. The quasi-steady efGciency of the turbine is derived 

by using the instantaneous velocity ratio to read the equivalent efSciency &om the steady 

map. These e@ciencies are then averaged over a cycle by means of energy averaging as 

in Eq. (6.21). Even though the cycle averaged efficiency exhibits the behaviour of the 

turbine over a pulse cycle it naturally lacks the instantaneous features. Both the 

instantaneous and cycle averaged efficiencies will be discussed for different test cases in 

the following section. 
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Comparison between flow frequencies 

Figure 6.22 shows the tuitine power plot for different flow frequencies and equivalent 

speed conditions, presented for one pulse cycle and at 60° nozzle vane angle. For both the 

equivalent speed conditions, qualitative comparison shows the increasing level of 

perturbation on the waveforms with increasing flow frequencies. The increasing 

fluctuation is more apparent with the isentropic power waveform, and in most cases 

damply mirrored on the actual power waveform. The isentropic power waveform 

fluctuation is the product of the similar behaviour seen on the mass flow rate and on a 

lesser extent in the instantaneous static pressure, as discussed in sections 6.4.5 and 6.4.3. 

The increasing power in the 80% equivalent speed condition is clearly visible. 

Furthermore, at this condition the actual power of the turbine can be observed to 

momentarily surpass the isentropic power. This characteristic can be seen for all the flow 

&equencies at 80% equivalent speed condition, which will eventually lead to an 

instantaneous efBciency above unity. As the ambiguity in the phase shifting method 

partly contributes to this characteristic, one would notice for the 60Hz and 80Hz cases the 

T/b >1 is imminent regardless of the phase shifting method. As previously discussed, it 

shows the pressure wave influence on the gas velocity and consequently isentropic power 

at the 'measurement plane' is not entirely felt by the rotor; due to the changes along the 

travelling distance in the volume and the nozzle effect. This reiterates the ambiguity in 

the definition of instantaneous efficiency for turbine in unsteady cycle. 

Figure 6.23 shows the plots of calculated point-by-point instantaneous efficiency vs. 

velocity ratio for the different flow &equency cases shown in Figure 6.22. The equivalent 

quasi-steady curve is also shown on each plot for comparison to be made of the departure 

in the unsteady condition. The velocity ratio range covered by the turbine in an unsteady 

cycle can be seen to decrease at higher flow frequency. At 50% equivalent speed the 

range of velocity ratio is 0.34 - 0.98, 0.38 - 1.11, 0.42 - 0.84 and 0.43 - 0.83 for 20Hz, 

40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz flow respectively. The range at 80% equivalent speed for the 

respective flow frequency is 0.49 - 1.21, 0.53 - 1.11, 0.6 - 0.98 and 0.61 - 0.97. In all the 

cases the efficiency loop can be seen to be below the equivalent steady curve with some 

overlapping especially at low velocity ratio region. There are also points where the 

efBciency goes negative, which is mainly at the high velocity ratio region. This is the 

region at the trough of the power waveform with very low isentropic power. A rapid 
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deceleration of the rotor at this region leads to negative torque as shown in section 6.4.2, 

which leads to the negative e^ciencies. This is also shown computationally by 

Palfreyman and Martinez-Botas (2004). 

Table 6.2 shows the velocity ratio, cycle averaged efficiency and the equivalent quasi-

steady efRciency for the different &equency cases in Figure 6.22. The values shown are 

energy weighted cycle averaged as discussed previously (refer Eqs. 6.20 and 6.21). The 

unsteady cycle averaged eSciency in all cases is lower than the equivalent quasi-steady 

indicating the turbine performance suffers under pulsating flow. The difference in the 

efRciency points between the unsteady cycle averaged and the equivalent quasi-steady 

STC also shown in Table 6.2. The average efficiency deficit for the 

equivalent speeds is about -10%, -11%, -1% and -6% for 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz 

flow respectively. At higher flow frequency, the fluctuation in the rotor acceleration and 

deceleration is reduced because the fluctuadons in the free stream condition are reduced. 

Consequently the turbine deviates lesser Grom its peak efficiency point; hence the higher 

cycle averaged efRciency. The similar trend was also recorded with nozzleless volute by 

Karamanis (2000) and Szymko (2006). In general the cycle averaged efficiency is better 

at higher equivalent speed and this corresponds well to the steady state performance of 

the turbine which is better at 80% equivalent speed condition. 

Effect of the Nozzle Vane Angle 

Figure 6.24 shows the power plots for different vane angle settings, for 50% and 80% 

equivalent speeds and at 40Hz flow. The similar plots for 60Hz flow is shown in Figure 

6.25. For both conditions, the waveform shape of the actual power is almost similar in all 

vane angle settings. But the isentropic power waveform shows gradual change at the peak 

&om 40° to 70° vane angle settings, which is more apparent in the 80% equivalent speed. 

In 40° vane angle setting, an isentropic power drop of about 21% of the amplitude is seen 

at 80° phase angle, which is not mirrored in the actual power and leads to about 13% of 

the cycle to exhibit ;;t:>l. However, as the nozzle closes to 70° the isentropic power drop 

at the peak is less apparent and no 7;ts>l recorded. For the 60Hz flow conditions in Figure 

6.25, the general fluctuation in the isentropic power is in most cases reflected well on the 

actual power. However, the actual power in the 40° and 50° vane angle settings still 

surpass the isentropic power as in the 40Hz conditions, leading to 25% of the cycle to 
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Table 6.2 Energy weighed cycle averaged values of velocity ratio and efBciency 
for different flow 6equencies at 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions 

E q u i v a l e n t 

S p e e d s 5 0 % - 3 0 , 0 0 0 r p m 8 0 % - 4 8 , 0 0 0 r p m 

C o n d i t i o n U / C i s ^cyc l e -avg "n quasi-steady U / C i s Tlcycle-avg ^ q u a s i - s t e a d y 

20Hz 60deg 0.431 0.498 (-J2.i%) 0.619 0.611 0.579 0.657 

40Hz 60deg 0.467 0.558 0.658 0.652 0 . 6 1 3 (-12.6%) 0.739 

60Hz 60deg 0.499 0.627 0.694 0.682 0.686 f-7.]%) 0.757 

80Hz 60deg 0.493 0.596 r^.6% 0.692 0.687 0.74 0.763 

Table 6.3 Energy weighed cycle averaged values of velocity ratio and efficiency 
for different vane angle settings at 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions 

E q u i v a l e n t 

Speed—> 5 0 % - 3 0 , 0 0 0 r p m 8 0 % - 4 8 , 0 0 0 r p m 

C o n d i t i o n U / C i s ^ c y d e - a v g ^ q u a s i - s t e a d y U/Cw T]cycle-avg quasi-steady 

40Hz 40deg 0.46 0.515 0.512 0.65 0.604 0.576 

40Hz 50deg 0.47 0.561 0.578 0.662 0.607 (-3.1%) 0.638 

40Hz 65deg 0.461 0 . 5 1 8 (-!4.4%j 0.662 0.645 0.603 (-15.4%) 0.757 

40Hz VOdeg 0.439 0.454 0.645 0.619 0.588 0.734 

60Hz 40deg 0.504 0.615 f+7.2% 0.543 0.676 0.657 (̂ -73%) 0.584 

60Hz 50deg 0.51 0.65 0.606 0.684 0 . 6 9 (^4.2%j 0.648 

60Hz 65deg 0.475 0.56 0.683 0.662 0.64 0.772 

60Hz TOdeg 0.443 0.485 0.657 0.62 0.556 0.75 

exhibit T/ts >1- The larger percentage of the eGiciency above unity with increasing 

&equency reiterates the previous discussion of the influence of phase shifting and 

waveform changes in the volume. 

Figure 6.26 shows the plots of calculated point-by-point instantaneous efficiency vs. 

velocity ratio for the different vane angle settings at 40Hz flow condition in Figure 6.24. 

The similar plots for the 60Hz flow cases in Figure 6.25 are shown in Figure 6.27. The 
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velocity ratio range of the efBciency loop reduces with the closing of the nozzle vanes. 

The velocity ratio range for 40Hz flow is widest of 0.39 - 1.31 at 50° and narrowest of 

0.36 - 0.68 at 70°. As for the 60Hz flow, the range is widest of 0.42 - 1.14 at 50°and 

narrowest of 0.39 - 0.55 at 70°. The concentration of die efBciency loop at lower velocity 

rado region in the closer vane angle settings reflects the higher pressure rado operadon 

for the settings. Furthermore, no negadve efBciencies were recorded for the close nozzle 

settings. This suggests the nozzle at close settings enable to maintain adequate flow to 

impart momentum on the rotor at the lower end of the pulse, thus eliminating the 

occurrence of negadve torque. In overall, Ae efSciency loop in all the cases is lower than 

the equivalent quasi-steady curve with small region of overlapping. 

Table 6.3 shows the velocity rado, cycle averaged e&ciency and the equivalent quasi-

steady efficiency for the different vane angle settings at 40Hz and 60Hz flow condidon in 

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 respecdvely. The values shown are energy weighted cycle averaged 

as discussed previously (refia- Eqs. 6.20 and 6.21). The energy weighted cycle averaged 

velocity rado shows about 1% - 2% increase &om 40° to 50° and then decreases about 

6.5% - 13.1% towards closer nozzle vane settings. It is generally higher at 80% 

equivalent speed compared to the 50%. The lower cycle averaged velocity rado at closer 

vane settings is mainly due to the higher pressure rado. On the other hand, the higher 

averaged velocity rado at 80% equivalent speed is due to the higher percentage increase 

in the speed compared to the upstream pressure rado &om the 50% equivalent speed, 

which is similar as the steady state characterisdcs. 

A distinct reladon can be nodced in Table 6.3 in between the unsteady cycle averaged and 

the equivalent quasi-steady eSiciencies. The unsteady cycle averaged efficiency is 

generally decreasing with closing nozzle vanes, but the equivalent quasi steady shows an 

opposite trend. This leads to an increasing efficiency diHerence between the unsteady and 

the equivalent quasi-steady with the increasing vane angle; &om 40° - 70° on average of 

+1.6% - -16.8% and +7.2% - -18.3% for the 40Hz and 60Hz respectively. The increasing 

level of blockage effect is the reason for the large efficiency deficit in the close nozzle 

settings. Concurrent with the mass accumuladon, the higher blockage effect reduces the 

possible momentum imparted on the rotor and can be seen in the lower actual power for 

the close nozzle settings (Figure 6.24 and 6.25). The main component of the turbine 
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actual power in pulsating experiments is the fluctuating torque, as much as 78% of the 

total torque; this being directly related to the degree of momentum imparted on the rotor 

and its subsequent acceleration. As discussed in section 6.4.2, the open nozzle settings 

exhibits higher fluctuating torque compared to the close nozzle settings; which explains 

the higher cycle averaged eSiciency. The scenario is different in the steady flow test, 

mainly because of the non-dependency of the turbine actual power on the fluctuating 

torque component. Additionally the cyclic 61ling/emptyii% e @ ^ does not influence the 

steady flow test. Even though the blockage effect for close nozzle settings is present in 

the steady flow condition, the steady transferred torque maintains relatively better 

efficiency than the pulsating flow. 

Uncertainty 

The uncertainty in the efficiency calculation varies mainly based on velocity ratio. In 

general the uncertainty is large at higher velocity ratio. For the 50% equivalent speed, the 

velocity ratio varies about 0.34 - 1.30 and the corresponding Root Sum Square 

uncertainty in efficiency calculation is ±0.05 - ±0.98 efBciency points. As for the 80% 

equivalent speed, the velocity ratio varies about 0 . 5 1 - 1 . 2 6 and the corresponding Root 

Sum Square ( ^ 6 ^ uncertainty in efficiency calculation is ±0.03 - ±0.38 efficiency points. 

The increasing uncertainty at lower power region is mainly contributed by the higher 

Pactional error of the mass flow rate and torque readings in this region. The significantly 

large uncertainty for the higher velocity ratio corresponds to a very low power region, 

thus has very little effect on the cycle averaged (isentropic power averaged) value. The 

cycle averaged (isentropic power averaged) uncertainty for the 50% equivalent speed 

is ±0.062, ±0.073, ±0.083 and ±0.078 efficiency points for the 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 

80Hz flow respectively. The corresponding values for the 80% equivalent speed are 

±0.053, ±0.061, ±0.063 and ±0.069 efficiency points respectively. 

The Root Sum Square (/(&$) uncertainty in velocity ratio is ±0.006 - ±0.19 for the range 

of 0.34 - 1.30 in 50% equivalent speed condition. As for the 80% equivalent speed 

condition, the Root Sum Square uncertainty in velocity ratio is ±0.01 - ±0.09 for 

the range of 0.51 - 1.26. The cycle averaged (isentropic power averaged) uncertainty 

of velocity ratio for the 50% equivalent speed is ±0.0142, ±0.0147, ±0.0152 and ±0.0151 

for the 20Hz, 40Hz, 60Hz and 80Hz flow respectively. The corresponding values for the 

80% equivalent speed are ±0.0143, ±0.0151, ±0.0154 and ±0.0155 respectively. 
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Figure 6.26 Efficiency vs. velocity ratio for different nozzle vane angles, at 40Hz 
flow, for 50% (left) and 80% (right) equivalent speed conditions 
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Figure 6.27 EfBciency vs. velocity ratio for different nozzle vane angles, at 60Hz 
flow, for 50% (left) and 80% (right) equivalent speed conditions 
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6.5.3 Comparison with the straight vane design 

The performance of the turbine under pulsating flow is also investigated with the use of 

conventional straight nozzle vanes. This is to provide a comparison basis against the lean 

nozzle vanes used throughout this study. The design specification of the straight nozzle 

vanes and its steady performance characteristics were discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 

5 respectively. Figure 6.28 shows the plots of the turbine swallowing capacity with 

straight nozzle vanes for different vane angle settings, 40Hz and 60Hz flow and 80% 

equivalent speed. The equivalent quasi-steady curve for the straight nozzle vanes is also 

shown on each plot, together with the hystheresis loop of the lean nozzle vanes. In 

general, the shape of the hysteresis loops is very similar between the straight and lean 

nozzle vanes conGguration. However, the range of mass flow parameter and pressure 

ratio can be noticed to change between the nozzle vanes configuration. Table 6.4 shows 

the percentage increase in the mass flow parameter and pressure ratio range for straight 

nozzle vanes compared to the lean design. In general, the range of mass flow parameter is 

higher in the straight nozzle vanes with an average of 66.4% and 69.7% for 40Hz and 

60Hz flow respectively. A trend in the mass flow parameter range with increasing nozzle 

vane angle could be seen for the 60Hz flow but not for the 40Hz flow. Thus, no 

conclusive relation will be assumed between the increases in the parameter's range and 

the nozzle vane angle. 

The straight nozzle vanes also shows increasing pressure ratio range compared to the lean 

nozzle vanes, which is more apparent in the maximum pressure ratio experienced by the 

turbine in an unsteady cycle. This corresponds well to the steady results, which suggest 

the blockage effect in the straight nozzle vanes to be higher than the lean vanes. The 

increase in the pressure ratio range is in average approximately 20% and 5.3% for the 

40Hz and 60Hz flow respectively. The relation of the unsteady hystheresis loop with the 

equivalent steady curve shows no conclusive difference between the lean and straight 

nozzle vane configurations. Thus, similar departure &om the equivalent steady condition 

can be assumed for the straight nozzle vanes configuration. A qualitative comparison 

shows the hystheresis loops for the straight nozzle vanes are in all cases oriented more 

anti-clockwise compared to the lean nozzle vanes. This suggest the higher increase in 
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Figure 6.28 Comparison of the mass flow parameter vs. pressure ratio curves 
between the lean and straight vanes for different nozzle vane angles, at 40 Hz and 

60Hz flow and 80% equivalent speed conditions 
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Table 6.4 DijHerence of mass flow parameter and pressure ratio range between the 
straight and lean nozzle vanes loops, at 40Hz and 60Hz flow, 80% equivalent 

speed condition 

x l O O 

MFP PR 
40Hz 40deg +61.4 +13.1 
40Hz 50deg +58.9 +20 
40Hz 60deg +65.9 +27.1 
40Hz 65deg +62 +18.2 
40Hz 70deg +83.6 +21.6 
60Hz 40deg +87.2 -2.7 
60Hz 50deg +85.4 -4.2 
60Hz 60deg +83.7 +8.8 
60Hz 65deg +51.4 +3.1 
60Hz 70deq +40.9 +21.5 

mass flow rate with respect to pressure ratio and thus a sign of further departure &om the 

equivalent steady curvature. 

Figure 6.29 shows the plots of the turbine instantaneous efGciency vs. velocity ratio with 

straight nozzle vanes for difFerent vane angle settings, 40Hz and 60Hz flow and 80% 

equivalent speed. The equivalent quasi-steady curve for the straight nozzle vanes is also 

shown on each plot, together with the hystheresis loop of the lean nozzle vanes. The 

efficiency loop of the straight nozzle vanes shows marginally similar changes with 

respect to vane angle compared to the lean design. The minima and maxima of the 

velocity ratio changes in an unsteady cycle are also relatively similar. However, the 

orientation of the loop is seen to be more anti-clockwise in the straight nozzle vanes, 

similar to its swallowing capacity curves in Figure 6.28. This suggests smaller rate of 

efSciency changes over the velocity ratio in an unsteady cycle. Nonetheless, with the 

uncertainty in the calculation of the instantaneous efBciency, this would not be a sign for 

any conclusive behavior. Table 6.5 shows the velocity ratio, cycle averaged efficiency 

and the equivalent quasi-steady efficiency for the different angle settings of the straight 

vanes at 40Hz and 60Hz flow conditions in Figure 6.29. The values shown are energy 

weighted cycle averaged as discussed previously (refer Eqs. 6.20 and 6.21). The changes 

in the cycle averaged efficiency with respect to the vane angle changes are similar to the 

lean vane configuration. In overall, the cycle averaged efGciency in the straight vane 
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Figure 6.29 Comparison of the efficiency vs. velocity ratio curves between the 
lean and straight vanes for different nozzle vane angles, at 40 Hz and 60Hz flow 

and 80% equivalent speed conditions 
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Table 6.5 Energy weighed cycle averaged values of velocity ratio and eSiciency 
for different vane angle settings, 80% equivalent speed conditions, for straight 

nozzle vane configuration 

Vane angle (°) U/Cb ^quasi-steady 

40Hz 

40 0 . 6 2 1 0 . 6 5 8 0 . 5 7 4 

50 0 . 6 1 9 0.649 (-2.0%) 0 . 6 6 9 

60 0.599 0 . 6 4 6 0 . 7 5 9 

65 0 . 5 9 8 0.697 (-5.9%) 0 . 7 5 6 

70 0 . 5 7 8 0.599 (-}3J%) 0.736 

60Hz 

40 0 . 6 7 4 0 . 8 2 2 0 . 5 8 5 

50 0 . 6 7 5 0.835 (^15.2%) 0 . 6 8 3 

60 0 . 6 6 5 0.776 (^1.1%) 0.765 

65 0 . 6 4 8 0 . 7 4 6 0.770 

70 0 . 6 0 8 0 . 5 9 4 0.744 

configuration is marginally higher than the lean vane. Furthermore, the difference to the 

equivalent quasi-steady is better in the straight vane configuration compared to the lean 

vane. In the worst case, which is the 70° 60Hz setting, the deficit in the unsteady cycle 

averaged to the equivalent quasi-steady is -15% efficiency points for the straight vanes 

compared to -19.4% for the lean vanes. The 40° and 50° vane angle settings in the 60Hz 

flow with straight vane configuration show a cycle averaged efGciency of signiGcantly 

higher than the equivalent quasi-steady, approximately 24% and 15% efficiency points 

respectively. This is in contrast to the lean vane conGguration where only marginal 

improvement recorded, 7% and 4% efficiency points for the similar settings. Furthermore, 

the cycle averaged unsteady efficiency in these cases does not relate well to the other 

vane angle settings, compared to the similar settings in the 40Hz flow. This would require 

fiirther investigation before any conclusive statement be made. 
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6.5.4 Comparison with the nozzleless turbine 

The pulsating performance of the current nozzled turbine is compared to a nozzleless uniL 

The nozzleless volute was used as a reference in design of the current variable geometry 

stator (refer Chapter 3). The complete steady and pulsating flow results of the nozzleless 

turbine were discussed in detail by Szymko (2006). The turbine wheel used by Szymko 

(2006) is designated 'D' and in the current study design was used. The geometry of 

both the wheels is same except at the inlet, where the former was designed for variable 

inlet blade angle (Karamanis, 2000). Both the wheels have a similar swallowing capacity 

when tested with the same nozzleless volute. However the use of a nozzled volute 

produces a range of swallowing capacity at difkrent vane angles. Comparison in this 

thesis is presented for 50° vane angle setting which has the nearest swallowing capacity 

level with the nozzleless unit. 

Figure 6.30 shows the plots of the turbine swallowing capacity with nozzled and 

nozzleless volutes, for 40Hz and 60Hz flow and 80% equivalent speed. The nozzled 

turbine loops shown are for 50° vane angle setting with the lean vanes configuration. The 

equivalent quasi-steady curve of the nozzleless turbine is also shown on each plot. The 

loop of the nozzleless turbine can be seen to encapsulate the equivalent quasi-steady 

curve and the range reduces at higher &equency. Furthermore, the hystheresis loop of the 

nozzleless turbine shows clear sign of increasing wave action effect at higher flow 

&equency. On the other hand, the hystheresis loop of the nozzled turbine shows a greater 

sign of filling and emptying effect for both &equencies. This does not correspond well to 

the value of above 0.1 for higher &equency conditions (refer section 6.5.1) which 

indicates a fully unsteady regime. On the other hand, the unsteady curves of a nozzleless 

turbine exhibit better correlation with the Strouhal number as presented by Szymko 

(2006). Note that the nozzled system has a bigger volume ( - ^ 8 % ) , thus the effect of 

measuring location diSerence in a pulsating flow test is more pronounced. 

Figure 6.31 shows the plots of the turbine instantaneous ef^ciency for a pulse cycle for 

the nozzled and nozzleless volutes. The shown curves are for different vane angle settings 

o W (^ ) , different frequencies (fp/o/ f?^) and 80% equivalent speed. 
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Figure 6.31 Comparison of the efAciency vs. velocity ratio curves between the 
nozzled and nozzleless turbine for different nozzle vane angles, di8erent flow 

frequencies and 80% equivalent speed condition (wozz/g/ayj r a y w / t g 2 0 0 6 ^ 

The eSciency changes over a pulse cycle show an improvement with the increase in flow 

S'equency. This is observed in both the nozzled and nozzleless turbines, but it is 

marginally more significant in the latter case. It can be noticed that the nozzleless turbine 

exhibit more negative e&ciencies at the beginning and end of a cycle, which is the low 
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Table 6.6 Energy weighed cycle averaged values of velocity ratio and efSciency 
for nozzleless volute, 80% equivalent speed conditions 2006) 

Frequency U/Cis T\cycle-avg T\quasi-steady 

20Hz 0.577 0.55 0.646 

40Hz 0.624 0.626 0.672 

60Hz 0.653 0.691 0.683 

80Hz 0.662 0 . 7 1 1 (-^2.2%) 0.689 

pressure ratio region. It is relatively more pronounced at lower flow &equency, which is 

also seen in the nozzled setting but with lesser effect. In the nozzled settings, the turbine 

did not exhibit negative efficiency at close nozzle positions (70° and 65°) but gradually 

does with opening of the nozzle (40° and 50°), as discussed in section 6.5.2. It is also 

noticed that during the first 120° phase angles, where most of the isentropic power is 

concentrated in the pulse, both the nozzleless and nozzled turbines shows no significant 

difference in efficiency for most cases. 

Table 6.6 shows the velocity ratio, cycle averaged efficiency and the equivalent quasi-

steady efBciency for the nozzleless turbine at different flow frequencies shown in Figure 

6.31(a). Similar values for the nozzled turbine are shown in Table 6.2 and 6.5 for lean and 

straight vanes respectively. The overall efGciency characteristics with respect to flow 

jGrequency are similar in both nozzleless and nozzled turbines. The departure of the 

unsteady cycle averaged eSiciency &om the equivalent quasi-steady is more pronounced 

at lower flow frequencies. Meanwhile, marginal unsteady cycle averaged efficiency 

improvement is recorded for higher flow frequencies. Nevertheless, the degree of 

departure of the unsteady conditions &om the equivalent quasi-steady is more pronounced 

in the nozzled turbine, especially at closer nozzle settings, which can be explained as the 

blockage effect and mass accumulation. 
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6.6 Summary 

The discussion in this chapter covers the performance of a variable geometry mixed flow 

turbine in pulsating flow. A range of nozzle vane angles and flow &equencies are 

investigated for 50% and 80% equivalent speed conditions. The presented results are with 

the use of newly designed lean vanes and comparison is shown to a conventional straight 

vane design. Furthermore, the behaviour of a nozzled turbine in pulsating flow is 

compared to a nozzle-less turbine. 

The turbine is observed to go through a period of choking in a pulse cycle at close vane 

position. This is shown with the calculated Mach number at the nozzle throat to reach 

unity for vane angle settings &om 60° - 70°. Choking is found to be more signiScant at 

40Hz condition compared to 60Hz. This was found to be consistent with both the lean and 

straight vanes conGgurations. However, the hystheresis loop with the straight nozzle 

vanes exhibited wider range of mass flow parameter and pressure ratio, as much as 69.7% 

and 20% respectively. 

The nozzle ring was found to act as a ^Yestrictor*' which shields the turbine rotor &om 

being completely exposed to the unsteadiness of the flow and consequently contributes to 

the change of isentropic waveform &om the point of measurement to the point it imparts 

momentum. This coupled with the phase shifting ambiguity leads to the inaccuracy of the 

point-by-point instantaneous efficiency definition, which is more pronounced compared 

to a nozzleless turbine. This in some cases result in almost 25% of a cycle to exhibit 

instantaneous efficiency above unity. 

The influence of the fluctuating torque as a dominant component in the actual power is 

more pronounced in the nozzled turbine with vane angle changes. The blockage effect at 

close nozzle setting leads to mass accumulation and decreased fluctuating torque, which 

is not the case in the open nozzle setting. This consequently results in the cycle averaged 

efBciency to be largely lower in the close nozzle settings; a characteristic observed to be 

in contrast to the steady flow performance. 
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In general the nozzled turbine shows larger departure in the unsteady cycle averaged 

e^ciency &om the equivalent quasi-steady. This is as much as -15% and -19.4% points 

with die straight and lean vane configuration respectively, at 70° vane angle setting. In the 

open nozzle settings (40° and 50°), the turbine shows a cycle averaged efGciency higher 

than the equivalent quasi-steady, which is more pronounced at higher flow &equency; in 

some cases with a signiGcant margin of about 24% points. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ACTIVE CONTROL TURBOCHARGER 

7.0 Synopsis 

This chapter presents the discussion on the concept of Active Control Turbocharging 

(A.C.T.). The new turbine operating concept was initiated in the Mechanical Engineering 

Department, Imperial College London and currently covered under international patent 

WO/2006/061588 (Imperial Innovation Ltd., 2006). The discussion in this chapter will 

focus on the second phase development of the A.C.T., which includes the concept, 

experimental setup and finally the results. 

7.1 Concept of A C T. 

The concept of ACT is shown in Figure 7.1, where the turbine inlet geometry is actively 

operated to adapt to the pulsating exhaust flow with the aim to maximize the energy 

extraction while trying to maintain the overall turbine e&ciency. A turbine actual power 

recovered from the exhaust gas is calculated with Eq. (7.1). 

^exh ' ^p,exh ' '^(),exh 1 -

P< 0 , e % A 

/ c J , 
(7.1) 

As can be seen in Eq. (7.1), the pressure ratio across the turbine carries a significant 

Pactional importance in the exhaust energy extraction. Thus, ideally one would want to 

operate the turbine at a constant pressure ratio which delivers maximum efficiency. 
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Figure 7.1 Concept of Active Control Turbocharger (A.C.T.) 
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Figure 7.2 Pressure ratio improvements with nozzle position, at constant inlet 
mass flow rate and total temperature 

However, the pulsating nature of the exhaust gas means the turbine is working in 

continuously varying pressure ratio conditions. Thus by actively increasing and 

decreasing the inlet area in accordance to the peaks and troughs of the pulse, the turbine 

operating point can be altered to better match the incoming pulses. 
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Figure 7.2 shows the pressure ratio across the turbine for different vane angle settings, 

with constant inlet mass flow rate (m) and total temperature (Toi). Appreciable increase 

in the pressure ratio can be realized with closing of the nozzle for both the designs. This is 

more the case towards the higher vane angle settings, where small changes in vane angle 

results in signiGcant increase in the pressure ratio. For the vane angle changes 6om 40° -

55°, the pressure ratio increase about 5.3% and 7.8% for the lean and straight design 

respectably. Whereas for the 55° - 70° changes, the pressure ratio increase is 29.2% and 

28% for the lean and straight design respectably. According to Eq. (7.1), this increase will 

result in the power improvement but still depends on the efficiency value at the operating 

poinL Figure 7.3 shows the power improvement corresponding to the changes in the vane 

angle settings, for the points in Figure 7.2. Plots are shown for both the lean and straight 

vane designs, with the relevant efficiency changes given for each setting changes. It can 

be clearly seen that closing of the nozzle results in both the isentropic and actual power to 

increase, in the range of 2.3% - 26.6%. However, efficiency improvement is only noticed 

for the vane angle settings up to 65° and above which slight decrease is recorded. This is 

similar in all other steady flow cases as described in Chapter 5. 

A small d i f f ^ n c e between the lean and straight vane design can be deduced; lean vane 

produces higher actual power improvement of 26.6% and slightly higher efficiency of 

79%. Straight vane produces better actual power improvement for vane angle changes up 

to 60°, even though the actual power itself is marginally higher for the lean vane. 

Nonetheless, the nozzle setting of 55° - 65° is largely the optimum regime for the turbine 

to operate. This will be the target nozzle ring settings for most of the pulse period. 

However, in the trough region of an exhaust pulse which carries little energy, closer 

nozzle settings would be preferred in the aim of improved energy extraction, even with 

some efficiency penalty. In general, the steady flow shows better turbine power at closer 

nozzle settings, but this is not necessarily the case in a pulsating flow environment, as 

discussed in Chapter 6. The higher blockage effect at closer nozzle settings consequently 

reduces the turbine fluctuating torque at the peak in couple with the increasing mass 

accumulation upstream of the nozzle. This inevitably results in the lower turbine actual 

power at the peak for the close nozzle positions, even though appreciable improvement 

recorded for the trough region. The pulsating flow results suggest a fully open nozzle is 
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Figure 7.3 Power and efGciency changes with nozzle position, at constant 
inlet mass flow rate and total temperature 

suitable for the peak region to allow maximum pulse energy transfer onto the rotor. 

Whereas very closed nozzle position is preferred for the trough region to improve 

pressure ratio across the stage. Considering the steady and pulsating flow results for the 

current variable geometry turbine, both the possibility of maintaining optimum vane angle 

regime and fiill extend peak-peak oscillation are investigated and discussed in this 

chapter. 
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The first phase of A.C.T. development with a shding wall (refer Figure 7.1 and Imperial 

Innovation Ltd., 2006) shows energy extraction improvement of approximately 4.8% over 

a pulse period, but in the expense of signiGcant turbine efBciency drop (Pesiridis and 

Martinez-Botas, 2005). The second phase of the development was conducted as part of 

the current PhD &amework. This is with the use of pivoting nozzle vane ring, which is 

aerodynamically better than the shding wall. The following discussion will aim to 

disseminate the Gndings. 

7.2 Test Conditions 

The A.C.T. testing was conducted in two general modes, 

7. The nozzle ring is suspended with preload springs and allowed to oscillate 

naturally as reaction to the incoming pulsating flow. The increasing pulse pressure will 

tend to push open the nozzle vanes against the preload spring, which will then retract 

when the pulse pressure decreases. 

2. The nozzle ring is forced to oscillate which creates a sinusoidal opening and 

closing of the nozzles corresponding to the incoming pressure pulse. This is achieved 

with the use of permanent magnet shaker (this will be described in the next section). 

Within these two modes, a number of cases are investigated with different combination of 

flow &equencies and spring preloads. The investigation covers flow &equency of 20Hz, 

40Hz and 60Hz with 3 levels of spring stif&ess. The A.C.T. results discussed in the 

current thesis are obtained at 50% and 80% equivalent speed of the turbine, which 

corresponds to the equivalent pulsating flow test points. Table 7.1 summarizes the test 

conditions for the conducted A.C.T. experiments. Both the lean and straight vanes were 

used as part of the A.C.T. testing. 
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Table 7.1 A.C.T. test cases and its conditions 

Case Flow 
Frequency 

External 
Spring 

Spring 
Stiffness 

Vane 
Type 

Testing 
Mode* 

gf wva/gMf apeaf 
1 20Hz no low Lean Mode 1 
2 20Hz no medium Lean Mode 1 
3 20H2 yes high Lean Mode 1 
4 40Hz no low Lean Mode 1 
5 40Hz no medium Lean Mode 1 & 2 
6 60Hz no low Lean Mode 1 
7 60Hz no medium Lean Mode 1 & 2 

f 0% gf ipga/ 
8 40Hz no low Straight Mode 1 & 2 
9 40Hz no medium Lean & Straight Mode 1 & 2 
10 40Hz yes high Straight Mode 1 
11 60Hz no medium Lean & Straight Mode 1 & 2 
12 60Hz yes high Straight Mode 1 & 2 

* M k j i e y . o j c / Z / a f / o n q / " w o z z / g r m g 

M(x/e 2 . f lorca / ojcz/Zaf/ow nozz/g nwg vw/A jAatgr 

mm 

Shaker 

Optional spring • Adjustable lever • LVDT 

Figure 7.4 Driving ring attached to the shaker and an optional spring 
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7.3 Instrumentation and Control 

7.3.1 Instruments 

The general test rig setups for the A.C.T. testing are similar to that of pulsating flow 

experiments (refer Chapter 4 for detail descriptions). This is also the case for the relevant 

instruments to record physical properties towards evaluation of the tuitine performance. 

However, additional components and instruments were used in the actuation and control 

of the nozzle ring; these will be discussed in the following section. 

The driving ring is coupled to a permanent magnet shaker as shown in Figure 7.4. The 

shaker is from model The shaker consists of a 

permanent magnet fixed rigidly to the cylindrical outer casing. A moving coil on a bobbin 

is suspended B-om rubber diaphragms in the permanent magnetic field. When the coil is 

supplied with alternating current, the reaction between the electromagnetic field and the 

permanent magnet creates oscillating axial movement of the bobbin. The shaker has an 

external armature ( 0 38 mm), which is used to couple the nozzle driving ring via an 

adjustable lever. The axial suspension stifbess of the shaker is 12.3 and it is rated 

for continuous peak-to-peak amplitude of 14 mm. The shaker is coupled to a fX/OOE 

amplifier rated at 100 PF, which regulates current supply for the shaker based on the user-

input waveform signal. The dynamic response of the shaker-amplifier system reduces 

with the increasing &equency and load. The amplifier has an internal electrical trip (based 

on temperature) that shuts the system when the &equency-load characteristic goes beyond 

the safe limit. The shaker is operated only in the 2 testing where forced actuation 

required. In the 7 testing, the shaker coupling acts as a spring suspending the nozzle 

driving ring. 

The driving ring is also connected to an external spring, as seen in Figure 7.4. This is 

exclusively used for the Mocfg 7 testing. The elastic suspension of the nozzle ring enables 

it to react and oscillate in-sync with the incoming pressure pulses. Ideally, the nozzle ring 

should oscillate through its mean-position towards the fully open/close limits. However, 

the mean pressure of the flow pulses tend to shift the null position of the nozzle ring 
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(i^uii) towards open setting and consequently reduces the range of oscillation in a pulse 

period. This is more pronounced in cases of strong pulses with high pressure variation. 

For these cases, the external spring is used to restrict the degree of nozzle ring oscillation 

and also to keep its mean position in the pre-set region. 3 levels of elastic s t i fbess ( 0 ) 

7.7) were used in the test condition; achieved with the shaker and external 

spring as explained in the following; 

a) Vow' stiffness No external spring and only the shaker coupling. The null 

position of the nozzle ring is set at = 60°. The shaker's 

diaphragm is extended axially 4.3 mm. Total st ifhess of the 

elastic system, 0 = 52.6 

b) stif&ess : No external spring and only the shaker coupling. The null 

position of the nozzle ring is set at = 80°. The shaker's 

diaphragm is extended axially 6.0 mm. Total st ifbess of the 

elastic system, 8 = 73.8 

c) st ifbess External spring connected together with the shaker coupling. 

The null position of the nozzle ring is set at = 80°. The 

shaker's diaphragm is extended axially 6.0 mm. The external 

spring is set at its neutral length of 81.7 mm. Total stif&ess of 

the elastic system, 0 = 117.2 TV/mm. 

The appropriate stif&ess (0 ) settings for the test condition were deduced irom multiple 

in-situ calibrations with various combination of flow pressure, spring preload and nozzle 

null position The general aim is to have two regimes of nozzle oscillation; full 

range between the mechanical limits (40° <i9 < 80°) and only within the optimum 

efficiency range (60° <,9 < 70°). As the flow frequency increases, the nozzle ring reaction 

tends to decrease. Decreasing the elastic stiffness to improve its reaction will adversely 

shift the nozzle mean position towards open setting. Thus, the desired nozzle oscillation 

regime could not be achieved for all the cases. In general, the stif&ess settings described 

earlier are the best compromise achievable for all the test cases. 
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7.5 stiows tiws uilet pKisssuitsTpuLlsKXS for cUflewnaat test cauMSS aiwi tbts (soiresqpcKidiiyg 

natural oscillation of the nozzle vane ring. These test cases consist of combination of 

stif&ess settings as listed in Table 7.1. The decreasing dynamic response of the 

oscillating system can be seen clearly for the increasing flow frequency cases. In addition, 

the mass of the oscillating system results in lower rate of movement than the rate of 

pressure increase/decrease in a pulse. Further to this, it was noticed the local fluctuation 

within a period of pressure pulses are not more reflected in the nozzle ring oscillation. 

Thus, the pressure pulses in the test rig naturally induce a more sinusoidal oscillation in 

the nozzle ring. The inlet static pressure is recorded at the ^measurement plane' 

Fzgwre 6 . ^ , upstream of the turbine inlet. This results in a time lag (07) before the nozzle 

ring 'feels* the pressure and reacts to it. The time taken by the pressure pulse to travel can 

be calculated with Eq. (7.2), 

= (7.2) 

However, the length scale ( f ) is difBcult to be obtained precisely because of the 

circumfa-ential effect in the volute. Thus, the time lag (or) was deduced by measuring 

the instantaneous phase difference between the pressure pulse and the corresponding 

nozzle ring oscillation, as shown in Figure 7.5. Because the rate of pressure rise is higher 

than the corresponding rate of nozzle ring opening, comparing the peak and trough of the 

pulses for phase difference is not entirely accurate. Thus, the phase difference was 

measured between the start-point of pressure rise and the corresponding start-point of 

nozzle opening. The time lag (or) mainly varies with flow &equency but shows little 

changes between the 50% and 80% equivalent speed cases. The measured time lag ((z;) is 

approximately 0.00460^, 0.00630^ and 0.006855 for the 20Hz, 40Hz and 60Hz cases. 

Figure 7.5 also shows the phase shifted nozzle oscillation, providing a common time-

&ame for comparison. 
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Figure 7.6 Nozzle vane ring control scheme 

7.3.2 The nozzle vane control 

Figure 7.6 shows a diagram illustrating the control of the nozzle vane ring. The details of 

the instruments are described in Chapter 4; additional information will be given here. The 

primary processing and control of the operation is software executed via an analog-to-

digital (A-D) PCI card by National Instruments, NI 6284. This is an additional A-D card 

in the test facility to the ones described in Chapter 4, and used only for the A.C.T. 

monitoring and control. The interfacing software is purpose built in the Mz/fOMa/ 

/w/rwmeMfly platform. The measured pressure at the ^measurement plane' 

fzgwrg 6 . ^ is used as the reference to deduce the pulsating flow &equency and phase. 

The cahbrated I K O r is used to read the positions of the nozzle ring and consequently 

calculate the vane angle. In the 7 testing, reading A-om the pressure transducer and 

the AKOr are used to measure the phase difference for each case. 

In the Aifbdig 2 testing, the shaker is operated via the amplifier fed by a waveform signal 

which emulates the natural nozzle oscillation as in 7. These are mainly sinusoidal 

waveform with &equency and phase that matches the pressure pulses. Attempt to force a 
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square wave or triangular wave into the amplifier results in largely sinusoidal movement 

of the shaker-nozzle ring system. This is mainly because of the mass of the system and 

low power amphfier-shaker system (700 in combination could not produce adequate 

acceleration in the nozzle ring. Furthermore, the exact waveform shape of the pressure 

pulses could not be emulated, which is a primary goal in A.C.T. concepL This is to enable 

the nozzle ring to follow the pulse throughout a period. However, results would indicate 

the 'micro' changes in the nozzle position is not exactly beneGcial, instead a well set 

sinusoidal movement is adequate to improve the energy extraction. 

The sinusoidal waveform is software generated as a collective discreet signals as in Eq. 

(7.3), 

y{k) = amp] • 

= ampl • sin[(m/^y + {^wf ' 360 - for k = 0,1,2, ,n-1 
(7.3) 

where, am/?/ = waveform amplitude (vo/f^) 

M = number of samples 

^ waveform phase [rad) 

(^M/)/=0 " initial waveform phase (roc/) 

= sampling rate 

The finite phase difference between the pressure pulse and the vane ring natural 

oscillation measured in / is used to delay the trigger time of the nozzle vane ring. 

This is supplied as the initial waveform phase (((Uf^)y_Q) in Eq. (7.3). In addition, the 

electronic lime lag (oTg/g) due to the signal travel and processing (shown in Figure 7.6) is 

measured in the / testing and included to further delay the waveform generation. 

Electronic time lag ((Fg/g) for the test cases is on averaged about 0.0012y. Finally, the 

frequency and phase difference between the nozzle ring oscillation and the pressure pulse 

is constantly monitored to be within the equivalent 7 testing. 

The shaft encoder at die pulse generator produces 4096 TTL signal per revolution in 

between a single reference signal. The 4096 TTL signal is used as the clock source for the 
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waveform generation output channel on the A-D card. This enables the ^equency and 

phase of the waveform generated from the A-D card to be 'locked' to the pulse generator. 

Such that any mechanical fluctuation in the chopper plate will be compensated adequately 

to allow a consistent vane ring oscillation with respect to the pressure pulse as speciGed 

in the software. This is essential because waveform generated independent of the pulse 

generator signal clock results in the gradual phase shift in the nozzle ring. It result in the 

adverse mismatch between the incoming pulse and the nozzle ring oscillation, which 

causes the test-rig vibration to gradually increase and in some instances beyond the safety 

limits, thus prompting the automatic rig shut down. 

The data processing of the measured signal is similar to the procedure for pulsating flow 

experiments as discussed in Chapter 6. However, the value for the Glter used 

to refine the signal is set to ^07 for the A.C.T. results compared to 207 used for other 

pulsating flow results (refer section 6.2.3). This is because the higher vibration in the test-

rig during A.C.T. testing is reflected in the measured signals. Thus more refined time-step 

is required for the A.C.T. results to effectively reduce the non-cyclic and random noises 

in the acquired signals. Figure 7.7 summarizes the post-processing procedure followed for 

the pulsating flow and A.C.T. testing; refer Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 for further discussion 

on any individual process. 

7.4 Results and Discussions - Lean Vane 

The acquired results and the consequent analysis are presented here for different test 

cases with lean vanes configuration, as listed in Table 7.1. The results A'om 7 

testing are discussed first, followed by the Mbc/e 2 testing. 

7.4.1 Mode 1: natural oscillation of the nozzle vane ring^ 

Figure 7.8 shows the changes in the vane angle over a pulse cycle when the nozzle ring 

oscillate naturally with the incoming pressure pulse, presented for different &equency and 

50% equivalent speed. 
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Figure 7.7 Post-processing procedure of the measured instantaneous properties in 
pulsating flow and A.C.T. testing 

The increasing system stifGiess clearly shows its effect in limiting the shift of the nozzle 

mean position. The mean vane angle moves &om 62° to 67° and to 72° from the cajg 7 to 

J. Furthermore, the use of external spring for cage 3 results in significant reduction in the 

nozzle mean shift, and consequently the range of oscillation as well. The increasing 

stif&ess can be seen to have lesser effect on the range of nozzle oscillation wi± the 

increasing flow &equency. The nozzle ring oscillation range is 9° and 5° for coje 4 and J 

respectively, these reduces with frequency to 2° and 1 ° for the and 7. The nozzle 

ring oscillation in 40Hz and 60Hz cases is maintained within the optimum regime, while 

in the 20Hz cases a full extend peak-peak oscillation is achieved. 
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Figure 7.8 Z/goM Kz/zg. Pulsating inlet pressure and the corresponding nozzle 
ring oscillation for 50% equivalent speed cases 7b6/g 7. /) 
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Figure 7.9 shows the turbine actual power over a pulse cycle for the 20Hz 50% equivalent 

speed cases. The equivalent curves for the 40° and 70° fixed vane angle settings are also 

shown in the Ggure. These are the opened and closed nozzle positions, which produce 

optimum power at the peak and trough region respectively. The averaged power for the 

cycle, peak (A) and trough (B) regions of the power curves are listed in Table 7.2, 

together with the corresponding cycle averaged efSciency. A clear decrease in die turbine 

power at the peak (A) can be seen with the increasing system stif&ess. This is followed 

by power increases at the trough (B). The peak (A) power for cayg 7 is 5.1% higher than 

the setting 40° vane angle setting, but its trough (B) power is 47.6% lower than the 70° 

setting. Nevertheless, the cycle averaged power in cayg 7 is higher than all the fixed vane 

angle settings, about 6.1% higher than the 65° setting. 2 has also produced higher 

cycle averaged power than all the Gxed vane settings. However, cage 2 settings did not 

6re well in the individual peak and trough region; where the average power in both the 

regions is lower than the best fixed nozzle settings. The use of external spring in 3 

results in marginal power improvement at the trough, but suffered with significant power 

decrease at the peak. Nevertheless, the cycle averaged power in all the cases is largely 

better than the fixed vane settings. The results in Figure 7.9 suggest the mean nozzle 

position in a cycle as a crucial factor in achieving good compromise between the peak 

and the trough power. The cycle averaged e@iciency for the 20Hz A.C.T. cases are lower 

than the fixed vane settings, as much as 11% points in 2. Considering the results, the 

lowest stifbess and wide range nozzle movement in the caye 7 produced best overall 

outcome. 

Figure 7.10 shows the turbine actual power for the 40Hz 50% equivalent speed cases. 

Similar plots for the 60Hz 50% equivalent speed cases are shown in Figure 7.11. In both 

these Sgures, the fixed vane settings are shown corresponding to the open and close 

nozzle position. The averaged power for the cycle, peak (A) and trough (B) regions of the 

power curves are listed in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for the 40Hz and 60Hz cases 

respectively. In general, the similar trend is seen as in the 20Hz cases. Increasing stif&ess 

increases the energy extraction at the trough (B) but with power drop at the peak. 

However, cose 4 and cose J records an overall power improvement compared to the fixed 

vane settings. The cycle averaged power in ^ is 1.6% higher than the 65° vane angle 

setting. 
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Table 7.2 jLewi Kane. Averaged actual power for the peak (X), trough (B) and 
cycle with the corresponding efficiency, for 20Hz 50% cases 

A 

Ave raged A c t u a l Power ( k W ) -- L e a n Vane 

Cyc le eve 
Case 1 23.55 1.89 9.00 0.520 

Case 2 21.83 2.24 8.66 0.490 

Case 3 18.36 3.65 +0.9% 8.43 0.560 

TOdeg 18.47 3.62* 8.43 0.560 

65deg 19.91 2.98 8.48* 0.570 

60deg 21.34 2.05 8.35 0.600 

50deg 21.99 1.54 8.24 0.580 

40deg 22.41* 1.45 8.32 0.540 

I 
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3 

20Hz 50% Lean vane Case 1 
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70deg vane 
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Figure 7.9 Ka/zg. Turbine actual power per cycle for 20Hz 50% 
equivalent speed cases with relevant Gxed vane settings 

In cofg J it is similar with the 65° vane angle setting and higher than the other settings. 

For the 60Hz cases the increasing stiffness has very little effect on the cycle power. Case 

7 shows marginal cycle averaged power improvement than all but 70° vane angle settings. 

The cycle averaged efGciency of the turbine is generally higher than the fixed vane 

setting in both the 40Hz and 60Hz cases. 
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Figure 7.11 KzMg. Turbine actual power per cycle for 60Hz 50% 
equivalent speed cases with relevant fixed vane settings 

The increase in efRciency is more pronounce in the 60Hz with about 6% points and 22% 

points in cayg 6 compared to the best (50°) and least efBciency (70°) Gxed vane angle 

settings respectively. In overall, the results suggest efficiency benefit with A.C.T 

operation with marginally similar cycle averaged actual power of the turbine. 
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Table 7.3 KoTze. Averaged actual power for the peak (̂ 4), trough and 
cycle with the corresponding efBciency, for 40Hz 50% cases 7.^ 

Ave raged A c t u a l Power ( k W ) ~ L e a n Vane 

A B Cycle ^ts cvc 

Case 4 18.52 2.15 -JO. 7% 8.72 0.600 

Case 5 16.69 3.20 -2 J. 7% 8.58 -0.7% 0.561 

70deg 14.88 4 .31* 8.55 0.454 

65deg 16.61 3.29 8.58* 0.518 

60deg 17.73 2.32 8.48 0.558 

SOdeg 18.75 1.60 8.47 0.561 

40deg 19.13* 1.40 8.54 0.515 

Table 7.4 KsMg. Averaged actual power for the peak (X), trough (^) and 
cycle with the corresponding efRciency, for 60Hz 50% cases 7.7Q; 

A 

Ave raged A c t u a l Power ( k W ) 

,4-/4* B 

~ Lean Vane 

Cycle % CM 
Case 6 16.63 -7.g% 3.34 -36.7% 8.27 0.706 

Case 7 16.67 -7.6% 3.97 8.71 -y..5% 0.655 

70deg 14.67 5.29* 8.85* 0.485 

65deg 16.12 4.14 8.64 0.560 

60deg 16.77 3.43 8.40 0.627 

SOdeg 17.73 3.06 8.46 0.650 

40deg 18.03* 3.13 8.58 0.615 

Observation of the power curves for all the frequency cases reveal few consistent trends. 

The increasing stifhess in general improves energy extraction against the Gxed settings, 

- at the trough region (B) compared to the open nozzle settings, as much as 

200%, 

at the peak (A) compared to the close nozzle settings, as much as 14%. 
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Thus allowing the nozzle ring to oscillate naturally enables it to adapt to the incoming 

flow and settles for an optimum position for an instantaneous condition; which is seen in 

the intermediate power curves between the Gxed vane settings. This however depends on 

the flexibihty available for the nozzle ring to maintain a suitable mean, move and retract 

with a rate to match the pressure pulses. For the 7 testing, J to J largely 

exhibited improvement in the turbine actual power. However, within these only the 40Hz 

cases recorded marginal improvement in the cycle averaged efGciency. As no external 

energy input was used to drive the nozzle ring, the turbine actual power improvement can 

be considered the plus points of A.C.T. operation. For the 60Hz flow cases, A.C.T. 

operation shows lesser beneGt in terms of actual power. This is possibly because of the 

decreasing reaction rate of the nozzles to adapt to the fast changing incoming flow. 

However, this is noticed to be compensated with a possible increase in the cycle averaged 

ef^ciency. The overall results suggest in-situ calibration would be required to select a 

suitable range of stifbess for net positive outcome. 

7.4.2 Mode 2: Forced oscillation of the nozzle vane ring 

The shaker was used to forced oscillate the nozzle ring for in the selected 40Hz and 60Hz 

cases, with the aim to increase the nozzle opening-closing range in a cycle. Figure 7.12 

shows the turbine power and the corresponding vane angle movement for the caye J in 

2. The increase in the oscillation range in Afof/g 2 can be seen clearly, peak-to-peak 

about 51° - 74° compared to only 62° - 67° for the natural oscillation. Furthermore, the 

rate of nozzle movement is also improved with the use of shaker, even though the 

oscillation is still largely sinusoidal. Despite the improvement in the nozzle oscillation 

range, no signiGcant improvement was recorded for the power over the cycle. The peak 

power (A) reduces about 7.7%, but this is compensated with the improvement at the 

trough (B) of about 34%. These results in the cycle averaged power to improve about 

1.6% in 2, which translates to approximately 140 fK. Considering the shaker-

amplifier power of 100 PK, only a faction of improvement could be gained with the use of 

shaker, together with a 2% eSiciency points increase. 

Figure 7.13 shows the turbine power and the corresponding vane angle movement for the 

7 in 2. Again increase in the nozzle oscillation range is achieved, almost 12° 
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Figure 7.12 Z/goM Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over a 
40Hz pulse cycle with the shaker activated in case 5 
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Figure 7.13 Z/ggn Kwze. Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over a 
60Hz pulse cycle with the shaker activated in case 7 

amplitude compared to only about 1° in Mode J. The shaker was operated at its maximum 

limit, and the lower amplitude response with increasing frequency is evident in Figure 

7.13 compared to the 40Hz cases in Figure 7.12. The increased oscillation range in Mode 
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2 however is not accompanied with signiGcant increase in the power; in f ^ t the cycle 

averaged power is similar in both the Mode 1 and 2 testing. This is because the 10.6% 

power improvement at the trough (B) is more or less offset with loss at the peak (A) about 

3.5%. In overall the cycle averaged efBciency dropped by 1% poinL 

In general; the force oscillation of the nozzle ring is beneGcial for higher frequency cases, 

where the natural oscillation is limited. However this depends on the actuating 

mechanism and its natural limitation. The use of shaker in the current study inevitably is 

governed by the Grequency-amplitude characteristics of the elastic system, which is the 

fundamental limitation for the nozzle ring to start with. Thus better actuating mechanism 

with minimal amplitude decay in the desired range would be beneficial for A.C.T. 

Nevertheless, judging by the results, the possible improvement with conq^lex actuating 

mechanism is still questionable, especially in comparison to the energy needed to drive it 

in the first place. 

7.5 Results and Discussions - Straight Vane 

The acquired results and the consequent analysis are presented here for diSerent test 

cases with straight vanes conlGguration, as listed in Table 7.1. The results &om 7 

testing are discussed first, followed by the 2 testing. 

7.5.1 Mode 1: natural oscillation of the nozzle vane ring 

Figure 7.14(a) shows the changes in the vane angle over a pulse cycle when the nozzle 

ring oscillates naturally with the incoming pressure pulse of 40Hz. It can be noticed that 

the mean vane angle moves towards a closer position &om the cay&y <9 to /O because of 

the increase in the spring stifhess. Comparing cayg (9 and 9, it can be seen that sti&iess 

increase has little effect in the maximum opening of the nozzle but improves the capacity 

of the system to retract the nozzle vane towards closer position. Cayg /O shows the use of 

an external spring has a more significant effect on nozzle vane oscillation than just 

depending on the shaker internal diaphragm. 
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Figure 7.14 lyzrazgA/ Pulsating inlet pressure and the corresponding 
nozzle ring oscillation for 80% equivalent speed cases 7b6/e 7.7) 

Figure 7.14(b) shows the vane angle changes in a 60Hz pulse cycle for cayg 77 and 72. In 

the 60Hz cases the nozzle ring is observed to response slower to the incoming pressure 

pulse compared to the 40Hz cases. The shorter time for a pulse cycle means the reaction 

degree of the nozzle ring is slower which results in a smaller vane angle variation 

compared in the 60Hz cases. Furthermore the total energy per cycle entering the turbine is 

smaller in 60Hz cases which results in the mean vane angle to stay at closer nozzle 

positions compared to the 40Hz cases. The inlet pressure pulse in 60Hz cases can be seen 

to have more fluctuations compared to the 40Hz cases, which shows the higher level of 

unsteadiness. There is no dominant peak in 60Hz cases, which explains the smaller 

movement in the nozzle vanes over a pulse cycle. Nevertheless, the effect of increasing 

the stif&ess in caye 72 can be noticed clearly with higher back pressure. 
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Figure 7.15 shows the turbine actual power over a pulse cycle for the 40Hz 80% 

equivalent cases. The equivalent curves for the 40° and 70° fixed vane angle settings are 

also shown in the Ggure. These are the opened and closed nozzle positions, which 

produce optimum power at the peak and trough region respectively. The averaged power 

for the cycle, peak (A) and trough (B) regions of the power curve is listed in Table 7.5, 

together with the corresponding cycle averaged efBciency. It was found that as the system 

stiffness increases, the turbine energy extraction decreases at the peak (A) but increases at 

the trough (B). Energy extraction within region (B) in cayg P is 27.6% higher than dwe <9 

while in caye 70 it is 36% higher than cayg P. Similar comparison within region (A) 

shows 5.9% decrease in cayg 9 &om cayg ^ and 12.3% decrease in cayg 70 Grom cage P. 

Cofg P has the highest cycle averaged power of 17.13 compared to 16.68 and 

17.06 tfK for caye ^ and 70 respectively. In cayg P, the decrease in the energy extraction 

at the peak is more than compensated by the increase at the trough, thus resulting in better 

cycle outcome compared to the other cases. The power decrease at the peak in cayg 70 is 

more significant even though the vane angle stays in the optimum range Fzgwrgj 

7.2 7.3). The mean vane angle in coje 70 which stays at close nozzle positions, creates 

higher blockage and back pressure at the upstream of the nozzle vanes, refer Figure 12(a). 

This would have increased the possibility of the tuibine choking at the peak in a pulse 

cycle and consequently results in the decrease in the power. 

The cycle averaged efficiencies of the turbine is 70%, 71% and 64% for coje P and 70 

respectively. Similarly, turbine efBciency at 65° vane angle setting is 70% but at 70° vane 

angle setting it drops to 60%. The significant drop in the efBciency in caje 70 &om 

and P again shows similarity with the fixed vane angle testing and further indicates the 

possibility of turbine choking. Interestingly, the cycle average efficiency in P is 

similar to the 65° fixed vane angle condition (which is the optimum vane angle position 

based on steady test), even though the vane angle fluctuates between 49° and 68° at the 

peak and trough of the pulse respectively. This would need further investigation before a 

conclusion statement can be made. 

Figure 7.16 shows the turbine power over one pulse cycle for 77 and 72 where the 

flow pulsation is 60Hz. Also included in the Ggure are the equivalent curves for a 6xed 

40° and 70°vane angle settings. Table 7.6 list the averaged power for the cycle, peak (A) 
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Figure 7.16 KoMg. Turbine actual power per cycle for 60Hz 80% 
equivalent speed cases with relevant fixed vane settings 

and trough (B) regions of the power curve, together with the corresponding cycle 

averaged efficiency. The turbine power is observed to be less affected by the system's 

stif&ess compared to the 40Hz cases. The peak power (within A) in cayg 72 is 5.2% 

lower than case 11 but at lower end (within B) it is 27.9% higher than case 11. This 

translates to a cycle averaged efficiency of 80% in e w e 72 compared to 76% in caye 77. 
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Table 7.5 Kong. Averaged actual power for ± e peak trough (^) and 
cycle w i ± the corresponding e@ciency, for 40Hz 80% cases 7.7j) 

Averaged A c t u a l Power ( k W ) ~ S t ra i gh t Vane 

A B Cyc le cyc-cyc* % cvc 

Case 8 40.01 5.88 16.68 0.701 

Case 9 37.64 7.50 17.13 0.709 

Case 10 32.99 10.18 17.06 0.642 
70deg 34.77 10.75* 18.75* 0.599 

65deg 36.26 8.67 17.86 0.697 
60deg 38.78 6.90 18.45 0.646 

50deg 38.68 4.86 16.94 0.649 

40deK 39.66* 5.52 18.08 0.658 

mwaga//wwer /or vang j eff/ngy 

Table 7.6 Ka/zg. Averaged actual power for the peak (̂ 4), trough (B) and 
cycle with the corresponding efRciency, for 60Hz 80% cases 7 /6) 

Ave raged A c t u a l Power ( k W ) ~ S t ra igh t Vane 

A B Cyc le 

Case 11 31.33 -70. 7.26 16.04 -6.7% 0.760 

Case 12 29.69 -710% 9.29 16.53 0.800 

70deg 28.88 9.77* 17.07 0.594 

65deg 30.67 9.20 17.19* 0.746 

60deg 31.68 6.96 16.23 0.776 

50deg 33.84 6.57 16.65 0.835 

40deK 34.53* 6.63 16.77 0.822 

* Agf/ p o w e r v o w g 

Even though the peak power in / / and / 2 are higher than the fixed 65° vane angle 

setting, the cycle averaged power is slightly lower. However, in both the cases the cycle 

average efRciency is higher than the fixed 65° vane angle setting, which is 75%. In 

general, the turbine efficiency at 60Hz conditions is found to be higher than the 

equivalent 40Hz conditions. 

Even though the 40Hz and 60Hz, 80% equivalent speed A.C.T. cases show improvement 

compared to some Gxed vane angle settings (refer Table 7.5 and Table 7.6), there is no 

overall power improvement recorded compared to the optimum fixed vane angle setting. 
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7.5.2 Mode 2: Forced oscillation of the nozzle vane ring 

Figure 7.17 shows the turbine power in cage P with the shaker operated to force oscillate 

the nozzle vane ring. The movement range of the vane angle is also shown in the same 

figure. The phase difference between the oscillation of the vane ring in cayg P and the 

upstream pressure is found to be 18°. This value is used to delay the oscillation of the 

shaker &om the upstream pressure in order to achieve a similar phase as in the natural 

oscillation case. The vane ring was forced to move into a closer nozzle position during the 

lower end of the pulse. But the higher force of the flow combined with the spring 

elasticity results in the vane ring to open further than otherwise it would naturally at the 

peak. The slightly more closed position achieved with the shaker increases the energy 

extraction at the lower end of the pulse by 7.6%. Nevertheless, the use of shaker to force 

oscillate the nozzle vane ring did not result in overall improvement, as the cycle averaged 

power is about 17.1 tf^^in both testing modes. 

The vane ring in cayg (9 is forced oscillated to be out-of-phase with its natural oscillation, 

as shown in Figure 7.18. The out-of-phase oscillation of the vane ring results in the cycle 

averaged power to reduce &om 16.68 tPF to 15.68 mainly due to the power drop at 

the peak. Interestingly, the power level at the trough with the out-of-phase oscillation is 

very similar to coiyg even though the nozzle is at an open position. This is 

possibly linked to position of the nozzle at the peak. When the nozzle is closed at the peak 

of the pulse it increases the mass accumulation upstream and the pressure rise. The 

accumulated mass is consequently released when the nozzle opens during the trough of 

the pulse, which increases the momentum impact on the rotor and raises the power level. 

But clearly, the increase in the power at the trough is not enough to compensate the loss at 

the peak. This demonstrates the importance of the vane ring oscillation phase and for the 

A.C.T. operation. 

Figure 7.19 shows the turbine power and vane angle movement when the shaker was used 

to force oscillate the vane ring in ciiyg 7/ and 72. The oscillation of the shaker is delayed 

by 25° &om the upstream pressure in order to match the phase as in the natural oscillation 

case. The use of shaker can be seen to be more beneficial in the 60Hz flow condition 

because of the lower natural response of the vane ring assembly. Thus a bigger oscillation 
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Figure 7.17 Kiome. Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over a 40Hz 
pulse cycle with the shaker activated in case 9 
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Figure 7.18 KoMg. Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over a 
40Hz pulse cycle with the shaker activated out-of-phase in case 8 

range can be achieved than otherwise would be naturally, but still restricted by the 

maximum mechanical capability of the assembly. However, the use of the shaker in both 
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Figure 7.19 Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over a 
60Hz pulse cycle with the shaker activated in case 11 & 12 

the cases did not produce a dramatic eSect on turbine power. Any improvement gained at 

the trough is almost compensated in the drop at the peak. The cycle averaged power is 

similar at 16 for 77 with and without the use of shaker. As in 72, the cycle 

averaged power reduces about 0.3 )tfF&om 16.5 ^fKwith the use of shaker. 
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7.5.3 Comparison with the Lean Vane 

As for comparison, two 80% equivalent speed cases were repeated with the lean vanes 

configuration. Figure 7.20 shows the turbine actual power and nozzle ring oscillation over 

a cycle for the caye P and / / with the lean vanes conGguration. The figure includes plots 

for both the natural oscillation and forced oscillation with shaker 2). The 

observed changes in turbine power with forced oscillation are very similar to the other 

cases reported earlier. Forced oscillation produces slightly better peak power but largely 

similar cycle average power. Table 7.7 gives turbine cycle averaged power for P 

and /y in 7 and 2, for both the straight and lean vanes configuration. The 

corresponding cycle averaged efficiency for each case is also given in the table. The cycle 

averaged power is shown in terms of percentage difference to the equivalent 7 point 

with straight vanes conGguration. It can be seen that the use of forced oscillation does not 

produce any improvement in the cycle averaged power, even Aough small localized 

improvement noticed. The use of lean vanes results in the cycle average power to 

decrease in all cases. The power drop is more signiGcant in the 40Hz flow cases, with 

about 15% lower than the equivalent straight vanes case. In general, the cycle averaged 

efficiency decreases for 2 testing, on average about 7% and 1% eKciency points in 

the 40Hz and 60Hz cases respectively. This suggests the beneGt of A.C.T. is more 

realistic with natural oscillation / ) than the forced oscillation. The overall results 

suggest the use of straight vanes as more beneGcial in realizing the A.C.T. beneGts. 

7.6 Challenges 

Theoretically, based on Eq. (7.1), A.C.T. approach is to improve power extraction across 

the turbine. The possibility of realizing power improvement due to the increase in the 

pressure ratio is a function of the efficiency as well. This is one of the impeding factors in 

the Grst phase of A.C.T. study (Pesiridis and Martinez-Botas, 2005). In the current study, 

with aerodynamically better nozzle system the possibility of the power improvement has 

increased. However, the current experimental results also show there are other factors 

affecting the turbine power which are not explicit in Eq.(7.1). These are the choking at the 
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Figure 7.20 Z/gam Ka/zg. Turbine actual power and vane angle movement over 
a 40Hz and 60Hz pulse cycle with the shaker activated in case 9 and 11 

nozzle which will restrict the range of pressure ratio increase and the dynamic effect of 

the flow unsteadiness coupled with the nozzle vane oscillation. Further study especially 

CFD analysis will be profitable to completely understand these effects and to predict a 

realistic improvement envelope before it can be tested and verified. 
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Table 7.7 Comparison of the turbine's cycle averaged actual power and 
efBciency between the lean and straight vanes configuration, shown as 

percentage difference &om the ref^nce case* 

40Hz 80% P 0 w c r 

Case 9straight 17.13 kW* 0.709 

Case 9siraight - Mode 2 0.633 

Case 9Lean -15.3% 0.677 

Case 9Lean - Mode 2 -15.4% 0.595 

60Hz 80% P 0 w G vg 

Case 11 straight 16.04 kW* 0.760 

Case 11 straight - 2 -0.1% 0.753 

Case 1 1 Lean -6.2% 0.748 

Case 1 iLean- Mocfe 2 -5.3% 0.746 

One of the main challenges of implementing the A.C.T. to an engine would be in the 

reliability of the actuating mechanism to continuously oscillate in the hot and harsh 

exhaust environment. Additionally the amount of energy required by the mechanism in 

comparison to the energy recovery improvement in the turbine will be another justifying 

factor for A.C.T. The current experiments, though only lab based, show the possibility of 

achieving the benefit of A.C.T. without a complex mechanism. The natural oscillation of 

the nozzle ring produces increased cycle averaged power compared to the fixed vane 

settings as well as forced oscillation cases. However, there will be physical limitation to 

the maximum &equency and amplitude level at which the pivoting mechanism can be 

operated in A.C.T. modes. Higher &equency oscillation will reduce the natural amplitude 

and more energy would be required to increase it. Thus the optimum operating envelope 

for an A.C.T. would be on the low &equency and low speed applications. This is shown 

in the test results for the 20Hz - 40Hz and 50% equivalent speed cases. In an engine term 

this includes low to medium speed diesel engines for heavy duty application such as 

trucks, ships and stationary power plants. These application sectors will be where A.C.T. 
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bene6ts can be better realized. A.C.T. operation in the low ^equency-high pressure 

exhaust pulses (typical of heavy duty diesel engines) will reduce the dynamic effect and 

provide enough time for a turbine to react to the changes in the flow. Furthermore, low 

&equency operation will reduce the mechanical strain on the system and improves 

reUability. 

The beneGts of A.C.T. as demonstrated here are based on the experimental test cases 

which concentrate on the turbine. Nevertheless, a turbocharger in an engine is part of a 

system with other critical components which work together to achieve optimum 

performance. These components are governed by a complex control strategy which for a 

diesel engine will be heavily dependent on the emission control, transient operation and 

optimum power. Thus the true benefit and practicality of A.C.T. can only be verified 

through engine testing as part of a system. It is crucial that any improvement achieved at 

the turbine end will not increase the exhaust back pressure and most importantly 

compliment well the EGR system in a diesel engine. The principle of A.C.T. is to open up 

the nozzle at the peak and closes at the trough of the pulses. If the nozzle vanes are 

allowed to oscillate naturally, providing the resistance is appropriate, exhaust back 

pressure will not be an issue. But if the nozzle vanes are forced oscillated through 

external mechanism, care should be taken in phase locking the nozzle movement with the 

incoming pressure pulses. As demonstrated in the test cases, out-of-phase force 

oscillation will increase turbine choking possibihty without any power improvement. As 

for the transient operation, the sudden spikes and drops in the exhaust pulse will in effect 

comply with the / A.C.T. system. Furthermore, the engine transient instances are 

usually at lower 6equency compared to the primary exhaust pulses itself and its 

amplitude will be hi^er. In fact A.C.T. would be an added advantage for transient 

response where the initial energy level in the exhaust is low. Thus, based on the 

experimental observation, A.C.T. can be calibrated to work well in transient conditions. 

7.7 Summary 

The second phase development of a new concept called Active Control Turbocharger 

(A.C.T.) is discussed in the current chapter. A variable geometry stator with 15 pivoting 
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nozzle vanes, designed as part of this PhD was used for the A.C.T. testing. The turbine 

was tested in 2 modes for active oscillation of the nozzle vanes; within these a number of 

cases were tested as shown in Table 7.1. 

y is the nozzle vane ring allowed to oscillate naturally in the pulsating flow, against 

the spring pre-load. It was found that the increase in spring sti&ess reduces the 

oscillating range of the vane ring and maintains the mean vane angle at a closer nozzle 

position. This in turn increases the energy extraction of the turbine at the lower pulse 

region but reduces the peak power. Cage / (natural oscillation with lean vanes, 20Hz, no 

external spring and low stifhess) shows good results, with actual power improvement of 

6.1% but with marginal efficiency drop. ^ (natural oscillation with lean vanes, 

40Hz, no external spring and low stiffness) can be considered as an overall improvement 

in both power and efficiency about 1.6% and 4% point respectively. In the 60Hz flow the 

nozzle vane ring is less sensitive to the incoming pulsating flow and the increase in spring 

stif%iess produces lesser effect than in the 40Hz flow cases. 

2 is the forced oscillation of the vane ring with a permanent magnet shaker. The 

shaker is more useful in the 60Hz flow cases to produce a larger range of the vane ring 

oscillation. This is because in the 40Hz flow cases the large natural oscillation of the vane 

ring reduces the need for shaker. The use of shaker enabled closer nozzle positions than 

naturally would be achieved at the trough period of the pulse. This improves energy 

extraction at the trough of the pulse, however in many cases similar improvement is not 

seen at the peak. As a result, the use of shaker to force oscillate the vane ring produces 

only a small change in the turbine power. 

An optimum A.C.T. operating condition could be achieved by using an external spring 

pre-load, which eliminates the use of complex mechanism and external drive. However, 

this will require engine coupled testing and calibration in order to achieve optimum 

stif&iess level which satisfies the whole engine working condition. The low frequency 

benefits deduced 6om the current test results suggest A.C.T. with spring pre-load will 

most benefit engines with narrow speed range. As for the higher speed engines, actuating 

mechanism is necessary for A.C.T. operation, in which case the overall benefit will 

depend on the net energy improvement and the reliability of the actuator. 
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CHAPTERS 

CLOSURE 

8.0 Synopsis 

This thesis presents the experimental evaluation of a variable geometry mixed flow 

turbocharger turbine with two types of nozzle vane designs; lean-stacking and 

conventional straight-stacking design. The experimental findings encompass steady and 

pulsating flow results. Additionally, a new turbine operating concept, Active Control 

Turbocharger (A.C.T.) was also experimentally evaluated and the relevant results 

presented. This chapter will include the main conclusions of the current thesis with 

suggestion for future research. 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 Variable geometry stator design 

A variable geometry stator was designed and fabricated as part of the current PhD 

6amework. The volute was designed based on a commercial turbocharger 

/fJB) with sufficient enlargement for nozzle vane ring fitting. The volute has y4/y' = 30 m/M 

and % = 70°. A unique nozzle vane has been designed to match the 3-dimensional feature 

of the leading edge of the mixed flow rotor 'A\ The vane is constructed through lean 

stacking with an angle of W &om the axial direction. It was found that the lean stacking 

together with confbrmal transformation leads to a non-uniform suction-pressure surfaces 

interaction along the span of the adjacent vanes. To resolve this, the vane profile at the 

shroud-end is elongated thus resulting in a small degree of sweep at the trailing edge of 
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the nozzle vane. Consequently, the chord length of the vane is 22.3 mm and 26.3 mm at 

the hub-side and shroud-side respectively. A conventional straight nozzle vane with the 

shroud-side chord lenglh (26.3 mm) was also constructed as a comparative design to 

gauge the benefits of the new lean vane. The pivoting point of the vane was set at 6.9 /Tzm 

after the leading edge. The axial height of the vane is 13.50 mm with 0.15 7?zm clearance 

at both the end wall for pivoting purposes. 

The variable geometry stator includes 15 vanes which are evenly distributed at a diameter 

of 0 1 2 4 mm on the periphery of the volute. These vanes are coupled to an external 

driving ring via a sliding lever and pin connection. As the external driving ring is rotated, 

the tangential force applied to the connecting pins will be translated into a small radial 

traverse of the sliding lever and consequently the simultaneous rotation of the nozzle 

vanes. The overall mechanism allows nozzle pivoting range of 80° - 40° (vane angle with 

respect to the radial direction); which correspond to an area opening of 7% to 100% 

respectively (where 100% is the fully opened position). This is achieved by 10° rotation 

of the external driving ring, which is actuated through a stepper motor. 

8.1.2 Steady flow experiment results 

The steady flow performance of a variable geometry mixed flow turbine are presented for 

vane angle settings of 40°, 50°, 60°, 65° and 70° over a non-dimensional speed range of 

0.833 - 1.667. The tests have been carried out with a permanent magnet eddy current 

dynamometer within a velocity ratio range of 0.47 to 1.09. This is a larger range than a 

conventional compressor coupled testing. The overall results exhibit the wide range of 

operation for the designed variable geometry mixed flow turbine. The optimum efficiency 

of the variable geometry turbine was found to be higher than its baseline nozzleless unit 

by approximately 5 percentage points. The turbine exhibits highest efRciency for vane 

angle settings between 60° and 65°, which is similar in both the lean and straight vanes. 

The maximum total-to-static efficiency of the turbine in lean vanes configuration was 

measured to be 79.8% at a velocity ratio of 0.675. Equivalent value in straight vanes 

configuration is 80.4% at a velocity ratio of 0.673. The swallowing capacity of the turbine 

was found to increase with the lean vanes compared to the straight vanes, especially at 

close nozzle positions; at 70° vane angle setting this corresponds to approximately 17% 
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increase. Additionally, the efBciency drop at higher velocity ratio away &om the peak 

was found to be smaller with the lean vanes conGguration. The typical effect of the 

centrifugal pressure head due to the rotating rotor was observed in the turbine swallowing 

capacity curves. However, as the nozzle closes, the turbine swallowing capacity was 

found to be influenced dominantly by the high nozzle blockage compared to the rotor 

centrifugal pressure head, which is evident in the lesser spread of the mass flow 

parameter curves. 

8.1.3 Pulsating flow experiment results 

Unsteady performance of a variable geometry mixed flow turbine were acquired and 

presented for a range of nozzle vane angles and flow A-equencies and for 50% and 80% 

equivalent speed conditions. The turbine is observed to go through a period of choking in 

a pulse cycle at close nozzle setting. This is shown with the calculated Mach number at 

the nozzle throat to reach unity for vane angle settings &om 60° - 70°. Choking is found 

to be more signiGcant at 40Hz condition compared to 60Hz and similar with both the lean 

and straight vanes configurations. However, the hystheresis loop with the straight nozzle 

vanes exhibited wider range of mass flow parameter and pressure ratio, as much as 69.7% 

and 20% respectively. The existence of a nozzle vane ring was found to act as a 

^Yestrictor" which shields the turbine rotor &om being completely exposed to the 

unsteadiness of the flow and consequently contributes to the change of isentropic 

waveform A-om the point of measurement to the point it imparts momentum. This coupled 

with the phase shifting ambiguity leads to the inaccuracy of the point-by-point 

instantaneous efficiency, which is more pronounced compared to a nozzleless turbine. 

This in some cases result in almost 25% of a cycle to exhibit instantaneous efBciency 

above unity. In general the nozzled turbine shows larger departure in the unsteady cycle 

averaged efficiency &om the equivalent quasi-steady. At 70° vane angle setting, this is as 

much as -15% and -19.4% efficiency points with the straight and lean vanes configuration 

respectively. The blockage effect was found to be dominant at close nozzle settings with 

signiGcant mass accumulation and lower fluctuating torque, which is not the case in the 

open nozzle settings (40° and 50°). This consequently results in the cycle averaged 

efficiency to be largely lower in the close nozzle settings; a characteristic observed to be 

in contrast to the steady flow performance. 
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8.1 .4 A c t i v e C o n t r o l T u r b o c h a r g e r 

The second phase development of a new concept called Active Control Turbocharger 

(A.C.T.) was presented with the current variable geometry turbine. The turbine was tested 

in 2 modes for active oscillation of the nozzle vanes. / is where the nozzle vane 

ring allowed to oscillate naturally in the pulsating flow, against the spring pre-load. The 

spring stiAhess was found to be a dominant 6ctor in the effectiveness of the natural 

oscillation mode, where increasing stifbess results in (a) mean vane angle to stay at 

closer nozzle position and (b) reduced oscillating range. Combination of these ef l^ts 

increases the energy extraction of the turbine at the lower region of a pulse (trough) but 

reduces the peak power due to high blockage. Ca;g 7 (natural oscillation with lean vanes, 

20Hz, no external spring and low stifEhess) shows good results, producing an actual 

power improvement of 6.1% but with marginal efficiency drop. Caye 4 (natural 

oscillation with lean vanes, 40Hz, no external spring and low stifbess) can be considered 

as an overall improvement in both power and efficiency about 1.6% and 4 percentage 

points respectively. In the 60Hz flow the nozzle vane ring was found to be less sensitive 

to the incoming pulsating flow and the increase in spring stifbess produces lesser effect 

than in the 40Hz flow cases. 

2 is the forced oscillation of the vane ring with a permanent magnet shaker. The 

shaker is more useful in the 60Hz flow cases to produce a larger range of the vane ring 

oscillation, as its natural oscillation is limited. Furthermore, the use of shaker enabled 

closer nozzle positions achieved at the trough of the pulse. This improves energy 

extraction at the trough of the pulse, however in many cases similar improvement is not 

seen at the peak. As a result, the use of shaker to force oscillate the vane ring produces a 

small change in the turbine power. Furthermore, it was found that the phase-lag of the 

vane ring oscillation is important to achieve an improvement in energy extraction at the 

lower pressure region, where out-of-phase oscillation resulting in cycle power reduction. 

In overall, an optimum A.C.T. operating condition could be achieved by using an external 

spring pre-load, which eliminates the use of complex mechanism and external drive. 

However, this will require engine coupled testing and calibration in order to achieve 

optimum stif&ess level which satisfies the whole engine working condition. The current 

results suggest A.C.T. with spring pre-load will most benefit engines with narrow speed 
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range as in low to mid range heavy duty diesel engines. As for the higher speed engines, 

actuating mechanism might be necessary for A.C.T. operation, in which case the overall 

benefits will depend on the net energy improvement and the actuator reliability. 

8.2 Suggestion for Future Work 

8.2.1 Nozzle vane design 

The effort untaken as part of the current PhD framework was to design a dedicated nozzle 

vane for mixed flow rotor in aim to improve VG turbine efBciency and swallowing 

capacity. However, the acquired efficiency characteristics of the new lean nozzle vane are 

similar to a straight vane design, even though the swallowing capacity has improved. The 

steady state results indicate that additional losses are incurred due to lean stacking which 

ofkets the gain &om the span-wise uniformity achieved by better geometrical matching. 

It would be sensible to conduct computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis on a single 

passage nozzle to deduce the additional losses associated with lean stacking. This would 

enable the vane design to be improved in areas necessary to reduce these losses. 

Furthermore, a complete CFD analysis on a VG mixed flow turbine would be beneficial 

in deducing the overall stage performance. 

8.2.2 Pulsating flow experiments 

The pulsating flow experiments conducted were focused on the peak efficiency speed 

condition and one additional lower speed condition. It is suggested that the experimental 

survey to be extended for all other speed settings, &om 50% to 100% of the maximum 

speed of the dynamometer. Furthermore, the unsteady test points were setup to 

correspond to the peak e@ciency steady point with the velocity ratio as the reference. It 

would be beneficial to investigate the VGT performance variation with a range of 

dynamometer loadings for a constant speed and nozzle settings. This would provide an 

insight of the VG turbine unsteady behaviour at the peak as well as away &om it. 
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The unsteady cycle averaged efficiency at closed nozzle settings was found to be 

generally lower than the equivalent quasi-steady value, but it was not the case with the 

open nozzle settings. These are in contrast to the steady state results which suggest the 

close nozzle settings to largely exhibit higher e^ciency than the open nozzle settings. 

The significant deviation &om the quasi-steady assumption observed with the nozzled 

turbine needs further investigation. Experimental flow analysis with laser technique 

would be beneficial in understanding the flow behaviour in the volute and nozzle at 

different nozzle opening. This would be similar to the work by Karamanis (2000) where 

AOK measurement was used to study the flow in a nozzleless turbine. This would then 

compliment the experimental findings in the current PhD which suggest the possibility of 

choking, mass accumulation and the intermediate nozzle ring body as the main reasons 

for the acquired performance characteristics. 

8.2.3 A c t i v e C o n t r o l T u r b o c h a r g e r ( A . C . T . ) 

The forced oscillation of the nozzle ring to adapt to the incoming pressure pulse is best to 

be achieved with a non-elastic mechanism. It would enable the mean nozzle position to be 

set at an optimum positions and the oscillation achieved about the mean. However, this 

would inevitability leads to additional complexity of the mechanism and the consequent 

power requirement. The net benefits of A.C.T. are then dependant on the reliability of the 

mechanism and the power in-power out balance within the operating range. 

Even though improvement in the energy extraction was demonstrated with the use of 

natural oscillation of the nozzle ring suspended with spring, the elastic nature of the 

mechanism still remaining a problem. The appropriate stif&ess settings need to be 

evaluated which maintains optimum mean nozzle positions and still allows the nozzle 

ring to oscillate &eely with the pulsating flow. It would be beneficial to use a variable 

stif&ess mechanism for the nozzle ring which uses the upstream pressure as the reference 

to vary its stifkess. This would then enable the optimal mean nozzle position to be 

maintained and maximum oscillation allowed fbr a range of flow &equencies. However, 

this would require multiple calibration exercise to pre-set the stif&ess control fbr best 

operation and most probably would require external power to actuate the variable 

stifhess mechanisnL which need to be considered fbr the net A.C.T. benefits. 
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The shaker used in the current study is coupled to an amplifier rated at 100 fF, which is 

limited in its capacity to extend the nozzle oscillation range. It would be beneGcial to 

further expand the current A.C.T. test points with a higher power amplifier which would 

then enable full range oscillation of the nozzle ring 

A.C.T. operation with natural nozzle oscillation should be tested with engine coupling to 

deduce the overall engine performance benefits and its overall compliments to other 

crucial components such as E.G.R. unit. This would enable the operating envelope of the 

A.C.T. to be formulated wiA appropriate spring stif&ess settings or other possible 

mechanism. 
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